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It is good that the University expects soon to proceed with construction 
of a Fine Arts building which has long been needed on the campus. 
Not only will the building ultimately provide adequate facilities for 
students in drama, music, art, and speech, but it also will serve as a further 
tie of the University to the City. 
No longer will townsfolk have to crowd into the Quonset Hut theater 
for performances by the University Players. Further the whole scope of 
dramatic offerings can be enlarged. Already, for instance, the music de-
partment is thinking in terms of ambitious dramatic musical performances, 
including opera. 
From the standpoint of the performing arts, the most important single 
unit of the Fine Arts building is the projected theater which will seat 
more than 700 persons. The architects have drawn into the plans for this 
theater a magnificent stage, auditorium and balcony . At every step they 
had expert advice to assure that the acoustics would be as near perfection 
as it is possible to achieve, that unnecessary noise and vibration be elim-
inated. 
Soundproof rehearsal rooms, library facilities, studios for art as well as 
an art gallery are planned ultimately for the building which when com-
pleted will be one of the most imposing edifices on the camp us. It wi ll 
be both a valuable addition to the University's facilities and a gracious 
link with the cultural life of Richmond. 
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Imm ediate Past Pr esiden t 
V of R Professors Speak Out on Timely Issues 
SO THEY SAY 
Federal Aid for Denominational Colleges? 
A Place in the Sun for Today's Restless 
Youth. 
These were the themes of two controver-
sial panels on currrnt topics related to higher 
education in ,.1hich University of Richmond 
faculty rnc~bc rs traded facts and opinions . 
The first, dealing with federal aid to edu-
cation was presented in Febmary as a part of 
Religious Emphasis Week. The second, 
styled "Rest lessness, Rebellion, and Revolu-
tion: Today's 3-Rs," was one of a series of 
prog~ams presented under Alumni-Alumnae 
auspices. 
Dr. William M. Reams Jr., '51, of the 
biology department; Dr. Robert S. Alley, 
'5 3, of the religion department , and Dr. 
James H. Hall Jr., chairman of the philos-
ophy department, discussed federal aid in 
an atmosphere that seemed at times electri-
cally charged. 
Dr. Reams said that while no denomina-
tion wanted to maintain a second-rate edu-
cationa l institution, all seemed reluctant to 
provide the money to support really first 
class colleges. He went on to say, "If the 
church will not put up the funds necessary 
for quality attainments in faculty, physical 
facilities and students, then church-related 
schools .. . must seek financial aid wherever 
it can be obtained." Later in the discussion 
period, Dr. Reams was asked if the Uni-
versity of Richmond had made any effort 
to secure the needed funds from private 
foundations . He replied that he could speak 
only for the biolo1w department, but that 
they had approached several foundations 
seeking grants for equipment , research , and 
aid to graduate stude nts, only to be told 
that the foundations were not in the business 
of providing the basic materials and equip-
ment, but were primarily interested in put-
ting "frost ing on the cake," i.e., providing 
materials and equipment for advanced 
courses, and that until the university could 
bring its facilities up to date that there 
seemed to be little chance of securing aid 
from foundations. 
Dr . Alley objected to any financial aid 
to denominational colleges from any tax 
revenues. He based his arguments on the 
First Amendment to the Constitution and 
on the traditional position of the Baptists 
towards the separation of church and state. 
He said that he felt that it would be "im-
moral" to compel people to pay taxes and 
then to give this tax money to any church 
related institutions . He also felt that it would 
Edited by JAMES A. SARTAIN 
be immoral for the Baptists to compromise 
their traditional principles by accepting such 
money. He concluded "Chur ch-rel ated 
schools are arms of the church, and in order 
for the church to be totally and absolutely 
free, it cannot have any entanglement with 
the state." 
Dr. Hall proposed a series of questions 
designed to clarify the issues. These ques-
tions were so designed as to require a 'yes' 
answer in order to proceed to the next 
question. A 'no' answer ends the discussi011. 
About the Editor 
With this issue we introduce what will become a 
regular feature of the Alumni Bulletin, a page deal-
ing with the speeches, articles and other activities of 
University of Richmon d professors . The material will 
be compiled and edited by James A. Sartain, assistant 
professor of sociology and himself one of the most 
articulate of the faculty members. 
Jim Sartain came to the University of Richmond 
faculty in 1963 after eight years on the Stetson Uni -
versity faculty. He has endeared himself to students 
and to his colleagues, coupling sound scholarship in 
his l,eld with sparkling wi t and apt metaphor . 
Born in Alabama, he attended Alabama State Col-
lege, George Peabody College and Vanderhilt where 
he has completed all work leading to his Ph.D ., with 
the exception of his dissertation. 
In addition to his scholarly attainments, he has con-
siderable talent as a saxophonist and has a union card 
in the American Federation of Musicians. He served 
with the 602nd Air Force Band, the 302nd AF Band 
and 449 Service Forces Band. He also did musical 
therapy in army hospitals . 
Sartain literally cut his teeth on a college campus 
where his father, the lat e Aufard S. Sartain , was for 
41 years head of the social science department at 
Alabama State College . His mother, an M.A. of the 
University of North Carolina , was a public school 
teacher for 36 years. 
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These were: 
1. Do Baptist colleges have any needful 
place in the U. S.? 
2. Should such a needed institution be 
supported? 
3. Is it possible for the Baptist churches 
to support those of their colleges which 
'meet a proper need and deserve support' 
from their own internal resources? 
4. Are there other sources available;, 
5. Are these sources legitimate , judged 
by the following criteria? 
A. Any imposition of contro l which 
jeopardizes the character and program 
of the college seeking dollars , by spe-
cific restriction or by 'agreement.' 
B. Any involvement that violates the 
principles of both or either party. 
C. Any involvement in a coalition that 
jeopardizes the welfare of the general 
society or its parts. 
6. The final issue: Does the joint venture 
of Federal Dollar Granter and Baptist 
College Dollar Seeker clear the criteria 
listed above? 
A. In answer to A.- Yes , or at worst, 
maybe. 
B. No .. . we should refuse to use the 
police power of the state to compel 
others to help us. 
C. No . . . and this answer alone should 
preclude Federal Aid to denom ination 
colleges. 
Dr. HaJI concluded by suggesting sev-
eral alternatives to direct Federal aid. Among 
these were: grants to the individual student, 
contract grants to individual researchers who 
are teachers, independent of their responsi-
bility and link to the university, and th_e 
orga111zation of corporately mdependent so-
ence research and teaching foundations, free 
of the restrictions previously examined. 
Mr. James A. Sartain, the moderator and 
a member of the sociology department, 
summed the program up by saying, "There 
seems little doubt but that the survival of 
the denominational college depends upon 
whether or not they accept Federal aid. 
The only minor problem is that some say 
that they will survive only if they obtain 
Federal aid and others say that they wd I 
survive only if they reject Federal aid." 
For the "Restlessness , Rebellion, and 
Revolution " panel ( the third program of 
the Faculty-Alumni Forum series), the par-
( Collltlltted on page 11) 
From Kindergarten to Ph.D. 
Noua Uniuersity's New Concept 
Dr. Warren J. Winstead , ' 50, has always 
searched for a new, better way of doing 
things, parti cularly in education. 
Now , in the ocean breezes of sun-splashed 
Ft. Lauderdale , Fla., he is the driving force 
in giving life to a new educational concept, 
where a child may go from kindergarten to 
the Ph.D. at one institution. 
He is president of Nova University of 
Advanced Technology, which he hopes will 
be a technological school in the South on a 
par with the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. 
The educational complex, expected to 
cost an initial 5 3 million dollars, is already 
under way. The public grade school opened 
in September. The high school opened two 
wears ago at the same time as the junior 
college. Ground for the first university 
buildings is expected to be broken soon, 
with the first students to start classes in 
1967. 
Initially, Dr. Winstead plans to operate a 
graduate school for study and research in 
the physical sciences and technology. By 
1970 the university will include an under-
graduate school in the physical sciences 
and in engineering. 
The man behind this ambitious project, 
is young and boyish-looking. Dr. Winstead 
came to his present position through years 
of work in education, mostly in Virginia. 
After earning his bachelor of arts degree 
at the University of Richmond, he taught 
Latin and biology at Dinwiddie High School. 
He was a guidance counselor for the North-
umberland , Va., county school system when 
he came up with his first innovation in 
education. He introduced the first student 
guidance program for secondary schools. 
While principal of a high school in Callao , 
Va. , Dr. Winstead developed a compre-
hensive and integrated accounting system 
for high schools that won him statewide 
recognition. 
From 1951 to 195 3, he was president of 
the county educational association, treasurer 
of the principals association for Group 3 
high schools in Eastern Virginia, and a 
member of the Governor's Committee to 
design and evaluate student activity pro-
grams in the Virginia public schools. 
He earned his master's degree at the 
University of Richmond in 1955, and his 
doctorate in education at Harvard in 1958. 
He was appointed director of education 
in the Army Logistics Management Center 
at Ft. Lee, Va ., and soon moved up to edu-
cation consultant to the commander in chief, 
European command, and director of six 
major education programs involving 115,000 
students. While in Germany he joined the 
faculty as an instructor in political science 
and was later appointed to the board of 
directors of the Institute of Applied Lin-
guistics, Hiedelberg University. 
He was persuaded to leave government 
service and take on the task of bringing 
Nova University to realization by a group of 
Florida businessmen organized as the South 
Florida Education Center, Inc. The 275-
acre campus was carved out of what was 
a wartime navy airfield and grants from two 
major donors. 
The educational complex is scheduled for 
completion in 1977, with a 1,000 graduate 
and 500 undergraduate enrollment. 
Nova University is being designed for 
the serious student , according to Dr. Win-
stead. He pointed out that it will never 
be a sprawling "multiversity ," attempting 
to meet the diverse needs of great masses 
of young people. It will never have more 
than 1,500 students and 1,000 of these will 
be in graduate school. The primary em-
phasis will always be on advanced work and 
research. No student will be accepted in 
the undergraduate school unless he fully 
intends to take a master 's or a doctor's 
degree. 
"Nova University will limit itself to a few 
narrow fields," said Dr. Winstead , "and it 
will serve those fields better than any other 
institution anywhere is serving them. " 
He added that Nova will offer education 
training and liberal arts studies . "You can't 
separate the technologies from the human-
ities in the world of today," he said . How-
ever, the teachers that Nova produces will 
be teachers of the sciences, and the arts and 
humanities courses will be for the purpose 
of rounding out the schooling of young 
scientists. 
Dr. Winstead has several reasons for 
building "from the top down" - the graduate 
school first, followed by the undergraduate 
school. "First, a graduate school can attract 
professors who wouldn't teach at the under-
graduate level- professors specializing in 
research. 
"Second, a graduate school can limit it-
self to a few specific objectives and is not 
forced to spread its resources over the whole 
range demanded in an undergraduate in-
stitution. 
"Third, Nova is not going to be just an-
other college, catering to mass education. 
It is going to be a high-quality small uni-
versity dedicated to serious work in the 
physical sciences and research- a field which 
has been greatly neglected in the develop-
ment of our American education system." 
Dr. Winstead 's friends, who note that he 
is already one year ahead of his original 
schedule , know it will be just that. 
President Warren J. Winstead explains organizational plan to colleagues . 
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Art, Politics, Restless Youth, Drama 
FACULTY-ALUMNI FORUM 
The 1966 Faculty-Alumni Forum audi-
ences heard criticism of the arts, a political 
skirmish, an examination of the attitudes of 
college students, and witnessed a Univer-
sity Players production in four of the most 
popular programs presented by the Forum 
to date. 
Spearheading the series was a program 
on January 26, "Is Art a Four-Letter 
Word?, " in which a panel of experts said 
modern art forms express the rebellion and 
disillusionment of contemporary man. Dr. 
F. David Sanders of the University's Eng-
lish department discussed literature; Miss 
Theresa Pollak, '2 1, of RPI , discussed art, 
and John D. Welsh , '60, of the University 
College faculty assessed current trends in 
drama . 
Dr. Saunders said the novelist in the post 
World War II period "seems to be search-
ing for the identity of man." Questions they 
are asking , he said, include "what does love 
mean to man, and what is the psyche of 
man ?" In the 1930 's, novelists were pro-
testing social wrongs, and in the 1940's 
they were writing about the war, Saunders 
added. 
Miss Pollack, in a lectur e illustrated by 
slides, commented that "the artist today is 
apparently quite frivolous. She said that new 
concepts, including "op and pop art" are 
in many ways a protest against the violence 
of today's world. 
Welsh agreed with Miss Pollack, asserting 
that the contemporary theater projects "a 
revolt against life as we know it today and 
a protest against brutality. " He said the 
contemporary theater does not include movies 
and television. "They are considered com-
merical theater and must entertain in order 
to make money." 
J n the second program, which had to be 
moved from Keller Hall to Cannon Chapel 
to accommodate the large number who re-
quested tickets, Democratic national com-
mittee man Sidney S. Kellam of Virginia 
Be_ach traded comments on Virginia 's po-
litical past, present and future with Re-
publican M. Caldwell Butler, '47, a member 
of the Virginia House of Delegates. Kellam 
predicted that Virginia was ready to give 
up the pay-as-you-go plan, saying "I don't 
think we are going to see Virginia go on 
a spending spree but I have a feeling that 
the people of Virginia are not afraid of debt, 
not afraid of bond issues and not afraid 
of foregoing pay-as-we-go ." 
Times-Dispatch columnist and Washing-
ton correspondent Charles McDowell, who 
served expertly as the third man on the 
panel, and whose job it was to spur on the 
two politicians, agreed with Kellam. He 
said he did not see "how we can continue 
the hypocrisy of pay-as-you-go while the 
counties are burdened with debt. " 
Butler lashed out at the Democrats, say-
ing that the Virginian Democrats are headed 
by "superannu ated generals" while their 
followers are "docile pri vates." He said that 
the trend of the Virginia Democratic party 
"is toward the liberal , national party." 
The program on March 1, also held in 
the chapel, featured four of the University's 
younger faculty members in a pointed eval-
uation of what makes the college student 
tick. Dr. James H. Hall, Jr. , chairman of 
the department of philosophy, advocated giv-
ing an ear to campus rebels. "We should 
evaluate each part of what they say. Per-
haps then we can find together a new 
identity." 
Professor James A. Sartain of sociology 
department said changes in student behavior 
can be traced in large part to changes in 
society itself. "T he college does not exist 
in a vacuum ; it reflects changes," he said. 
Students of the current generation are 
"more capable of discerning new truths than 
the previous ones," asserted Fred M. Gib-
son, Jr., director of religious activities for 
men. He said that in religious matters stu-
dents "are not looking for old truths dressed 
in new clothes." 
Dr. W. Warner Burke , assistant profes-
sor of philosophy, spoke directly about 
the University of Richmond students, say-
ing the student body shows "a general at-
titude of apathy" and a "high degree of 
conformity." Burke was distressed over a 
lack of concern for learning for learning 's 
sake and lack of appetite for intellectual pur-
suits he said he found characteristic of the 
"average" student. 
'Tm not saying let's rebel for all social 
causes," he said later in a question-and-an-
swer period. 'T m saying let's get excited 
about learning." Burke declared that at-
(Continued on />age 38) 
VIRGINIA'S POLITICAL FUTURE? 
Left to right-Democrat Kellam, Columnist McDowell, Republican M. Caldwell Butler. 
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Life is Interesting; No Noise, No Hustle of Civilization 
YAP: The Island of Stone Money 
I teach English to the brown-skinned sons 
and daughters of Yap, a tiny, 38-square-
mile speck of coral, cocoanut and copra in 
the broad Pacific. 
It's a small island, but there are many 
interesting persons here with whom to enjoy 
the pastimes of many teachers anywhere-
bridge, movies and dances. 
There is a Protestant church pastored by 
a former Nazi gestapo agent. In a Catholic 
mission run by the Maryknoll Order there 
is a nun who was in a Japanese concentra-
tion camp in the Philippines. A Russian 
whose family escaped from Vladivostok in 
1917 _runs the airfield. A Danish couple 
who lived through the 1952 Cairo revolu-
tion_ are among those who provide good 
stones. 
The district administrator of the Trust 
Territory of the Pacific Islands, for which 
I work, was in 'charge of the Marshalls 
where t~e atomi_c blasts were tested . Recently 
the Chief Justice and an associate justice 
~ere ~rou_nd for . bridge. Despite the isola-
tion, life 1s very mteresting. 
In fact, the past two years have been 
very interesting for me, I received a Ful-
bright Grant to attend a summer seminar at 
American University in Beirut, Lebanon . I, 
along ~ith 24 other world history teachers, 
spent six weeks studying modern middle 
east history. Most of our professors were 
doctorates from the Ivy League schools or 
O-:cford and Cambridge. One interesting 
thmg that a professor said once was, "almost 
all the revolutions in the Near East whether 
for good or bad, were begun by A UB 
graduates ." During our stay we visited all 
over Lebanon, Jerusalem, Damascus, and I 
paid my own way to Cyprus during their 
shooting cr~sis. I_ saw plenty of U.N . patrol-
men but smce 1t was Sunday in Nicosia 
things were quiet. ' 
The federal ticket included trips to Cairo, 
Baghdad, Teheran, Ankara, Istanbul, and 
return home. I also visited Thebes and 
Luxor? some~hing I had been wanting to do 
ever smce Miss Turnbull 's art history course. 
We didn't get to Baghdad because AUB 
would not take the responsibility for us 
because Iraq was threatening a revolution 
at any time. While in Iran I also flew to 
Sheraz and then motored out to Persepolis , 
the capital of the Persians where Xerxes is 
buried. Our plane was cancelled back to 
Teheran and so we sweated out a day in the 
desert, with no telephone, railroad, road , 
or any communication with Teheran. 
by MARGARET DENMAN, '61 
Author Denman 
Last summer 1965 I was in South Amer-
ica when I received the teaching offer by 
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands , 
which the United States holds in trusteeship 
for the United Nations. I had a good time 
visiting my roommate (1963 Fulbright Ex-
change Teacher from Peru) and went on to 
visit Rio, Buenos Aires, Santiago, Cuzco, 
Peru (ancient Inca capital) and Bogota, I 
returned to the states August 1st and left 
August 23rd for my trip to the Central 
Pacific. 
I arrived in Yap, September 3rd, after a 
vacation in Hawaii and one day on humid 
Guam. The trip from Arlington, Virginia 
covered 7500 miles, and adding that to my 
South America travels last summer, and the 
Near East 1964 summer, I technically have 
enough miles to encircle the earth. 
The highest point on Yap is 550 feet 
above sea level. Copra is the cl1ief industry, 
occupying the men 's time, while the women 
tend taro plants, grate yams and tapioca, 
gather pineapples, cut banana stalks, weave 
pandanus baskets, make a new grass ski rt, 
and tend the children. 
The men wear a red or blue loin cloth, 
though some of the men wear shorts, or 
even trousers if they work in Colonia, the 
only town on the island. The women wear 
grass skirts, are topless, and if they go to 
Colonia, the younger adult women may put 
on a blouse, or even a dress. If a woman 
wears shorts, she is enticing the men, for 
[6] 
the sex appeal is to show the leg between 
the knee and the thigh. Bare breasts are not 
sexy, to the Yapese. (But a lot of Ameri-
can men come here from Guam for their 
vacation, despite the lack of anything ml -
tural, artistic, or historically interesting!) 
There are 32 Coast Guard men manning a 
Loran Station twelve miles to the north at 
the tip of the island. 
The Yapese are the most traditional natives 
of all the territorial islands. They are slow to 
change, evaluate things carefully, make a 
studied plan before the chiefs announce an 
innovation. Amazingly enough, the chiefs 
are the ones who are accepting the changes. 
I heard of medical problems as told by 
Dr. Rowe, the American doctor here as an 
adviser to the native medical officer (who 
received four to six years' training in the 
Fiji Islands). There is a large T-B ward in 
the hospital. The paitents have their relatives 
bring them their food each day-breadfruit, 
taro, oranges. The food is placed on the 
floor by the patient's bed, and then it at-
tracts rats. (It is said that there are no mice 
on Yap, only rats). One problem with 
delivering babies was that the woman came 
in, got up on the table, pulled up her skirt 
or dirty dress, had her baby, and walked 
down to the maternity ward. There were 
almost 100% cases of childbed fever. Now 
Dr. Rowe, after consulting with the chiefs, 
has gotten their consent to ban guest food 
in the T.B. ward and make them eat hos-
pital prepared food. For this task, he has to 
help plan the menus and supervise the 
kitchen. He also is now trying to design 
the Yapese equivalent of a hospital gown, 
a lavalava. The women usually feel suffo-
cated if they have to wear a blouse. It is 
advisable to get the men to change their 
thu for a lavalava (wrap around skirt) too. 
Betel nut is a favorite. It is a green bud, 
( acorn size) on which crushed lime ( calcium, 
not the fruit) is placed, turning the juice red . 
The men more than the women chew it, giv-
ing themselves a native lipstick. Some even 
smear the juice on their brown cheeks to 
get rouge . My one trip to the dentist here 
showed that even he chewed it. 
Yap is the Isle of Stone Money, and 
the money is still standing. The size varies, 
but usually it is three to six feet hiish 
with a hole in it, like a doughnut. The 
money usually sits upright , on a stone 
terrace, more often by the men's house. 
People revere the money, and souvenir 
hunting is forbidden. A piece may not be 
( Conti nued 0 11 page 11) 
T hese West hampton A lumnae Went Trave ling 
CAREERS ABROAD 
"Sometimes I would give a lot for a milk-
shake and a decent hamburger, and I felt 
really far from home when Kennedy was 
shot, but where in America will you see a 
camel train lumbering into the heart of a 
city, and what American Univers ity has its 
main offices in a not-too converted palace 
with gilt lions over the gate and an Emperor 
to hand out sheepskins at commencement?" 
Thus, Geology Professor Desiree Stuart-
Alexander, '52, converts into everyday im-
agery some of the pros-and-cons of living 
and working in another country. With 
Desiree , as with all the Westhampton grad -
uates working abroad we queried, the advan-
tages more than supported the disadvantage s 
in this very delicate balance. 
Generally, the young career woman chose 
to work abroad because, as Barbara Magyar , 
'54, put it, she wanted to travel but to take 
in more than the short-term tourist could-
to see places again and again, in different 
seasons, in different lights; to take part in 
the life and the local festivals. She couldn't 
afford this unless she worked so she was a 
crafts director abroad in the Army Recrea-
tion Program. 
There are countless jobs abroad for young 
college graduates who are interested in ex-
tensive travel or who frankly want to break 
the routine of their current lives; and in 
some fields, foreign job experience has de-
.finite career advantages. 
"But if a girl's reason for coming over 
here is to find herself, she will not succeed," 
Desiree forewarns. "If she cannot do that 
at home she certainly cannot in a completely 
strange environ ment . This place is so extreme 
in most aspects of life that the narrow 
person tends to become narrower and only 
the open, exploring person who brings her 
own set of values with her becomes broader 
by the experience." 
When Desiree says "over here " she pin 
points Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, but her advice 
is just as valid for the girl contemplating 
Paris or Beirut. Over and over, the West-
hampton graduate abroad mentioned stam-
ina, patience, flexibility, openness , a sense of 
by Lois Reamy, '56 
humor and some U.S. job experience (in 
her chosen .field) as an a.I most prerequisite 
for work abroad. 
Here are specific experiences, impressions, 
comments from .five young career women 
now working abroad . They may answer 
questions of other Westhampton alumnae 
with latent ideas of a career abroad. 
Geology Professor in Ethiopia 
Desiree Stuart-Alexander has already 
spoken. Hers is the university with the golden 
lions and an Emperor on call. She is a 
geology professor at the University College 
of Haile Selassie I University in Addis 
Ababa, Eth iopia . Duties include lecturing , 
running labs, conducting .field trips and so 
forth. Desiree has a PhD but she says it's 
not really necessary. In fact, it can be a 
handicap in a new university in an under-
developed country since there generally aren't 
time or facil ities for the kind of extensive 
research that keep PhD's happy. A general 
scholastic background and a master's degree 
are important , though, and two or three 
years' teaching experience at home is a de.fi-
nite advantage since one often sets up 
courses without outside guidance. "My salary 
is certainly not higher than it would be in 
the States and the only .financial reward is a 
free trip abroad, which is not inconsiderable. 
Experience abroad can be an advantage in 
teaching, but only if you do it early in your 
career; before settling down into a good job, " 
Desiree advises. " In geology, diversity in ex-
perience is considered a distinct asset." Ther e 
are many teaching opportunities in Africa 
at all levels . . . the main difficulty is in 
making contacts with those who do the hir -
ing. And one must sign a two- or three-year 
contract. All higher education in Ethiopia, 
as in most of Africa, is in English. (Desiree 
has learned the unique Amharic sic language 
in order to converse with the people.) 
The city of Add is Ababa is very cosmo-
politan hut culture, in the arts sense, is 
practically not to be found with the naked 
eye. Huma n culture, however , is a fascinat-
ing study of different tribes, their customs 
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and habits . Desiree uses school holidays for 
exploring Ethiopia; summer vacations for 
longer trips. Here she describes a summer 
car trip through Uganda, Tanganyika , Kenya, 
the Rhodesias and South Africa: "As in-
teresting as the different people is the wild 
life that wanders over much of the lands 
south of Ethiopia. Giraffe, zebra, antelope 
are common sights." 
Housing leaves a lot to be desired and 
the economy is topsy-turvy. A box of corn 
flakes is 60¢ but maid 's wages are about 
$1 a day. 
"I would advise the single girl to come 
here only if she is self-reliant (will travel 
alone when necessary, etc.) and only if she 
is sincerely open minded and willing to look 
at all sides of a problem. Someone with pre-
conceived ideas about doing good is likely 
to be disappointed, unhappy and unsuccess-
ful. However, if she is willing to learn from 
the people, not only about themselves but 
their notions and concepts about her, living 
in an undeveloped country can be very re-
warding and stimulating." 
From The Ita lia n Ar ch to Oxford as 
Teacher with Air Force 
Ann App , '56, has been teaching in U.S. 
Air Force Schools in Europe for four years. 
This year she is at a base outside Oxford 
where she lives in a cottage, eavesdrops on 
Oxford intelligensia and studies Italian 
several afternoons a week. Weekends she 
goes into London for theater and concerts. 
Her first two years abroad were spent on a 
base in Taranto, Italy, Adriatic Side, just at 
the arch of the Boot. Last year she was in 
France, first near Nancy, then near Paris. 
For a class trip, her .fifth grade went to 
the stained-glass atelier near Chartres which 
for centuries has produced renowned vitraux 
including the famous Rose Window of 
Notre Dame de Chartres. After a tour-and 
boxesful of glass scraps as souvenirs-the 
d1ildren visited the Cathedral. (Later they 
made glass mosaices.) 
Ann sees the opportunities for teaching 
abroad with the m:litary as fairly good, but 
diminishing as the U.S. bases close. To 
qualify , a teacher must have a state teacher's 
certificate, eighteen hours of education and 
two years of American teaching experience. 
One appl ies at the civilian personnel office 
at military installations in the States by Jan-
uary preceding the school-year she wishes to 
go abroad; or she applies in person at a base 
abroad during the summer. Except in low-
paying states , most teachers take a salary 
drop and large ra;ses are not to be expected. 
But one gets government-paid round-trip 
transportation when she signs a two-year 
contr act ; and she gets medical and housing 
benefits, PX privileges , etc. 
"Pe rsonnally , I have delighted in getting 
to know the various cuisines , having first-
hand language experience ( Ann was almost 
a French major at Westhampton and took 
up Italian three years ago) and having a 
more than nodding aquaintance with the 
peoDle and areas I have known, " Ann say5. 
But in her opinion, the one big draw-back 
has been "being an American abroad - re-
gardless of what anyone tells you, it 1s 
something you must learn to live with." 
Round-the-World gratis as Army 
Crafts Director 
The Army bought Barbara Magyar ' s 
round-the-world ticket. Barbara '54, signed 
up in 1958 as a crafts director in the Army 
Recreation Program and worked as a techni-
cal crafts supervisor in crafts shops and 
photo centers in France , Germany and Korea. 
Crafts programs come under Army Special 
Services which also has sections in library, 
service clubs , entertainment and sports. A 
college degree with thirty hours in art is 
required for a job like Barbara's but the 
service club branch , for instance, requires 
nothing more than a college degree. 
For Barbara, the biggest hurdles were 
"adjusting to military red-tape, having both 
military and civilian supervisors, and work-
ing with all social, intelligence , age and 
economic levels." She sites above all, flexi-
bility and a sense-of-humor as imperative in 
this work. A girl with no previous exper-
ience would start as a GS-5 and earn between 
$5,000 and $6,000 plus housing allowance. 
In Korea, Barbara got an additional 20 per 
cent pay increase because it was considered 
a hardship post. And, if one plans to con-
tinue working for the government or in the 
same field, the years with the Army are a 
career advantage . (Barbara resigned summer 
'64 is now in graduate school.) To find out 
more about this type of civilian work for 
the military one can write to: Headquarters, 
Department of the Army; Office of the 
Adjutant General , Washington, 25, D. C., 
Attention: I & RC - SS. 
Barbara got used to the military billets in 
Germany and Korea. But when government 
housing was not available she got a housing 
allowance and "lived on the economy" as the 
term is. In France she rented a third-floor 
walk-up for which she paid $55 a month. 
'The inconvenience didn't bother me- the 
toilet in the hall , the shabby, old furniture 
and the faded wallpaper. It was fun to shop 
in the market for fresh vegetables , fruit and 
flowers." 
Barbara got the travel that initially attract-
ed her to this kind of life. She speaks of 
camping out along the Loire with a chateau 
on the horizon , of th e Rhineland; of moun-
tains, lakes , and coastlines of a dozen differ-
ent countries. "Culturally , an opportunity to 
see the many places I had read about and 
studied in art and history classes: to travel in 
Communist-controlled countries; to know the 
acute problems of overpopulation, poverty, 
starvation, sickness in the Near and Far East 
. to see the old cathedrals and the new 
chapels sud1 as LeCorbusier's Notre Dame 
en Haute Roncramps . . . the Louvre, the 
Prado, the Royal Academy, operas in all the 
world capitals .. . the cave paintings at 
Lascaux and Alta Mira. . The Parthenon , 
the pyramids, the temple of Karnac, King 
Tut's treasures. I saw the Taj Mahal and the 
temples of India , the pagodas in Burma, the 
wats and buddhas in Tailand, the jungle 
temple of Ankor Wat in Cambodia. And 
you might add , I climbed to the top of Mt. 
Fuji and got my Fuji stick. 
"By all means, I can recommend this life 
to other qualified , adventurous girls." 
Mathematics on a Sun-blessed island 
Martha Kenney, '49, teaches on a Carib-
bean island, St. Thomas. It's not really 
abroad-but then it's not really a state. It's 
a U. S. possession about 100 miles off the 
Florida coast. 
Martha was looking for a change of scen-
ery and year-round beach life when she first 
went down as a math teacher, grades 7 
through 10, in a small private school. Now 
she says, "This crazy island has been home 
for so Jong I can no longer see things in 
perspective." And when she stops to be 
objective she lists all-round inefficiency, 
housing problems, food inavailability and 
high prices as worrisome. But the climate of 
this island with its cliche palms and soft 
sands, pirate lore and steel bands is excel-
lent and some of the world 's most beautiful 
beaches are here . 
"Working like this doesn 't necessarily ad-
vance one's career but it certainly broadens 
one's experiences , outlook and adaptability," 
she says in respect to the transcient, life on 
such an island-"Financially , though, it's a 
loss," she evaluates. 
"There are many small schools such as 
this one (the Antilles School) in tiny corn-
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ers all over the world and they need teachers 
who care more about the children and ad-
venture than they do about money," Martha 
says. To find such a school she suggests 
writing to a good teachers' agency or Inter-
national School Service, 147 E. 50th Street , 
New York City. 
"I love it but I do not recommend tropi-
cal island living for everyone. Come, first 
just to visit and then decide." 
Medical Missionary in Nigeria 
The other young women answered the 
call to adventure per se when they set off for 
exotic careers. But Dr. Joanna Maiden, ' 50, 
definitely felt that God had called her to be a 
medical missionary to Africa. So, contrary to 
the others , who bent their professions to 
allow for a foreign career, Joanna trained 
for years- college, seminary, medical school, 
internship and residency- in a very delib-
erate way. Eight years after she left West-
hampton she was appointed by the Southern 
Baptist Foreign Mission Board as a mission-
ary to Africa. 
" I worked in a forty bed general hospital 
in east Nigeria. Cars are left seven miles 
away and we make the rest of the journey 
by boat. Our hospital serves a twenty-mile 
radius but some patients come sixty or 
seventy miles by canoe or bicycle." There 
are usually one other missionary doctor , two 
missionary nurses , five Nigerian nurses and 
two midwives. But at times Joanna has been 
the only doctor and acting superintendent 
and business administrator. 
Diseases which one rarely encounters in 
the States help make the work particularly 
interesting, especially to the research-minded . 
The salary, of course, is much lower than a 
GP's in America. There is a $1,200 base 
pay plus a living allowance accorded with 
the local economy (hers is $1,300). Then, 
transportation home is provided every three 
years. "You can't amass a fortune this way, 
but you can live comfortably ," she says. 
Prime requirements, of course, are the 
call to this work and the educational and 
medical background. You must also be ma-
ture , stable and physically sound since there 
are many emotional and phys ical stresses 
from Jiving in isolated, underdeveloped 
areas. 
The rewards: the sense of purpose in 1 ife 
in following God's leadership, helping 
people who have no other medical assistance. 
Furloughs offer travel in a more general 
sense; often to see off-beat places. And 
while there are difficulties, there is also 
freedom from financial, social and profes-
sional worries that plague many American 
doctors. 
"My intentions, of course, are to spend 
all my working life in Nigeria as a mission -
ary." 
Pittmen Win II of 14 Baseball Games 
Coach Ma c Pitt's University of Richmond 
baseball team opened its season with a 
seven-game winning streak and after 14 
games had a fine 11-3 record. The Pittmen 
were 4 -3 in Southern Conference competi-
tion. 
Pitt, beginning his thirty-second season as 
the Spiders ' baseball mentor, faced a number 
of problems at the opening of the season. 
He had lost All-Southern Third Baseman 
Pete Britton, the conference 's leading bat-
ter with a .411 mark in 1965 as well as 
Dick Thompson, one of the loop's slickest 
fielding first basemen. Furthermore, Bob 
Philyaw , John Snyder and Bill Smiley, three 
pitchers who had accounted for eight of 
Richmond's 13 victories last season , had 
completed their eligibility. 
Senior Craig Halbleib, one of the finest 
leadoff batters in the area , was shifted to 
third base and has filled the gap at the hot 
corner capably . Halbeib played left field 
last season and shortstop as a sophomore. 
Lanky Tom Green , the 6-6 basketball star, 
is doing a fine job at first base in the field 
and at bat. Having filled the trouble spots, 
Pitt may have the Southern Conference's 
No. 1 infield with Captain Richie Sharff, an 
excellent glove man and a consistent hitter, 
at second base and Frank Jenness, vastly im-
proved over his sophomore year, at short 
stop. 
The pitching staff shows promise, too . 
The only holdovers were Winston Blenck-
stone , who won four games last season , and 
Lefty Dick Dickinson , who captured one 
game in relief. However, Sophomore Dick 
Balderson and Tommy Johnson and Jack 
Hellems , a pair of southpaw newcomers, 
show signs of developing. The catching is 
in the capable hands of Emory Maiden, a 
much improved receiver, and Sophomore 
John Fleet. Louis Carro and Jim Cliborne, 
until he was struck down by a case of appen-
dicitis after the third game , flanked Randy 
Hash, the talented center fielder , in the out-
field . 
The Spiders banged out 22 hits and Bos-
ton University committed seven errors as 
Richmond walloped the Terriers, 23-6 , in 
the season's opener at Millhiser Field. Mai-
den banged out four hits and Jenness, Sharff, 
Carro and Cliborne had three safeties each 
for the Spiders. Halbieb and Sharff collected 
back-to-back home runs in the fourth inning 
when Richmond scored six runs. The Spi-
ders had crossed the plate nine times in the 
third frame, Blenckstone' s triple being one 
of the five hits in that inning. Balderson 
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was the winning pitcher in relief of Blen ck-
stone . 
Two days later the Spiders swept a twin 
bill from touring Bucknell, defeating the 
Bisons , 4-2, in the opener and, 7-2, in the 
nightcap. Johnson and Dickinson limited the 
visitors to five hits in the first game. Bal-
derson , relieving Hellems in the third in-
ning with the bases loaded and one out , 
was the victor in relief. 
Green 's two-run single scored a pair for 
the Spider isn the first inning of the opene r 
and Richmond added two more in the sec-
ond on three walks, a single , and a wild' 
pitch. Cliborne , Richmond 's right fielder , 
( Contin ued on page 39) 
Quarterback, Interior Linemen in Short Supply 
Coach Jones Builds on Hope, Faith 
"\'v'e hope to have a well-organized , ag-
gressive and interesting team, " Frank Jones , 
the Spiders' new head football coach, said 
during Spring football drills . "We are look-
ing at each individual to see where he can 
best fit into our program ." 
The 41-year-old Jones, No. 1 aide to Paul 
Davis at Mississippi State for the past four 
years, was named successor to Ed Merrick in 
mid-February. Merrick , Spider grid mentor 
for 15 years, is now assistant athletic director. 
Jones and his staff were introduced to a large 
group of alumni at a "Frank Jones Night " 
held at the refectory. 
"Every position is wide open, " the new 
Spider mentor continued. "The system we 
use will depend on our personnel. We' re 
concentrating on fundamentals . Our chief 
concern is the quarterback position. And 
we're looking for interior linemen." 
Jones , a native of Macon, Ga ., was in 
charge of the offense and coached the offen-
sive backs at Mississippi State. Prior to that 
he served in the dual capacity of football 
coach and athletic director at Presbyterian 
College in Clinton , S. C., from 195 7-61. 
At Presbyterian Jones teams won the Lit-
tle Four championship in 1958 , '59 and '60. 
His '59 eleven, which posted a 9-1 record , 
played in the Tangerine Bowl. Jones was 
named college coach of the year in South 
Carolina in both 1958 and '59 and he was 
runnerup for that honor in '60 . During his 
five years at Presbyterian his teams won 24 
games, lost 22 and played to three ties. 
Jones, a 1948 graduate of the University 
of North Carolina where he played half-
back for the Tar Heels , coached with great 
success in Georgia high school circles before 
entering the college coaching ranks. He 
coached two years at Cordele and six seasons 
at Decatur high schools . 
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The new Spider mentor , who holds a. 
master 's degree from the University of North 
Carolina , served in the Arm y for three years. 
during World War II and was discharged 
with the rank of lieutenant in the Field Ar -
tillery. During his scholastic days he was. 
an outstandin g athletic at Lanier Hi gh in· 
( Contin ued on par,e 39) 
MILLS' BASKETEERS WIN 
VIRGINIA BIG FIVE TITLE 
Coach Lewis Mills ' basketball team 
scored an upset 82-81 victory over Virginia . 
Tech and defeated William and Mary , 76-6 3, 
in a return game to give the Spiders the · 
State Big Five championship. The victories 
avenged the previous defeats at the hands 
of the Gobblers and Indians and gave the 
Spiders a 5-2 loop mark . Richmond previ-
ously had defeated Vir g inia and beaten 
V.M .I. twice. 
Seventh a year ago, the Spiders finished 
fourth in the Southern Conference race with 
a 9-7 record and advanced to the semi-finals 
in the conference tournament at Charlotte, 
N . C., before losing to Davidson, a team 
which went on to take the league champion-
ship. The Spiders ' overall record was 12-13 
but Richmond won eight of its nine home 
games. 
Among the late season victories was an 
84-82 upset triumph over West Virginia . 
Johnny Moates , the Spiders' All-Southern 
guard who finished the season with a 20-
point average , tallied 27 points against the · 
Mountaineers. Moates and Spike Welsh , his 
running mate and only senior on the squad, 
had tallied 23 and 21 points in the triumph 
( Continued on page 39) 
He Earns His Keep as Translator 
Japanese in Ten Easy Lessons 
Since I returned to Japan in July, 1963, 
translating from Japanese into English has 
been the way I earn my keep. One pub-
lishing house, one magazine, and one adver-
tising company give me enough work to 
enable me to live comfortably. 
I first began studying Japanese because I 
was in Japan. Before my first visit to this 
country I was singularly wanting in a burn-
ing desire to acquire knowledge of the an-
cient cultures of the East. Dr. Burton Wat-
son, who teaches Chinese history at Stanford, 
listened when a student, eyes filled with 
Cathay, incense smoke, and perhaps a touch 
of Mao Tse Tung , said, "Dr. Watson, I 
simply must learn an Oriental language. " 
Dr. Watson, in his wisdom, replied, "Oh, 
you don't want to do a thing like that. " 
There was no incense smoke in my eyes 
when I first came to Japan, but because I 
lacked a mentor like Dr. Watson and be-
cause I was fresh from triumphs on the 
Syracuse University battlefields of intricate 
-o r so I thought at the time- Russian 
grammar, I turned my eyes to new con-
quests, Japanese! 
Although it would be easy to say simply 
when I began studying Japanese, I will take 
this opportunity to sneak in a little note 
about what I have been doing for the past 
ten years. After a none-too-successful flirta-
tion in the olive grove of Academe, I set 
out, in 1956, to do my duty to my country 
with the United States Air Force. Those good 
people sent me to the excellent Army Lan-
guage School in Monterey , California, where 
I first came to grips with Russian. After 
graduation there, I hurried away to do a 
frozen tour of duty in bleak Alaska. Later, 
after a brief interlude in Texas, I went to 
Syracuse for more Russian. As I have hinted , 
Russian presented few problems, and I was 
ready to take on anything by the time I 
arr ived in Tokyo, in April, 1960. 
As everyone else who comes here does, 
I first bought a collection of those Japanese-
in-a-hurry books that guarantee one the 
fluency of Ambassador Reischauer in three 
weeks. When six months had passed and I 
still could barely say "good morning ," I 
decided that I would never learn to speak 
Japanese until I learned to read it. I re-
member the day when I bought my first 
book on Chinese characters and the way the 
Japanese use them. I set out by assigning my-
self a fixed number of characters to learn a 
day. You can imagine my chagrin on the 
second day to awaken and find that I could 
remember only the meagerest few of the 
characters I thought I had learned on the 
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first day. I began to think that the whole 
thing was impossible until I met Mr. Charles 
Terry, a man who thinks learning Japanese 
is impossible, too, but did it anyway and 
who prompted me to follow his example. 
Adopting his attitude, I have been plodding 
along ever since. 
In 1962, I purchased Mr. Naganuma's 
set of books, readers, vocabulary listings , 
and character listings in 24 volumes, all 
known and beloved by everyone who has 
ever tried his hand at the language. I 
studied away on those until my discharge 
from the air force in 1963. Then, armed 
with the bulky remainder of Mr. Naganuma 's 
set. I went home to America to wait until 
the Japanese immigration authorities would 
Jet me come back to take up the work I 
had found. 
To tell anyone how to learn Japanese is 
a task beyond my capabilities. To tell any-
one how I learned Japanese would be fairly 
unenlightening because, aside from "keep 
your nose to the grindstone," anything I 
could say would be in negative form: don't 
think it can be done in a hurry , don't think 
you'll ever speak or read it the way the 
Japanese do, and, above all, don't think 
you' 11 ever know all- or even very many-
of the answers. 
Communication direct and simple, as we 
who handl e streamlined English think of 
it, is rarely what the Japanese writer has 
in mind. He has at his disposal a multitude 
of Chinese characters with limitless allusive 
connotations, a couple of sets of syllabaries, 
and the Roman alphabet, but he is ham-
pered by a language structure in which such 
relatively simple matters as tense and num-
ber fade away into mere probabilities, plus 
the traditional Japanese loathing for direct 
responsibility. This latter makes him always 
say, "We might think, perhaps, that the 
apple is reddish," instead of coming out like 
a man and saying, "the red apple." 
Of course, what would normally be a 
problem of merely wrenching thoughts from 
their normal linguistic form into linguistic 
forms completely alien is further compli-
cated on paper by the confusing way the 
Japanese use the characters they adopted 
from Chinese, a language diametrically the 
opposite of their own. Each character has 
an on reading, Japanese approximation of 
the sound the Chinese assigned the character 
when they borrowed it, and a ktm, or native 
Japanese reading. I realize that that doesn't 
sound too grim, but when we take into con-
sideration the number of possible on read-
ings resulting from repeated borrowing s 
from China in different historical periods 
and the usually large number of kun read-
ings attached to a single character, the 
difficulties begin to mount. As a matter of 
fact, they mount so thick and fast that I 
can see no reason to go into the situation 
further here . I would, however, like to turn 
to the late Sir George Sansom for moral 
support for my lament. In his Historical 
Grammar of Japanese, he says of the Japa-
nese writing system, "There is no doubt 
that it provides some with a fascinating field 
of study, but as a practical instrument it is 
surely without inferiors." 
Free-Style Karate Pract ice Fight ing. The illustration is from This Is Karate, one of several 
books translated into English by Gates for the Japan Publications Trading Company . 
The Magic of Trees and Stones was the fast. 
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So They Say 
(Continued from page 3) 
ticipants were Dr. James H. Hall Jr., philos-
opher; Mr. Sartain; Dr. W. Warner Burke, 
psychologist, and Mr. Fred M . Gibson Jr., 
director of religious activities for men. All 
of the panelists agreed that the rebellious 
element of the college student body which 
has received so much publicity in recent years 
constitutes only a small minority of the 
total college population, but that they de-
serve consideration from us all. 
Dr. Hall said that while this spirit of 
restlessness , rebellion, and revolution might 
manifest itself in a wide variety of ways 
among the students today, that it all stem-
med from the shared roots of a search for 
identity-"A place in the sun ." Having lived 
through a period of widespread social up -
heaval , today's college sh1dent he said, has 
no network of expectations and instih1tional 
roots such as his father and grandfather 
probably had. Many of them without a real 
cause to fight for, become 'rebels without 
a cause .' Dr. Hall suggested that one answer 
to the questions of 'W hat's the matter with 
this generation?,' might be answered, "Per-
haps what's the matter with him is that 
whether selfish or altruistic, const ructive or 
wanton, he is honest and open and we are 
not. Perhaps he is coming of age, taking 
the reins. But we have made them what they 
are, e' re they read heathen philosophy . If 
we hav e faith in ourselves, we shall give 
them their place in the sun, I think, and 
get on with the work." 
Mr. Sartain reminded the audience that it 
had been only a few years ago since we 
were asking ourselves why the colleg e stu-
dents of the early 1950 's were so apathetic. 
He suggested that the college campus does 
not exist in a social vacuum. That it reflects 
the rapid social, economic, and political 
change s of the larger society . That perhaps 
because of less maturity, less responsibility, 
more freedom, and more uncertainty about 
absolute rights and wrongs, the college sh1-
dent reflects the spirit of change more 
radically than does the older generation. 
Mr. Gibson felt that this generation is 
very concerned about religion , but that the 
college shldent of today is not satisfied 
with some of the traditional answers given 
by the church to his questions -a nd es-
pecially not with "war med over" answers. 
He pointed out that while many of the 
students don't participate actively in the 
local church, they are giving freely of their 
time to h1torial programs for underprivileged 
childr en and to work in slum areas, and 
other activities as a manifestation of their 
concern for others. 
Dr. Burke chose to devote his attention 
to what he termed the general apathy of 
shldents on the University of Richmond 
campus . He asserted that our students don 't 
seem to get stirred up about anything - -
national or international affairs, extracur-
ricular activities, or learning. He cited the 
lack of shldent participation in the shl-
dent forums as an example. Dr. Burke at -
tributed much of this apathy to the pressures 
of conformity placed upon the stud ent by 
his peer group and suggested that perhaps 
more attention should be given to using 
the peer group structure as a means . of 
generating some excitement about learnmg. 
He cited a number of experiments that 
have taken place which have demonstrated 
some approaches to combating apathy, the 
lack of espirit de corps, and the h igh degree 
of conformity on the college campus. He 
concluded by saying, "Of course, what I'm 
implying is that a change in the ':ay :ve 
do things here might have some facilitative 
effect on our educational objectives and 
achievement." 
Yap: The Island 
(Continued from page 6) 
moved from its property. Instead, shell 
money is used to settle a debt. A Y apese 
told me, "we don't need your ~oney except 
to buy liquor and beer and ogarettes. We 
have our own food all around us." 
The favorite pastime here is drinking; at 
the village, in a bar, or along the road. 
American movies, genera lly B grade, or 
occasionally Japanes e films are shown four 
nights a week in the open air theater. One 
sits on the ground under a shed and the 
movie is thrown against a white wall. 
I'm located on the choice spot of the 
island. Everyone who comes to Dalipebinaw 
marvels at my view of the Philippine Sea. 
My modern $23,000 concrete block house, 
completely furnished in Filipino-made Dan-
ish style furniture, sits 150 feet above sea 
level.· I can look out across the coconut 
trees a mile in the foreground, to the lagoon, 
and beyond the reef. I am the only American 
who can see the sun set, a beautiful sight. 
I can see the moon set, too . The stars 
twinkle and reflect on the water, and I can 
see not only moon paths to my window, but 
Venus and Jupiter paths as well . Seeing a 
planet set in the water is a marvel ous sight. 
My 2 KW generator was removed in 
November, and so I have been withm1t elec-
tricity since Thanksgiving . I do have water , 
a priceless commodity in this dry season , 
and LP s:i-as aoplicance. 
The s~hool' is in front of my nine-foot-
wide picture window. There are 59 children 
in grades 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6-7. Uluch, the 
principal, is a high school graduate, and 
Kabetin, a female teacher, has completed 
the eighth grade. School begins at 8: 30 
a.m. and lasts until 4: 30 p.m. About 20 
children walk four miles each way every 
day to school. The nearest village is a 
half-mile away, so I am very isolated, and 
can enjoy my privacy. At night it is so still 
I can hear breakers on the reef a mile away, 
and on moonlit nights, I can see the white 
caps on the waves. I once read a magazine 
by moonlight on my roof. 
I was hired to teach English as a second 
language, but I also teach social studies and 
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lai:guage arts to the upper three grades . I 
am in charge of music for the whole school. 
It is a rewarding experience, and feel that 
I am the luckiest American here because 
my school is the only one on the island that 
has had American teachers for two previous 
years. 
It would be quite interesting if you had 
:1 Yapese sh1dent in your home. There are 
at least three seventh grade children here, 
that I wish could go to the States for a year. 
It would be quite intere sting to teach them 
to eat with forks, to wear shoes, and to 
get along in a mechanized society. If you 
are interested, just write me at Yap, Western 
Caroline Islands, 96943 . You will notice by 
the zip code that we have domestic mail 
rates instead of Pacific rates. 
In the lower grades I have trouble telling 
the sexes apart when they are seated because 
the girls wear their hair cut just like the 
boys until puberty. Since neither child has 
on a shirt, if I can't see the grass skirt, I 
won't be sure whether it is Laanlayfang or 
Kadguyed. They are better behaved and 
show a great deal more shyness than Amer -
ican children. 111is is my first experience 
teaching in the elementary grades, and I get 
great delight in watching them turn their 
heads, lower those long eyelashes, wring 
their hands and then slowly and tortuously 
arise when I say, "Come here and ring the 
bell." 
Motor vehicles are generally owned by 
the T.T., but the scooter is more widely used . 
A Yapese family of 3 or 4 might ride on 
one. I had to buy one to get into town to 
get my mail every Friday. The roads are 
unpaved, muddy, clay, coral, and bumpy. 
One must look out for coconuts, coconut 
crabs, and rats when going down the road. 
There is an airfield, paved with coral, on 
the site of the old Japanese field. There are 
at least 20 old wrecked, crashed and burned 
Japanese planes scattered around. Bomb 
craters have become little water reservoirs. 
I think that these two years will be very 
rewarding ones. There is plenty of time for 
snorkeling, swimming, boating, exploring, 
reading, and all without the noise and hustle 
or bustle of civilization. Anyone who wants 
an adventurous life should stop by Yap. 
JAMES WILKINSON NAMED 
COMMONWEALTH'S A HORNEY 
A young man who intended to be a 
pharmacist, became first a Marine, then a 
lawyer, and now is commonwealth 's attorney 
of Richmond. 
He's James B. Wilkinson, L52, who suc-
ceeded T. Gray Haddon, '28, who retired 
after 50 years of service. 
Wilkinson had served as assistant com-
monwealth's attorney since 1960. 
1907-
Senator A. Willis Robertson has been elected 
honorary trustee of the Woodrow Wilson 
Birthplace Foundation. Also elected with Sen-
:ator Robertson was Mrs. John F. Kennedy. 
1915-
J. Earle Dunford, Sr., of Wake, Va., has re-
turned home after an extended vacation in 
Florida. 
1920-
Dr. Charles M. Caravati, a Richmond phy -
sician, has been named assistant dean in charge 
-of continuation education at the Medical Col-
lege of Virginia's medical school where he 
is professor of medicine. 
1921-
Dr. Kenneth E. Burke, recently retired as 
treasurer of the Baptise General Association, 
was honored at a luncheon in Richmond De-
,cember 1. 
1922-
Robert T. Marsh, Jr., rector of the board of 
trustees of the University, has announced chat 
he will be a candidate for the Richmond City 
Council. Marsh is former chairman of the 
board of First and · Merchants National Bank. 
1923-
]~mes B. Guthrie, associate manager of the 
pol1cyowners service division, of Life Insur-
_ance Company of Virginia, retired in January 
after 43 years with the company. 
BAPTIST LEADER, WIFE 
HONORED ON ANNIVERSARY 
_Dr. T. W . Croxton, ' 12 , who began his 
ministry while still a student in Richmond 
CoJlege, and Mrs. Croxton observed their 
-Golden Wedding anniversary at a reception 
in their honor at the First Baptist Church, 
Monticello, Ark. 
Their children, Hardy, '43, a member of 
the Arkansas legislature, and Mrs. Lee Ward, 
were hosts. More than two hundred friends 
came to felicitate the Croxtons. 
FoJlowing his graduation from Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, Dr. Croxton 
held pastorates at CarroJlton, Ky. , and Har-
lan, before going to Arkansas where he 
served churches at Clarendon and Prescott. 
For four years following the Prescott pas-
torate, he was head of the Bible department 
of Ouachita College and also served as 
interim editor of the Arkansas Baptist paper. 
Later Dr. Croxton moved to Monticello 
. and after ten years there went to Missouri 
to be pastor of the First Baptist Church at 
Sedalia. He served there for 13 years prior 
to his retirement in 1957. The Croxtons now 
live in Jefferson City, Missouri. 
A Pat-on-the-Back for 
Robert T. Marsh, Jr., LI. of R. Rector 
"There are two schools of thought in 
banking: " the kick-in-the-pants school and 
the pat-on-the-
back school. I 
believe in the 
latter. 
Robert T . 
Marsh Jr. , '22, 
was the speak-
er. The year 




al Bank was 
addressing the 
staff. 
In January , 
1966, as he finished his career as president 
under the compulsory retirement plan which 
he himself had written, he reaffirmed his 
1927-
Dr. Sam L. Cooke of Louisville, Ky., was re-
cently married to Mrs. Jean Cooper of Orange, 
Va. The Cookes will serve for two months 
aboard the hospital ship HOPE, at Corino 
Nicaragua, where Dr. Cooke will be the 
otolaryngologist. 
1928-
T. Gray Haddon, who retired January l as 
Richmond 's commonwealth attorney, was hon-
ored by his friends, including Judges W. Mos-
coe Huntley, '26, and Samuel B. Witt, Jr., with 
a petition citing him as a distinguished citizen 
and attorney . 
1929-
Rev . W. B. Watson has retired from the ac-
tive ministry, his last charge being the Mt . 
faith in the "pat -on-the-back " philosophy. 
His associates and friends throughout the 
Richmond community and throughout Vir-
ginia reaffirmed their faith in him and many 
were the verbal pats-on-the-back for a job 
well done. There were suggestions that he 
retired too young. Marsh would have none 
of it. 
"I personally believe in retirement at 65 
in a large organization - not in small or-
ganizations," he said. 
He agreed, however, to remain on the 
board of eight corporations , the bank in-
cluded. 
And he agreed to remain '· as long as 
they want me" as rector of the University 
of Richmond. 
He also has announced his candidacy for 
the Richmond City Council. 
But first on the program was a Mediter-
ranean cruise with Mrs. Marsh. 
Gilead Baptist Church at Columbia, Va. He 
is now living at Keller, Va. 
1929-
Dr. Nevitt Sanford, of Stanford University, 
spoke at a symposium in March at Yeshiva 
University. His topic was "The Study of Human 
Problems as an Approach to Increasing Knowl-
edge About Man. " 
1939-
Wilfred P. Lawless has been transferred from 
Nashville, Tenn. to Atlanta, Ga., for Reynolds 
Metals Company, with whom he has been as-
sociated for 20 years . 
1940-
Dr. Jack R. Noffsinger, pastor of Knollwood 
Baptise Church at Winston-Salem, N . C., was 
Calendar .... Alumni Week End 
Friday, May 13 
Alumni Reunions 
Saturday, May 14 
9: 30 a.m. Registration, Student Center Lawn, Coffee and Conversation 
11 :00 a.m. Panel Discussion, Dennis Auditorium, Where Do We Go From 
Here - Athletically? Panelists: President Modlin , Athletic Director 
Pitt, Coach Jones, and Coach Mills . 
12 :30 p.m. Luncheon as Guests of University Millhiser Gymnasium ; Unveiling 
of Portrait of Dr. Herman P. Thomas, '17. 
2: 30 p.m. Baseball, Millhiser Field, W & M vs. U of R. 
After the Game Barbecue, Under the Trees, Music, Entertainment. 
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one of the three Religious Focus Week speak-
ers at William Jewell College in February. 
1941-
James M . Duffey, former general manager of 
manufacturing for the Great Plains Contained 
Company of Lincoln, Nebraska, has joined 
Weyerhaeuser Company at Lincoln. Duffey 
served in managerial positions with Container 
Corporation of America from 1955 until join-
ing Great Plains Container Company last year. 
1942-
Thomas N. Williams is an account executive 
in Richmond with Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fen-
ner and Smith, Inc. Previously he was located 
with the firm in Norfolk, Va . 
1943-
Warren M. Pace, president of the Life In-
surance Company of Virginia, is one of the 
Richmond business executives who participated 
in a panel discussion of "What the Corporate 
Executive Expects of His Legal Counsel" at 
a meeting of the Richmond Bar Association 
in December. 
1945-
Dr. Carlos S. Berrocal of Mayaguez, Puerto 
Rico, represented the University of Richmond at 
the inauguration of Dr. Raymond Hoxeny as 
president of Inter American University on 
March 6. 
Albert Russinoff, of Princeton, N. J., is 
senior patent counsel for Radio Corporation 
of America. He has been with RCA for 13 
years. He is responsible for RCA's patent liti• 
gation. 
Rev. C. Bailey Jones has moved from Suf-
folk, Va., to Petersburg, where he is pastor 
of Trinity Methodist Church. 
1946-
Guy Friddell, editor of the editorial page of 
the Norfolk Virginian Pilot, addressed a meet• 
ing of the Virginia Society of Professional En-
gineers in January. 
COSBY MEMORIAL CHURCH 
NAMED FOR HARGRAVE HEAD 
Now it's Cosby Memorial Baptist Church. 
The church, on Richmond's Warwick 
Road, was established in 1961 with Dr. 
Joseph H. Cosby, '29, then pastor of 
Branch's Baptist Church in Chesterfield 
County, primarily responsible for its found-
ing. Heretofore the Church has been named 
Memorial Baptist Church. 
Dr. Cosby, now president of Hargrave 
Military Academy, has just retired as pres-
ident of The Southern Association of Inde-
pendent Schools. He has been rendering dis-
tinguished service in the field of Secondary 
School education in the South. He is cur-
rently serving on the policies and functions 
committee of The Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools and on the adminis-
trative committee of the national study of 
secondary school evaluation which edits and 
publishes each decade The Evaluative Cri-
teria. 
MANNING RUBIN WINS TV CLIOS 
AS ADVERTISING AGENCY WRITER 
Readily recognizable to television viewers 
are the commercials for such products as 
Erik cigars, Ideal toys, Top Job, Bufferin, 
Flying A gasoline and Van Heusen shirts. 
All come from the creative talents of one 
of America's leading and fastest-growing 
agencies, Grey Advertising Inc. 
Less well known is the responsibility and 
role of an alumnus of the University of 
Richmond, Manning Rubin, '50, vice presi-
dent in charge of TV and Radio commercial 
production at Grey. Rubin received his bach-
elor's degree and PBK from Richmond; and 
for many years was active in little theater 
in Richmond as well as gaining TV exper-
ience in Richmond with a major Southern 
ad agency, Cargill, Wilson & Acree, Inc. 
In addition, other members of his family 
have long been known in Richmond. Man-
ning's brother Louis D. Rubin, Jr., '46, 
presently is chairman of the English De-
partment at Hollins College. Manning's 
father, Louis D. Rubin, is a noted Richmond 
amateur meteorologist and author of weather 
guides and charts. 
Born in Charleston, S. C., Rubin went 
from T. J . high school into the Army which 
sent him to college to study engineering and 
then overseas with the infantry. Following 
discharge, Rubin began engineering studies 
at the University of Virginia . A part-time 
job with a Richmond radio station and little 
theatre work convinced him his talents were 
in another field. 
He transferred to the University of Rich-
1947-
William H. Laing, Jr., of Richmond has 
passed Part B of the Professional Engineer 
Examination in the State of Virginia. 
Russell Lang of Richmond has been elected 
vice president and director of marketing at 
First and Merchants National Bank. 
1949-
Daniel G. Joyce, of the U. S. Air Force, has 
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mond where he majored rn English and 
history, picking up a Phi Beta Kappa key 
en route to graduation . Later, following in 
his brother Louis' footsteps, he received an 
M.A. from Johns Hopkins. 
Summer theater work in Maine, marriage 
to Phyllis Kanter of Baltimore and a brief 
attempt at theater work in New York led 
Manning to decide on a career in advertising . 
First stop was with Lennen & Mitchell where 
he served as a trainee and copywriter until 
1953. 
On a trip home , Rubin met the head of a 
new agency, Cargill & Wilson, and returned 
to work in Richmond for the next seven 
years. First assignment was as a copywriter, 
but he soon gravitated to broadcast media. 
He began writing and producing commer-
cials as well as buying Radio & TV sched-
ules and later was named Director of Radio 
and Television. 
In 1960, New York beckoned again when 
an opportunity to become a producer with 
Benton & Bowles came as a logical devel-
opment in his career. In January, 1962, he 
moved up to the role of senior producer at 
Grey. Then in May, 1963 , he was named 
to his present post. 
Rubin's efforts have paid off handsomel y. 
In his New York office today can be found 
more than a score of "Clios" the awards 
given each year for the most creative tele -
vision commercials. The honors are no acci-
dent. 
"In developing television advertising at 
Grey, the commercial is the result of close 
rapport between producer, art director , 
writer, account team and marketing per-
sonnel. The final product not only achieves 
the sales objective , but meets the highly 
critical standards of the creative group as 
well, " Rubin explains . Recently, Rubin has 
found himself on the other end of the cam-
era from Joseph Cotten , Arlene Francis and 
Joan Fontaine . He heads for Europe soon 
to work with David Niven. 
The 38-year-old Rubin today lives with 
his wife and two sons- Edward, 10, and 
James, 8, in Rye, New York. On an extra-
curricular basis, he also is vice chairman of 
the American Association of Advertising 
Agencies Commercial Production Committee 
and is chairman of the Production workshop 
for the International Radio-Television So-
ciety. 
been promoted to the rank of colonel. He is 
deputy chief of the litigation division at Head-
quarters USAF, the Pentagon. Col. Joyce, who 
received his commission in 1942, completed 
50 combat missions as a B-17 navigator dur-
ing World War II. 
Major Michael Andrew Platko of the U. S. 
Army has retired and is now living in Rich-
mond at 5102 Patterson Ave . Major Platko 
served in the Quartermaster Corps . 
James J. Sweeny of Cleveland, Ohio, has 
been elected a vice president of Towers, 
Perrin, Forster and Crosby, Inc. , a managem ent 
consu lting firm. 
1950-
Rev. and Mrs. J. Boyd Sutton sailed for 
Brazil in December. They will teach music in 
the South Brazil Baptist Seminary, Rio de 
Janeiro. The Suttons were appointed mission· 
ar ies in 1959. 
Edward L. Dunford has been appointed staff 
assistant at the Richmond branch office of 
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company. 
He will assist in the development of manpower 
and production growth. He joined the firm in 
1959. 
Joseph F. Spinella has resigned as assistant 
commonwealth attorney for Henrico County. 
He will devote his time to the practice of law. 
A. Dale Hulce, Jr., has been elected an of-
ficer of the Life Insurance Company of Vir-
ginia. He joined the company in 1950 as an 
under.writer, was promoted to assistant man-
ager of the Policyowner Service Division in 
1959. 
1951-
John A. Hamilton has been appointed as-
sociated editor of the Detroit Free Press. He 
formerly was associate editor of the Norfolk 
Ledger-Star. He has been a Neiman Fellow 
and a winner of the Scripps Howard Ernie 
Pyle Memorial Award. 
Dr. Wal ter W. Anderson has received the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the Uni-
versity of St. Andrews, Scotland, and is teach-
ing at Atlantic Christian College, Wilson, N ·. C. 
A son was born to ,the Andersons on January 24. 
1952-
Rev. George Trotter of Midlothian, Va., ex-
pects to be appointed a missionary to Indo-
nesia soon. 
C. Whitlow Miles has been honored by the 
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Com-
pany for completion of 10 years with d1e firm . 
He is now claim superintendent in the com-
pany 's office in Charlottesville. 
1953-
John S. Lynch has joined Goodman, Segar, 
Hogan, Inc., a Virginia Beach real estate firm. 
James M. Frye, Jr., manager of community re-
lations in Richmond for Philip Morris, Inc., has 
GEE CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
FOR ST A TE-PLANTERS 
Edward F. Gee , ' 32, is serving both as 
president and chief executive officer of the 
State-Planters Bank of Commerce and Trusts, 
replacing .in the latter post J. Harvie Wilkin-
son Jr., now chief executive officer of United 
Virginia Bankshares, Inc. , the bank holding 
comp any of which State-Planters was the 
organizing member. 
Mr. Gee , who became associated with 
State-Planters in 1929, served first in the 
credit department and then in the com-
mercial department. He was elected assistant 
cashier in 1940, and later was promoted to 
assistant vice president, vice president, and 
executive vice president, before being named 
president and member of the board of di-
rectors in January, 1963. 
Boston's New 11Y" Secretary: 
SOLON B. COUSINS, JR. 
Solon B. Cousins, Jr., '47, assistant gen-
eral secretary for the YMCA of Metro-
politan Chi-
cago, has been 
appointed gen-
eral secretary 
of the YMCA 
of Metropoli-
tan Boston. He 








after 12 years 
during which time he rose from assistant 
director of personnel to assistant general 
secretary of personnel, planning and World 
Service , of the largest YMCA in the world. 
been appointed a public affairs fellow at the 
Brookings Institute in Washington. He will 
join 13 other businessmen from across the 
U. S. in an intensive reading program, a four-
week orientation period, eveni ng seminars and 
a 14-week training assignment in a federal agen-
cy. 
Charles H. Winberg, a Richmond attorney, 
has been appointed assistant commo nwe alth at-
torney for Henrico County. He took his under-
graduate work at Wittenberg College in Spring-
field, Ohio, and served as a claims adjuster for 
Manufacturers Casualty Company and Mary-
land Casualty Company before entering ilie 
practice of law. 
1954-
Charles E. Keener of New Orleans, La., is 
assistant vice president in charge of market 
research of ilie National Bank of Commerce 
in New Orleans. 
Charles A. Mink has been transferred to 
London by Phillips Petroleum as sales manager 
for the United Kingdom. He was a district 
manager in Boston, Mass. 
1956-
A. Conrad Bareford, Jr., has been appointed 
an assistant commo nw ealth attorney for the city 
of Richmond. He succeeds James B. Wilkinson, 
'52, who became commo nwealth attorney. 
Robert L. Morris, Jr ., is serving as a chap-
lain in Vietnam. Mrs . Morris is living in Vir-
ginia Beach, Va. 
Harold V. Kelly, formerly counsel to the 
Virginia Employment Commission, has gone into 
private practice of law in Suffolk, Va. 
John Allred, Jr ., is president of Cartenva 
Enterprises in Bristol, Va., an employment agen• 
cy. Allred has been dean of student personnel 
at Virginia Intermont College for four years. 
1957-
Dr. Paul Kirk is an assistant professor of 
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Much of the success of the Chicago 
YMCA can be traced to Solon Cousins' role 
in recruiting, training and developing staff 
people, according to John 0. Root, general 
secretary of the Chicago YMCA. 
Cousins joined the YMCA in March, 
1954 after serving as employment manager 
for Goldblatt Department Stores in Chicago. 
He had received his M .A. at the University 
of Chicago in 1951. 
Son of the beloved chairman of the de-
partment of Bible and Religion at the 
University of Richmond, Solon Jr. was pres-
ident of Student Government the year of 
his graduation . His career included the chair-
manship of the Honor Council, participation 
in varsity basketball, and, significantly , the 
position of secretary of the Y.M.C.A. 
He and his wife Patricia are parents of 
four sons: Jay, 9; Grayland , 7 ; Joseph , 5, 
and Robert, born last year. 
PATTERSON HAS PUBLISHED; 
SO HAS MRS. PATTERSON! 
Sam Patterson, ' 50, promotion manager 
for a McGraw-Hill publication, has written 
and sold his first novel but his record is 
matched by that of his wife - she has written 
and sold her first novel as well. 
Patterson 's book , "A Ni ckel's Worth of 
Ice,'' will be published in September by 
Alfred A. Knopf ; Mrs. Patterson's book , 
"The Iron Country ," was published in late 
February. 
The Pattersons are sti ll "a trifle stun-
ned" by their doub le good fortune, and both 
are continuing their writing careers in their 
Greenwich Viilage apartment in New York 
City. Patterson ' s tale is about a Virginia 
boy in the 1930 's; Mrs. Patterson set her 
novel in the iron-mining country of Minn-
esota during World W'ar II. 
Their careers are parallel. Both began 
as teachers, Both worked for a time in 
Washington, D. C., where Mrs. Patterson 
was in government service and Patterson 
was an airline trainee and later a copywriter 
in an ad agency. 
Then both come to New York and stud-
ied creative writing. Both Pattersons agree 
that the most important thing about writing 
is the "art of applying the seat of the pants 
to a chair-preferably in front of a type-
writer." 
The Pattersons have a 14-month old son, 
William, and count as another member of 
the family a Siamese cat, Yahooey. 
biology at Western Carolina College. The Kirks 
have announced the birth of a daughter, Susan 
Heather, 011 November 3, 1965. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack M. Neal of Richmond 
have announced the birth of a son, Kevin 
Maynard, on October 14, 1965. 
1958-
Donald R. Gregory has been promoted to 
manager of the Richmond district for Smith, 
Kline and French Laboratories, a drug firm . 
He will supervise the work of nine of the 
company's representatives. 
Captain Ray W. Bowles of the U. S. Marine 
Corps is the commanding officer of a training 
company at Parris Island, South Carolina. 
Dr. Patrick Quisenberry has been elected 
president of the Highland Park Citizens' Asso-
ciation in Richmond. 
1959-
Bobby F. Johnson was married to the for -
mer Miss Margaret Lorraine French of Rich-
mond on October 9, 1965. 
Francis B. Garey of Richmond is working 
as a tax technician with Internal Revenue in 
Richmond. 
Roger E. Clarke, Jr. of Richmond is moving 
to Norfo lk where he will be a representative 
for his firm, Connecticut Mutual Insurance Com-
pany. 
Dr. and Mrs. Leo Crozier of Ft. Campbell, 
Ky., have announced the birth of a son, Anthony 
Lee, on November 27, 1965. He is a medical 
officer in the U. S. Army. 
Hunter F. Hanback of Ellerson , Va., ha s 
been elected assistant cashier at First and Mer-
chants Bank in Richmond. 
1960-
William J. Bugg, Jr., has been elected an 
assistant actuary of the Life Insurance Company 
of Virginia. He joined the insurance firm in 
1960, was named actuarial assistant in 1963, 
HOME BENEFICIAL CHOOSES 
NUNNALLY AS PRESIDENT 
Moses D. Nunna lly, '36, has been ele-
vated to the presidency of Home Beneficial 
Life Insurance 
Company with 
which he has 
been associated 
since 1933. He 
has been a 
member of the 
board of dire c-
tors for more 
than 25 years. 
He takes 
command of a 
company which 
at the close of 
last year had 
$ 1,45 1,484,-
874 life insurance in force , an increase of 
more than 168 millions over the previo us 
year. Home Beneficial ranks among the top 
seven per cent of lif e insurance companies 
in the United States. 
Mr. Nunnally succeeds W. E. Wiltshire, 
president since _ 1947, who was elected 
chairm an of the board of the Richmond-
based company. 
assistant manager and then manager of the 
group insurance actuarial division in 1964. 
Joseph B. Flowers, Jr., is now minister of 
education and youth at First Baptist Church in 
Waycross, Ga. He taught school in Virginia 
from 1960 to 1963 and was minister of music 
and education at Garden City Baptist Church 
in Savannah, Ga., from 1964 to 1965. 
J. Edwin Trad er has been elected treasurer 
and assistant secretary of Luck Quarries, a 
crushed stone organization. 
1961-
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce B. Williamson, Jr., have 
announced the birth of a son, Bruce, III, on 
November 3. He is employed with the Atlantic 
Refining Company . 
The engagement of Kenneth E. Cousins of 
Richmond to Miss Betty D. Shreaves of Nas-
sawaddox has been announced. 
1962-
B. Shelton Rice, Jr., has been transferred from 
Norfolk to Birmingham, Alabama, by his firm, 
Travelers Insurance Company . 
Norval D. Settle has been promoted to 
manager of the Islanders Hotel, one of a 
chain of hotels located at Waikiki Beach in 
Honolulu . 
Rev . Jerald R. White, Jr., has accepted a 
call to Central Baptist Church of Altavista. 
He bad been associate pastor of First Baptist 
Church in Roanoke. 
C. Connor McGehee, III, has been appointed 
internal auditor of Overnite Transportation 
Company. Before joining Overnite, he was chief 
accountant for Old Dominion Truck Leasing , 
Inc. 
Rev. R. C. McKinley has accepted a call to 
Surry Baptist Church . He attended the Golden 
Gate Seminary where he received the B.D . 
degree . 
Malvin M . Utleye, Jr., of Hopewell has re-
ceived the degree of bachelor of divinity from 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary . 
Charles A. Cbristophersen, special counsel 
with the Virginia Highway Department, bas 
new duties with the Virginia Highway De-
partment. 
Jerome J. Cohen has passed the Virginia 
Certified Public Accountants examination. He 
is employed with the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency in Silver Spring, Md. 
The engagement of Gordon E. Cooke of 
Colonial Beach, Va., to Miss Barbara Jean Lacy 
of Richmond bas been announced. 
First Lt . Frank J. Fisher of the U. S. Air 
Force was graduated in December from the 
Air University's Squadron Officer School at 
Maxwell AFB, Ala. He bas been assigned to 
McChord AFB, Washington, for duty. 
1963-
Arthur C. Ermlich of Chesapeake has joined 
the Jaw firm of Amoto, Babalas, Breit, Cohen, 
Rutter, and Friedman, in Norfolk, Va . 
First Lt. Robert W . Kinley is chief of Or-
ganizationa l Maintenance at Robins AFB, Ga. 
Harry MacIntosh has joined Procter and 
Gam ble after serving in the U. S. Army. He 
was married in August, 1965, to the former 
Miss Ruth Graham Shaw. 
The engagement of Horace L. Ford, Jr. to 
Miss Barbara Ray Flinn has been announced . 
An April wedding is planned. 
Fred A. Gaskins was married to Miss Betty 
Lee Currell, in Kilmarnock, Va., on February 5. 
John McWane Dirom has joined the F. W. 
Craigie and Company, Inc ., a Richmond invest-
ment firm, as a registered representative. 
1964-
Janet M. Straus has passed the Virgini a 
Certified Public Accountant examination and is 
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BASEBALL OR BAR? 
HE'S JUDGE SHELTON 
William R. Shelton , L59, who chose 
law instead of baseball, has had no reason 
to regret his decision. He was recently ap-
pointed associate judge of Chesterfield 
County court, after successful service for 
four years as clerk of the circuit court of 
that county. 
A graduate of Emory and Henry College 
where he starred on the diamond, Shelton 
had a fling with professional baseball with 
the Americus (Ga.) Phillies. He figured a 
baseball career would be "too insecure." 
He enrolled in the University of Rich-
mond Law School and, after receiving his 
degree joined the firm of Jewett and Gates 
in 1959. Two years later he was made as-
sistant commonwealth's attorney, and the 
following year he was appointed circuit 
court clerk. 
County Judge D. W. Murphey with whom 
Shelton will serve predicted that the latt er's 
baseball training "will make him able to 
field those fast curves in court." 
now employed with Levin and Rochkind in 
Richmond. She is engaged to Alan Robert Davis 
of Providence, R. I., and plans to be married 
in July. 
The engagement of Kenneth M. Geiger of 
Richmond to Miss Elizabeth Cheatham Schools 
of Midlothian has been announced. An April 
wedding is planned. 
Phillip W. Finch and Herbert C. Peterson 
passed the Certified Public Accountant exam-
inations held in Virginia in November. 
Jerry B. Silver of Chambersburg, Pa., has 
been selected for membership in the Law Re-
view of Dickinson School of Law at Carlisle, 
Pa. Candidates for membership are selected from 
the first year class on the basis of high 
scholastic standing. 
Second Lt. Robert C. Meador of the U. S. 
Air Force has graduated from navigator train-
ing at James Connally AFB, Tex. He has been 
assigned to Travis AFB, Calif ., for flying dut y 
with the Military Airlift Command . 
The engagement of Silas S. Shelburne, Jr., 
of Waynesboro to Miss Doris Virginia Peek 
of Fredericksburg, has been announced. 
BAR AWARDS GIVEN 
BAZILE AND HADDON 
Their years of service to the legal pro-
fession were recognized by the Richmond 
Bar Association which gave awards to T. 
Gray Haddon , '28, and Leon M. Bazile, 
' 10. 
They were honored at special ceremonies 
at the Hotel John Marshall in February. 
Bazile is a former judge of the 15th Judicial 
Circuit, and Haddon is former Common-
wealth's Attorney of Richmond . 
Other recognitions included presentations 
of SO-year awards for practice of law to 
J. Vaughan Gary, '12, and Wilmer L. 
O'Flaherty, '11, and, posthumously , to Percy 
Scott Smith , ' 16. 
1965-
The engagemen t of Stanley Cole Tucker of 
Richmond to Miss Sandra Levy Townsend of 
Richmond , has been announced. Miss Townsend 
is a former "Miss Richmond " and attends 
Richmond Professional Institute . Tucker is at-
tending medical college at the University of 
Virginia . 
James L. Rierson has assumed his duties as 
minister of education and music for Liberty 
Baptist Church at Appomattox, Va . 
Gary Ebbels is a reporter for the Culpeper 
Stttr-Exponent. 
William V . Britton, Jr ., has joined F. W. 
Craigie and Co ., Inc., a Richmond investment 
firm. 
The engagement of George Philip Wendt of 
Lebanon, Pa., to Miss Sallie Scott Berkeley of 
Richmond has been announced. A May wed-
ding is planned. 
The engagement of Lt . Alexander T . Markow 
o f the U. S. Army to Miss Patricia Marian 
Bagle y of Richmond has been announced. 
Lt. Arthur Jerrell Parr, Jr. of the U. S. 
Army was married March 12 to the former 
Miss Judy Noel Barnhart of Covington, Va. 
Lt . Parr is stationed at Fort Carson, Colorado. 
Richard Levin was married on August 15, 
1965 to the former Miss Judy Lewis of Ports-
mouth, Va. Levin is a student at the Univer-
sity 's law school. 
CONNECTICUT GENERAL 
PROMOTES KILPA l1RICK 
Robert D . Kilpatrick ('48) has been ap-











the company in 
1954 in the 
group insur-
ance depart -
ment and in 
1958 was 
named senior renewal underwriter. In 1961 
he was appointed assistant secretary in the 
policyholder and field services department. 
He is married to the former Faye Hines 
of Richmond and they have two sons and 
three daughters . They live in New Hart-
ford, Connecticut where Bob is active in 
the Republican Town Committee and is a 
former member of the Zoning Board of 
Appeals . 
JAMES BRYANT NAMED 
TRAVELERS VICE-PRESIDENT 
James R. Bryant, Jr., ' 51, has been named 









at Richmond in 





served later as 
manager at 
Norfolk, Va. and Pittsburgh , Pa. In 1962 
he was transferred to the home office in 
Hartford, Conn . where in 1963 he became 
superintendent of agencies. 
Mr. Bryant and his wife now live at West 
Hartford , Conn. 
HOLMES APPOINTED 
RPI COMPTROLLER 
Raymond T . Holmes, '49, has been named 
the first comptroller of Richmond Profes-
sional Institute . He will be responsible for 
the school's financial administration, and 
will supervise purchasing , payroll, business 
services and maintenance of the physical 
plant. 
He comes to RPI from Ferrum Junior 
College where he was vice president for 
business affairs. Before going to Ferrum he 
was a member of a Richmond accounting 
firm. 
PENINSULA CHAPTER ELECTS 
NEW OFFICERS 
John B. Odell, ' 57, has been elected pres-
ident of the Peninsula chapter of the Uni-
versity of Richmond alumni association. 
Serving with him will be Ben F. Wingfield, 
'56, vice president; Willard M. Robinson, 
Jr., '40, treasurer; and Dr. Stuart Atkinson, 
'50, treasurer. 
The election was held at the chapter's 
meeting on February 22. 
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TEMMA TATARSKY BOHRER '46 
Her friends were saddened to learn of the 
death of Temma Tatarsky Bohrer on February 
2nd. 
She and her family had been living in New 
York City for a number of years and she had 
been active in her community there, as trea-
surer of the P. S. 11 Parents Association, and 
as a member of the executive board of the 
Chelsea Neighborhood Center. 
She is survived by her husband Harry Bohrer 
and four young children, Margaret, Jeffrey , 
Nathaniel and Seth. 
FRIENDSHIP ACROSS THE SEAS 
Mrs. L. T. Gray (Carol Eastman, '61) 
and her mother , Mrs. Joy Eastman of Ches-
apeake, have ventured into the field of 
overseas emissaries of goodwill. 
In 1964, Carol went to Dunedin, New 
Zealand with her accountant husband . She 
took with her from the Portsmouth Council 
of Garden Clubs a bronze plaque for the 
Friendship Garden of Dunedin, Portsmouth's 
sister city. 
Now Mrs. Eastman has joined Carol in 
Brisbane , Australia, where the Grays now 
live. With her she carried a resolution of 
friendship from the Churchland Woman's 
Club to a civic club in Brisbane. 
During Carol's stay in Dunedin, she 
toured the city attending public functions, 
and relayed her impressions back to Ports-
mouth via tape recordings. Now her mother 
will seek a project which will unite a club 
in Brisbane with the club in Churchland . 
GEORGE BOWMAN 
When George Bowman, '50, joined the 
Department of Pastoral Care at the North 
Carolina Baptist Hospital at Winston-Salem, 
in February , he became the fourth alumnus 
of the University of Richmond on the 
faculty there. 
Already there were Richard W . McKay, 
'51, L. L. McGee, '47, and Kenneth A. 
Burnette, '58. 
Students from every continent and 23 
foreign countries have been enrolled in the 
school, and alumni are serving in 35 coun-
tries. The majority of the alumni are Bap-
tists, but member of 36 religious denomina-
tions have been graduated in the school's 
19 years of operation. 
esthampton News 
[915 Secretary 
MRS. WILMER L. O'FLAHERTY 
(Celeste Anderson) 
3603 Moss Side Avenue, Richmond 22, Va. 
After our happy and festive 50th reunion 
last June, the class of 1915 is saddened by its 
first loss . Ethel Smither died at her home on 
December 7, 1965. 
Since her retirement from the Richmond Pub-
lic Schools as a reading consultant, she had 
written many books and traveled extensively . 
The follo w ing tribute was broadcast through-
out th e day that she was buried . 
Broad cast on WRY A-Radio on 12114/65 
There 's one other bit of news today that's 
deservin g of mention. It concerns an old maid 
school teacher. 
0 Id maid school teacher? 
Mi ss Eethel Lisle Smither-an old maid school 
tea cher? 
Oh, N o. Not ever. 
Miss Smither was not married, it's true . She 
had no immediate family, it's true . No brothers 
or sisters - or children . 
But wait! 
Ethel Lisle Smither did-have children. 
How man y hundreds of children she had! 
How many th ousands of tousle-headed little 
boys and bright-eyed little girls belonged to 
her. And felt the firm, but loving, impress of 
the gentle dis cipline she brought to bear upon 
their live s. 
Miss Smither taught at Binford Junior High 
School and at Patrick Henry School-and she 
wrote-more than a dozen books of children 's 
stories. She lived 71 years . 
Then, on Saturday last, she died. 
And this aftern oon at 3 P.M . in Westover 
Hills Methodi st church the final service will 
be held . 
But do not grieve for Ethel Lisle Smither . 
Old maid school tea cher, some might say, 
and-how sad! 
And yet, her family is certainly one of the 
largest of all. 
For every time a child who sat in her class 
or read from her books makes an impression 
on this world - there will be in that impression 
the gentle shadow of teacher, writer, kind 
molder of the lives of little children, Ethel 
Lisle Smither . 
1916 Secretary 
Miss HELEN A. MoNSELL 
3008A Floyd Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 23221 
The first time I met a Spider returning for 
his fift ieth reunion I gazed at him with absolute 
awe . It didn't seem possible that anybody that 
ancient could still be alive. Now I know he 
wasn't even elded y. He had just been middle 
aged a bit longer than he cared to admit. But 
the Fiftieth is still a good time to summarize 
a bit about ourselves . 
According to the Spider Annual of 1913, 
there were eighteen Co-Eds among the Fresh-
men who would become the Class of 1916. 
Eight of these failed to return for their Soph-
omore year. (In those days college and matri-
mony didn't blend.) Under an accelerated 
program open to John Marshall High School 
graduates, six others upped their status, to 
graduate in 1915. Ours was the last class al-
lowed this privilege. We therefore received no 
compensatory up-comers from the class below 
us. That is why The Class of 1916 is, and 
undoubtedly will always be, the smallest class 
ever to graduate from Westhampton. All of 
this meant that of the original eighteen, only 
four were left to don cap and gown in June, 
1916, but there were five ochers who had joined 
us during the four-year trek, swelling the total 
to nine . 
It has been a hard-working nine. One Ph.D., 
two Masters, two honorary degrees, one editor, 
three college teachers, three authors, one musi -
cian, one artist and one mother! 
The last fifty years have changed both West-
hampton and ourselves. We have broadened-
both physically and intellectually speaking. We 
have lived through three wars with their 
attendant tragedies. In 1916 we longed to see 
Life . Well, we 've seen it. In , essentials, mean-
while, we have remained the same. We may 
have changed some of our ideas, but not our 
ideals. And ideals, in the final analysis, are 
what bind college and alumnae together . 
1919 Secretary 
MRS. ELLIS POLLARD SNEAD 
(Virginia Jones) 
Fork Union, Virginia 
1919 is a modest class! Here is an introduc-
tion typical of the letters received. "I don't 
write for the Bulletin as there's nothing to 
write . When I read all the fascinating details 
of what my classmates are doing-What 's the 
use? But, here goes, I have no news but plent y 
of . . . " (here there is variation) ... arthritis, 
grandchildren, travel, meetings" . . . seemingly 
minor activities to the persons concerned but 
interesting facts to friends. 
Margaret Semmes McKillop writes that she 
and her husband live near Richmond and rarely 
miss a service or meeting at St. Andrews Epis-
copal Church . "This is our life, " attending 
church and visits and phone calls to the sick 
and shut-ins-and-there is a daughter and 
ALUMNAE WEEKEND, JUNE 3-5 
When Westhampton College Alumnae re-
turn to the college campus for Alumnae 
Weekend , June 3-5, they will find a full 
program planned to interest them . 
The theme of the Alumnae College on 
Friday, June 3 will be "From Then To 
Now." Chairman Virginia Ellett, '47 , has 
arranged a diversified program for the day 
with four of the University's teachers pre-
senting talks in their individual fields in 
Room 3, South Court. 
Miss Betty Jean Seymour, director of re-
ligious activities and instructor in Bible 
at Westhampton, will speak on "Oops! 
There Goes Another Wineskin." Dr. Nolan 
E. Rice, professor of biology at the Uni-
versity will have for his topic, "Look! Our 
Genes Are Showing." 
Following luncheon in the Tea Room 
at Keller Hall , alumnae will return to South 
Court to hear Dr . Marjorie Rivenburg, pro-
fessor of Latin at Westhampton, on "Pray 
For a Brave Heart." 
Final speaker of the day will be Mr . 
Jack Welsh, instructor in drama at the 
University, whose topic will be "Commun-
ion • Revolt • Communion ." 
On Saturday, June 4, Alumnae Day will 
continue with the same theme. Chairman for 
this event is Margaret Fugate Carlton, '24 . 
Her committee consists of Elizabeth Hill 
Schenk, '23, Esther Walsh Dutton, '36, Ann 
Pavey Garrett , '42, Betty Ann Allen Doub, 
'49, Sue Peters Hall, '52, and Caroline 
Massey Shreve, '59 . 
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The day will begin at 9 a.m. with a 
meeting of the alumnae governing board 
followed by coffee and doughnuts in the 
Reception Room of Keller Hall. 
Lillian Belk Youell , '45, national alum-
nae president , will preside over the annual 
alumnae business meeting at 10:30 a.m. 
Election of board of members-at-large will 
be on the agenda of business for the day. 
Nominees are Elizabeth Cosby Carver, '24 
of Atlanta , Georgia; Mildred Harrell Clink-
scales, '38 of Norfolk, Virginia ; Margaret 
Brinson Reed, '40 of the Washington , D . 
C. area; Barbara Moore Flannagan, '54 of 
Richmond, Virginia ; and Elizabeth Ramos 
Dunkum, '59 of Richmond , Virginia . 
Speakers at the alumnae hour at 11 : 30 
a.m. in the Reception Room will be Bobbie 
Lee Brown Yagel, '51 and Patricia Mac-
Donald Allen, '59 . 
Following luncheon in Keller Hall gym-
nasium, Dr. Mary Louise Gehring , dean of 
Westhampton College, will speak on "Prom-
ises." 
Special recognition will be paid to Dr. 
Jean Wright who is retiring after 36 years 
as professor of French at Westhampton . 
Miss Wright's former students will want to 
be present at this time to honor her. 
Afternoon festivities planned by the com-
mittee include swimming in the Westhamp-
ton pool and a garden party for alumnae 
and guests . 
Class reunions will be held throughout 
the weekend. 
ALUMNAE DAY SPEAKERS EXCEL IN MODERN DAY FIELDS 
Bobbie Lee Browngagel 
Advertising and sales promotion play an 
important part in the lives of today's home-
makers. 
And for two Westhampton Alumnae , these 
fields play a double role, for the two 
graduates have sought a career in these 
areas, but in an entirely different way. Both 
will be speakers at the Alumnae Day on 
June 4 . 
Bobbie Lee Brown Yagel, '51, has made 
a career as advertising manager for three 
industrial distributors, and with the excep-
tion of one day - a week, she never leaves 
home. 
"I write when the baby sleeps," said 
Bobbie. "Baby" is Wendy, 2, and Bobbie 
Lee also wrote through the nap times of 
Craig, now 10, and Steve, now 7. 
She began freelance writing when her 
first child was born and since that time 
has written everything from movie scripts 
to catalogs. 
An English major at Westhampton , Bob-
bie began her writing as editor of the Col-
legian and working for Joe Nettles, public 
relations director of the University . 
She has been an assistant to the public 
relations director of the Richmond Com-
munity Chest, a copy writer in radio, and 
a copy chief for an advertising agency be-
fore becoming a free lance writer. 
Now employed by firms in Richmond; 
Charlotte, North Carolina; and Waynesboro, 
Virginia, Bobbie recently won first place in 
a McGraw-Hill Publication contest for house 
organs for distributors. She was also the 
first woman to address the Triple Industrial 
Supply convention in San Francisco in 1963. 
Patricia MacDonald Allen, ' 59, has a 
three grandchildren in Greenville, South Caro-
lina. 
While planning one of her grand tours, 
Esther Sanford Jett is enjoying her life at 
Virginia Beach, which the natives do not con-
sider a summer resort. In fact they like it 
better in winter when they can really get 
together with friends. 
Adelaide Walton Cowherd enjoys her family 
of twenty-three, for the whole gro up lives close 
enough for frequent gathering. Ann Tyler, the 
daughter with triplets, has returned from Arabia. 
Virginia Karnes Wright is encouraging, "So 
you have retired! It does take a while to adjust 
to the change of pace . While I found the job 
Patricia McDonald Allen 
full-time career in sales promotion. 
As director of special events for Charles 
F. Berg in Portland , Oregon, Pat is con-
sidered one of the nation's leading youth 
authorities. 
She has won many awards for her work 
with teens in the sales promotion field, 
among them the Seventeen magazine AMY 
award, which she has won twice. 
Other awards and honors include guest 
on dais at National Home Fashions League 
"Age of Influence" Youth Market meeting; 
N.R.M.A. "Reta iling Serves America" cer-
tificate of commendation for "Mee t Modern 
Music" series; served on board of judges 
for Sevent een's AMY award; N.R.M.A. 
"Retailing Serves America" certificate of 
commendation for "Theatre in 3-D" series; 
youth achievement award given by Student 
Marketing Institute and Gilbert Research, 
Inc.; and member of SEVENTEEN'S buy-
ers board. 
Pat's duties include creating and devel-
oping a well-rounded youth program for 
the department store. This includes plan-
ning, coordinating and publicizing all youth 
programs which involves fashion shows, 
workshops and clinics, scholarship programs, 
cultural and recreational events. 
She has also served as teen coordinator 
for Abraham & Straus department store in 
Brooklyn, New York; youth coordinator and 
assistant fashion director at Bullock's in 
Los Angeles, California; and youth coordi-
nator at Miller & Rhoads in Richmond. 
Pat's topic on Alumnae Day will be 
"Yo uth . . . the Retailer's Challenge of 
the Century." Bobbie Lee will speak on 
"Advertising: Family Foe or Friend." 
of Postmaster co be interesting and challenging 
and I missed the activities for a time, I soon 
adjusted to a new routine and have thoroughly 
enjoyed my years of retirement. I find so much 
to do I wonder how I had time to work." She 
also tells of trips co New York and to Bermuda 
and of the visit in March from Lillian Robert-
son Carter, when she attended the D.A.R. State 
Convention in Roanoke. 
Elizabeth Tompkins goes to London in late 
April with a group from the State Bar Associ-
ation. In January, I went with her and Frances 
Sutton to New York. In five days we saw six 
plays-fortunately the snow at that time was 
in Virginia, not in New York. 
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In February I was oft again-this time to 
Florida for ten days sightseeing and visiting 
friends with the real purpose co gee to Virginia 
Bundick Mayes at her winter home in Braden-
ton, Florida. A real treat and lots of fun-
and I picked many varieties of fruit from 
Virginia's small grove and drove back home 
with her and her husband. 
And I have severa l short trips ahead for 
spring-the grandest will be to a house party 
at Frances Shipman Sutton's. She gathers in 
about a dozen Westhampton girls and we talk, 
eat and go. This time I'll carry your letters 
and we'll read them completely. 
My busiest home work now is with the 
Community Action Committee of the anti-
poverty program. This group with the elemen-
tary and secondary committees are considering 
summer school work in two of the elementary 
schools-and the Old Stone Jail Museum re-
opens in June with an art exhibit of the work 
of five Fluvanna girls, who are now RP.I. 
students. 
I wrote Juliette Brown Carpenter resigning 
as secretary some time ago. This is my last 
news letter. It's been wonderful to get your 
letters but very hard for me to get out chis 
Bulletin letter. 
1921 Secretary 
MRS. E. L. DuPuY (Catherine Little) 
703 Beechnut Lane 
Martinsville, Virginia 
Do you realize this is the year for our 
forty-fifth reunion? Surely we should celebrate 
by coming back co Westhampton for the 
week-end of June 3 to 5. 
Lacer you will receive from the Alumnae Of-
fice a full schedule of events for chat week-
end, but meanwhile plan to get a room at 
Westhampton beginning Thursday night, June 
2, so you can be here bright and early Friday 
morning for the Alumnae College that day. 
Our main reunion event for the class will 
be a dinner at the William Byrd Hotel at 
7:00 p.m. on Friday evening, June 3. You can 
make your reservation for that with Mrs. Ran-
dolph McCutcheon (Gladys Lumsden) at 4206-A 
Brook Road, Richmond, Virginia. 
We'll see you in June. 
Compliments of 





MRS. RICHARD P. ADAMS 
(Julia Roop) 
Box 673, Radford College 
Radford, Virginia 
Here's the news I've collected-some grape-
vine and some le~itimate: 
I was thrilled to have a letter and a generous 
check from Louise Duke Brantley, 3121 Euclid 
Avenue, Tampa, Florida. You will recall that 
Louise lost her only child-a son who was a 
Ph.D., married with two children-five years 
ago. Louise keeps busy with hobbies, the chief 
one being her painting. She and her sister will 
have a "two-man" show of their works in 
March. She also gives a lot of time to her 
church, of which her father was pastor for 
many years. 
Louise mentioned that Virginia Richardson 
Hartley and her husband live in Tampa, and 
that the two couples see each other often. 
Virginia's husband is head of the Math depart-
ment at Tampa University, is also musical, 
and has written several books. 
Leslie Booker will take off for Europe with 
Book and The Virginia Bar Association in May. 
There 's just nothing like having a husband 
who dashes thither and yon, if he lets you dash 
with him-and Book does, for when he dashed 
recently to Chicago for an American Bar 
meeting, Sess went along for the week-end and 
visited daughter Constance in Wheaton, Illi-
nois, and saw the new baby. Constance got a 
boy this time after two little girls. 
Irene Summers Stoneman has recently been 
in Florida on her annual visit. She seems to 
manage beautifully at "Varina" with the moral 
support of her children and her many good 
friends. She went with the same friends she 
and Pete went with on this same trip for so 
many years. Irene's son-in-law, Dick Ellis, IV, 
has been chosen the outstanding young farmer 
in his district . 
Claudia Patrick has retired. For so long we 
all thought of her as Miller and Rhoads. 
You recall how she went from bridal con-
sultant to buyer to buyer of better dresses, etc. 
And did she look the part! Claudia lost her 
mother several months ago. We extend our 
sympathy. 
Jeanette Henna and Mildred Kline are still 
in the Richmond Public School system. Jean-
ette is at Thomas Jefferson and Mildred is a 
supervisor and language consultant . 
Juliet Woodson teaches at RP.I. and St. 
Catherine's. Reba Dudley Hash lives in Rocky 
Mount and is retired. Last year, Muriel Sanders 
taught at the University College in Richmond. 
She is now corresponding secretary and treas-
urer of the Virginia Retired Teacher's Asso-
ciation. 
Edith Newton Eakes has lost her husband, 
lives in Richmond, has one son who lives in 
New York. 
Rachel Newton Dickson lives with her ninety-
two year old father in Richmond and works 
for the Baptist Foreign Mission Board. 
Thelma Hill Marsh and Bob have recently 
been on a cruise, I hear. As most of us know 
from the papers, Bob retired a few months ago. 
Eva Timberlake West has returned from a 
trip to Florida to see her daughter. 
Virginia Moncure is still riding that bicycle 
and is very active in church work at St. 
Mark's Episcopal. 
Lucille Ledman Kersey teaches Spanish at 
Hermitage . 
A letter from Narcissa Daniel Hargroves 
brings this news: "this summer Carney and I 
plan to attend the Executive meeting of !he 
Baptist World Alliance in London. Precedmg 
that we plan to motor to Yugoslavia. We hope 
that Dr. and Mrs. Adams will be going with 
us." 
It was good to have a note from Louise 
Story, Athens, Georgia. Did you realize Wil-
liam J . Story, Jr ., the Conservative candidate 
for Governor of Virginia in the past election, 
was Louise's brother? 
And now let me tell you about me. I'm 
still at Radford College where everything is 
the same except more so. We get bigger and 
busier all the time. My adored granddaughter, 
Mary Cloyd Adams, age four, from California 
was with me here and at Upper Kentland Farm 
for part of the summer. She was the pet of 
Moffett Hall. When she left she said, "I want 
to come back to Radford College to nursery 
school." My girls, studying night and day to 
make the grade, thought that very funny. 
My son, Tom, carrying the heavy responsi-
bilities at Upper Kentland Farm, has recently 
been given an award for outstanding achieve-
ment in soil and water conservation for his 
district. My spring vacation was in March. I 
spent it at the Homestead, went to Hotel 
Roanoke for DAR conference (I'm a state 
chairman) and then went down to Richmond 
for a few days with Leslie Booker. 
1925 Secretaries 
Miss GLADYS SANDERS 
2237 West Grace Street 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 
Miss EMELINE STEARNS 
720 William Street 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 
As this goes to press Anne Gordon Steward 
is en route to Tokyo. Her husband, Dr. Fred-
erick Campion Steward (known to his friends 
as "Camp"), who teaches at Cornell and is a 
member of the Royal Society, is to give a 
series of lectures at universities in New Delhi 
and Tokyo. They expected to return to Ithaca 
April 3. Anne and Camp have a son, Frederick 
Gordon Steward, a chemical engineer, who is 
plant manager of Diamond Alkali Company 
in Newark, and two grandchildren . 
Kwan Fong Cheung Ling returned to the 
United States in 1964 and is living with her 
daughter, Mrs. Robert Y. Hsu, in East Orange, 
New Jersey. Kwan Fong's husband, Walter 
Ling, died of a heart attack in the autumn of 
'64. Kwan Fong has another daughter and son . 
The latter has a Ph.D. degree in physics and 
teaches in Rock Island, Illinois. She also has 
several grandchildren. 
Gladys Wright Cocke recently attended a 
conference on race relations in Frogmore, South 
Carolina, sponsored by the General Boards of 
Missions and Christian Social Concern of the 
Methodist Church. Gladys is a member of the 
official board of the Fredericksburg Methodist 
Church and is the Virginia Conference secretary 
of Spiritual Life cultivation. Her son, Thomas 
F. Cocke, 3rd, lives in Fredericksburg, and 
she has three grandchildren. 
Grace Puckett Burruss has been librarian 
at Varina High School for three years. Her 
son, Robert, a graduate of V.P.I., is a pilot 
with Southern Airways at Mineral Wells, 
Texas, and her daughter, Mary Burruss Palen, 
a 1960 graduate of Westhampton, is a mathe-
matician at the Naval Experimental Depot at 
Dahlgren, Virginia . 
RUBY CARVER MEMORIAL 
WILL BE ESTABLISHED 
Plans for a memorial to the late wife of 
Dr. Merton E. Carver, head of the University 
of Richmond Psychology Department, have 
been announced by Tuckahoe Elementary 
School PT A where Mrs. Carver taught 
school for 19 years. 
The memorial, to be dedicated in late 
Spring at the school, will be a statue by 
Richmond's noted sculptor, Miss Marie 
Pietri , of a little boy deep in thought. The 
Tuckahoe School statue will be a duplicate, 
cast in stone, of an original marble statue 
Miss Pietri has been commissioned to do for 
the Reading Room adjacent to the Rich-
mond Public Library. 
Mrs. Carver was Tuckahoe Elementary 
School's organizer and teacher of the first 
class that met in the basement of a home 
near the present school site. A serious ill-
ness forced her to retire from the classroom 
in 1964, an illness that claimed her life the 
next year. In announcing the proposed me-
morial, Thatcher Wood , president of Tuck-
ahoe Elementary School PTA, also announc-
ed the establishment of the Ruby Carver 
Memorial Fund. He pointed out that all gifts 
are tax deductible and should be mailed to: 
The Ruby Carver Memorial Fund, Tuck-
ahoe Elementary School, Forest A venue, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
Martha Lipscomb Walsh and Eunice Gill 
represented the class of 1925 at the home-
coming dinner at Westhampton in November. 
Fourteen of us got together for our fortieth 
reunion last June. The group included Eliza-
beth Butler Arrasmith, Buck Ashton, Becky 
Brockenbrough, Margaret Taylor Chamblin, 
Gladys Wright Cocke, Christabelle Lindsey 
Dickerson, Marjorie Rhodes Hall, Cathryn 
Henna, Fannie Marks, Anne Leckey Pendleton, 
Sallie Childrey Reed, Emeline Stearns, and Gary 
Turner. Margaret, Gary, Gladys, and Emeline 
stayed in the dormitory overnight, which really 
took us back to our undergraduate days! Sallie 
Childrey Reed entertained us at a delightful 
dinner party at her lovely home on Cameron 
Road. Sallie's husband, Dr. John H. Reed, Jr., 
a a surgeon on the staff at St. Luke's Hospital. 
He and Sallie were missionaries to China from 
1931 to 1942, and are active in the work of the 
Presbyterian Church in Richmond. 
~~~'\J':"(t"le:iHMt:'!~~ 
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EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION DIRECTOR VIEWS TELEVISION IN AFRICA 
Americans and Europeans, with their dif-
ferent cultural heritage, cannot understand 
the problems of today's Africa. 
This was the major reaction of Mrs. Mary 
Ann Franklin (Mary Ann Guy) who has 
just returned from a six-week trip to Africa. 
Mary Ann, who is program director for 
the Central Virginia Educational Television 
Miss Turnbull participated in all of our 
reunion activities and had a lovely tea for us 
at her attractive home on Three Chopt Road. 
We want to take this opportunity to express 
again our warmest appreciation to her and 
to Sallie for making our reunion such a happy 
occasion. Also, the alumnae school and the 
alumnae luncheon were most enjoyable. All 
of you twenty-livers plan to attend our next 
reunion. In the meantime, write to either of 
your secretaries and let us have news of you 
for the "Alumni Bulletin." 
1926 Secretary 
Mns. CLARK MooRE BROWN 
( Margaret Lazenby) 
207 Memorial Avenue 
Bluefield, West Virginia 
Most of the Christmas cards I received 
from you told me very little news but they 
did mention that they hoped we would have 
our 40th reunion in June. 
Gene Edmondson Barney writes that she is 
anxious to come. Harriet and Ed Willingham 
are in Kansas City for an interim pastorate 
and we surely hope they can come. 
If these come from so far we should have 
a large group coming from close around. 
The plan is to have a dinner at a club or 
restaurant on Friday, June 3rd. The Richmond 
University of Richmond 
School of Law 




CHARLES G. MOTLEY, '45 
L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Corporation, viewed educational television 
programs that have recently been inaugu-
rated on that continent. She visited South 
Africa, Uganda, Kenya, Rhodesia, Zambia, 
Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Nigeria. 
On her trip she took a two-week photo-
graphic safari and has more than 600 
slides of the trip, many of which show the 
melding of African and European culture . 
She saw little evidence of unrest in Rho-
desia and Zambia, but in Nigeria, curfew 
was in force and she saw tanks surround-
ing the parliament. 
In observing the educational television 
programs in Nigeria, Mary Ann observed 
that the major difference in teaching between 
the Nigerian and American programs is 
that the Nigerian is more basic. Classes in 
English, the common language in much of 
Africa, include instruction in spelling and 
pronunciation as well as grammar, which 
most American educational television pro-
grams omit. 
girls are arranging it and we'll let you know 
by card where it will be. Or call Louise 
Coleman (Mrs. W. E.) Princeton Road. And 
of course you will want to go to the luncheon 
on Saturday. 
Please come . Some of you have never been 
back for a reunion and you have missed some 
really good times. If you come bring snapshots 
of your family, especially grandchildren. 
This is going to be my last year of teaching. 
I'm hoping to do a lot of things I've wanted to 
do for years and never had the time. I may 
get bored some time but I think I'm going 
to enjoy it. 
Don't forget-we have a date for June 3rd 
and 4th. 
1928 Secretary 
MRS. G. V. NELSON 
1511 Brookland Parkway 
Richmond, Virginia 
Elizabeth Taliaferro Hobson died February 
13, 1966 in Port Washington, N. Y. where she 
had lived for thirty years. Interment on Feb-
ruary 16 in Hollywood Cemetery, Richmond . 
Survivors include her husband, one daughter, 
one son, rwo grandchildren, and two sisters. 
In memory we recall her participation in 
many college activities; President of the De-
bating Club, Captain of the Varsity Hockey 
3110 West Marshall Street 
Richmond 30, Virginia 
Telephone 358-6612 
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Team, Tennis Team Manager, Class Vice-Presi-
dent, Honor Student, and a lovely lady on May 
Day. We wish we could have seen more of 
her through the years, but we are sure she was 
busy wherever she went. 
Virginia Pleasants was in Virginia last year 
and visited many of her family and friends, be-
sides sightseeing the Chespeake Bridge-tunnel 
complex, Virginia Beach, the Eastern Shore, 
Wachaprague and Philadelphia-ten weeks 
and 9000 miles. Then in September she enrolled 
at the University of California-Berkeley Cam-
pus. Among other things she has a class in 
Chemistry, besides gym and swimming. She says 
"Everything is great if I can just make A. I 
wane so much to keep stretching my old tired 
brain." 
Susie Powell says, "In August I began work-
ing in the Greenwich Hospital. My hours are 
4 P .M. to midnight which gives me a lot of 
daylight co be out-of-doors in nice weather.-My 
household changed last year when my son and 
his family were transferred to York, Penn. How 
I miss those children! My other son lives in 
Massachusetts and has two sons, which brings 
my grandchild count to six-five boys and one 
girl. Give my best to '28 friends." 
Kathleen Allen is at home with her mother 
in King and Queen. We hear she's doing some 
writing! 
Gray Robinson writes, "I am just substituting 
chis year. It is less remunerative, but less 
exhausting, and quite interesting to see how 
things are done in the various elementary 
schools. My son and his wife live in Washing-
ton, D. C., close enough for me to enjoy their 
young son, 18 months. My younger daughter is 
a sophomore at Syracuse University, expects to 
teach English. My older daughter is married 
and has one little girl, four years old. Her 
husband is a graduate student at Oxford Uni-
versity, England. They have had many interest-
ing experiences this winter and will be there at 
least another year. I leave April 19th for a visit 
to England and to friends in Rotterdam and 
Heidelberg . 
"I have seen Skipper (Charlotte Logan) a 
number of times in the past year when we met 
for lunch at my home and at Betty Sherman's. 
Margaret Rudd who lives in Falls Church had 
Betty Skipper, Frances Kerr Barnett '31 and me 
for lunch and a swim in her pool. Frances is a 
neighbor of mine. 
Betty Sherman and Ed Cale are back in 
Washington. Ed is still with the State Depart-
ment . Their daughter Betsy is married to a 
young engineer and they live in New York. 
Their second daughter, Ann, lives in Santiago, 
Chile, where her husband is with U.S.I.A. 
Their son, Edward, Jr. is a sophomore at Stan-
ford University. Thanks, Gray, for bringing us 
news from the Washington area. 
Buckner Fitzhugh Pannill says, "We live near 
Churchville Presbyterian Church and worship 
there. I am serving my second term on the 
session. I still, in my work, program for elec-
tronic computers and find it fascinating. Ma-
chines, programs, codes are always changing . 
I've seen the computing field grow up." 
Kathleen Hagood Hough has been busy with 
the Head Start program in Manchester, Ver-
mont. 
Mary Jenkins Warriner and Elsie Stephenson 
are taking a class in Biology with the University 
of Virginia Extension. Both are teaching the 
advanced science students at John Marshall 
High School. Mary reports that Lois Frayser 
WAS IN Richmond recently attending a con-
ference at the Medical College of Virginia. Is 
Lois the only one of our class who has a 
doctorate? She's still in Seattle, Washington . 
Frances Anderson Stallard is a member of 
the Board of Trustees of the University of 
Richmond. She has recently been at their winter 
home in Mexico . 
Anne Myers Craigie's home on Grove Avenue 
will be open during Historic Garden Week on 
April rwenty-eighth. Mildred Anderson Wil-
liams gave an excellent description of this home 
on March 10, 196 in the News Leader I quote, 
"Fox Farm built in 1825, is yellow clapboard 
house with a brick walled garden in the back 
and a front lawn circled with a white picket 
fence. Built long before Grove A venue pushed 
its way through the countryside, Fox Farm has 
an air of serenity retained since it was part of a 
dairy farm at the intersection of Grove and 
Strawberry roads. The formal garden will be 
at its best. Bulbs have been planted around the 
sundial, the original of that created by Gillette 
for the Garden Club of Virginia." 
1929 Secretary 
MRS. HAMPTON WA YT 
( Clare Johnson) 
4804 Rodney Road 
Richmond, Va. 23230 
When Mary Harris Butterworth was planning 
her wedding to James Franklin Longwell, she 
decided it should be on her parents' anni-
versary, in the same little church in Dinwiddie 
with the reception at her great-grandmother's 
home, just as it had been for Mary and Jug. 
llt was a lovely wedding with family and 
dose friends attending. The old home place 
:had been bought, restored, and refurnished by 
Mary and Jug as a second home and place 
ito relax. 
Genie Riddick Steck wrote Helen Moon that 
she has a new granddaughter, named Eugenia, 
born to her daughter. Genie's other news is 
that she and her husband have sold their home 
in Ruxton, Maryland and bought an old house 
in Baltimore which they are making over into 
three apartments. 
Billye Williams Thomas sent a picture of 
Ann Lee, who will graduate from Wellesley 
in June. 
Liz Barton is happy to be back at her 
teaching job in Columbia, Georgia. 
Mary Stevens Jones has won two top awards 
in the newspaper field, one for her column 
and the other for her editing of the woman's 
page in a non-metropolitan newspaper. 
Our classmates have been Florida bound. 
Violet and Bill Simpson spent part of their 
vacation in Florida with Nancy and her hus-
band; Jimmie Mattox visited her mother and 
sisters in Miami during the Christmas holi-
days; Mary and Jug Butterworth took a fishing 
vacation in Florida. Mary caught a twenty-five 
pound tarpon which she is having mounted. 
1930 Secretary 
MRS. JOHN E. MILLEA 
(Priscilla Kirkpatrick) 
8 Mt. Ida St. 
Newton, Mass. 02158 
Most of the time news is mighty scarce, but 
Christmas always provides a few items. We 
yearn to hear from each one of you. How 
about it? 
Grace W. Lampson's son, Miles, received his 
M.A. in Physics at Lehigh University last June 
and has started work on his Ph.D. This work 
may be interrupted as Uncle Sam has classified 
Miles as 1-A. 
Bill and Virginia Saunders Thomas spent 
the holidays in Fairfax with their daughter 
and three grandchildren. 
Frances Willis Overton's entire family came 
home for Christmas. Gene is now at Colgate-
Rochester Divinity School. 
Alice Richardson Connell and her mother 
flew to Florida to celebrate with Dick, Linda, 
and Debbie. 
Virginia Prince Shinnick and Bill may be 
grandparents by now. Daughter, Peggy, and 
her husband are stationed in Rhode Island. 
Margaret Lowe Logan wrote that Elsa is at 
Lake Erie College in Painesville, Ohio. Pris 
and George are now living in Hamilton, Mass., 
north of Boston from us . John has become a 
University Scholar at Princeton and will grad-
uate next June. 
Many thanks to Dorothy Abbott Wood and 
Virginia Prince Shinnick for being responsible 
for the Richmond Alumnae Fund this year. We 
also want Katherine Tyler Ellett to know how 
much we appreciate her writing to the out-
of-towners this year. Do we have a volunteer 
for 1967? If we don't hear from one of you, 
someone will be hearing from us! 
1932 Secretary 
MRS. GLENN s. HESBY 
(Katherine Roberts) 
900 West Franklin St. 
Richmond, Va. 23220 
On December 26, 1965 Miss Katherine El-
lington Luning, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Euclid Buxton Luning, was married to Walter 
Crawford of Miami Beach. The couple will 
make their home in Miami Beach. 
The wedding of Miss Roberta Clark Blevins, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hansford 
Blevins Jr . and Lt. (jg) Robert Brinkley Jones 
III (USN), son of Mr. and Mrs. Jones Jr. 
took place February 2, 1966 in Richmond, Va. 
The groom is the son of Valerie Le Masurier 
Jones and his sister, Rosemary, was an attend-
ant in the wedding. 
Letters have been sent to all members of 
our class for contributions to this year's 
Alumnae Fund. Don't forget to send in your 
contribution today. It is always nice to receive 
a note from those you write to. I heard from 
Betty Newcomb, who will be in Maine this 
summer for her vacation. Look her up if you 
are there at this time. Also Betty has seen Kay 
Burroughs Konkle recently. Also I heard from 
Mary Louise Trice Mitchell, who still makes 
her home in Culpeper, Virginia. 
1933 Secretary 
Miss GERTRUDE DYsoN 
1500 Wilmington Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wedding bells at Marjorie and Mike 
O'Riordan's. Daughter Maureen was married 
to John Marconiller on January 22nd. He is 
with U. S. Plywood and they are living in 
Milwaukee after a week's honeymoon skiing 
at Aspen. 
Edna Earl Kincheloe writes that she and 
Jane Reynolds Merchant keep busy at the Hos-
pital Gift Shop. 
Virginia had a vacation in Nassau. Her son 
Harvey has been admitted to the New York 
Bar. Mary Beth is with her husband in San 
Antonio interning in the army. 
Geoghegan's mother was in Richmond visit-
ing. She looks wonderful. Geoghegan's daugh-
ter, Diane, is back from England and is living 
at home but working in New York. Carl III 
is in high school looking for a college. 
Frances Smith Justice and her husband had 
a lovely European tour last summer with the 
American Chemical Society group from Phila-
delphia. 
Julia Perry Paetri's son is at U of R in his 
second year of graduate work. 
Vivian and Otis Warr announce the arrival 
of Otis Sumter Warr, IV. He was born last 
August. 
1934 Secretary 
MRS. A. T. SEAY, JR. 
(Hazel Hemming) 
1410 Palmyra Ave. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Frances van Heuveln is due our most sincere 
gratitude for her unceasing efforts to keep our 
class members in contact, and for her loyal 
participation in alumnae activities for, lo, these 
many years. For the past eight years Frances 
has served as class secretary, and it has been 
such a staisfaction to always find some news 
under the '34 heading. Thanks, Frances, you 
have really been great! 
We were saddened to read of the death of 
Mr . Hugh McIntosh, Virginia Puckett's father, 
and send her our very deep sympathy. 
Frances, Virginia, Ammye Herrin Hill and 
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PRESIDENT OF WESTHAMPTON 
JUNIOR WOMAN'S CLUB W.C. 
GRADUATE 
Mrs. Charles L. Knott, Jr. (Betty Jean 
Parrish, '5 5) has been elected president of 
the Westhampton Junior Woman's Club of 
Richmond. 
The club is one of the largest in the 
West End of Richmond and one of the 
outstanding clubs of the Virginia Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs. 
I attended the Alumnae Fund dinner last month. 
Ammye had just returned from Sarasota, Flor-
ida, where she had spent the month of Janu-
ary, painting. She was looking just wonderful. 
Frances's daughter, Lou, a senior at West-
hampton, was in the Virginia Dance Festival 
at the Museum, March 19. Dance groups from 
several colleges participated in this event. 
I received a nice letter from Louise Messick 
Porter, who is teaching in Claymont, Delaware. 
She wrote that she had enjoyed attending a 
French Language Institute at Goucher College 
last summer, so I deduce that she teaches 
French. 
We Are Now Offering 
LIFE INSURANCE 
To People Who Have Had 
TWO HEART ATTACKS 
Ask your agent or 
broker to contact 
Special Service 
Agency of Virginia 
JOSEPH L. DENNISON, CLU 
AND ASSOCIATES 
Special Risk Managing General Agents 
Richmond West 
801 E. Broad St. 




The only other news is from Frances Lums-
den Gwynn. Her husband continues gravely ill 
at Veteran's Hospital in Fayetteville. Frances 
has four granddaughters now, since Joanna had 
twin daughters in December. Her younger 
daughter, Ruth, is a senior in high school, and 
plans to enter East Carolina College in the fall. 
Frances is still teaching English, and is busy, 
also, with Wesleyan Service Guild work. 
My ego was inflated vicariously when daugh-
ter, Pat, who is completing her sophomore 
year at Westhampton after an absence of three 
years, made Dean's List last semester. Her 
husband has been in Vietnam for a year now, 
and hopes to leave soon. 
Don't let me be the only one to brag. Please 
let me hear about you and your families. 
1935 Secretary 
MRS. C. MAURY TATUM 
(Gladys T. Smith) 
336 Lexington Road 
· Richmond, Virginia 23226 
It is with sorrow that I report to you that 
we have lost a second member of our class. 
Mildred Epes White died suddenly on January 
31. We extend our sympathy to her family 
and also to Betty Page Angel in the loss of 
her father. 
Although we're not getting any younger, 
there is still an adventurous spirit among us. 
A Sunday issue of the Richmond Times-Dis-
patch carried a feature story about Mary Anne 
Guy Franklin and her trip to Africa, where 
she visited Kenya, Rhodesia, Zambia, Tanzania, 
Ethiopia, and Nigeria. Because she is program 
director for the Central Virginia Educational 
Television Corporation, Mary Anne visited the 
educational TV .facilities that are being de-
veloped in Africa, especially in Nigeria and 
Uganda. She took a two-week photographic 
safari and brought home more than 600 slides. 
She occupied the pulpit of her church one eve-
ning when she gave her impression of Baptist 
mission work in Africa. 
Rhea Talley Stewart wrote me about her 
exciting tra vel plans as follows: "Yes, I de-
cided that I ought to take a trip this spring; 
and the trip that I have decided on-hold on 
to your hat -is to Iran and Afghanistan. I 
leave April 21 for Zurich, where the American 
section of this party will meet a group from 
the Reisehochschule to go to Teheran under 
the guidance of a University of Goettingen 
professor who is said to be the leading authority 
in Iranian studies. So far the only other Amer-
ican signed up is a Miss Fiske, who is a uni-
versity professor in Cincinnati. We go to 
Teheran, Shiraz, Isfahan, the ruins at Persepolis, 
etc., and then fly into Afghanistan, first to the 
capital Kabul and then to Mazar-i-Sharif and 
Balkh near the Siberian border, then back to 
Kabul and by car to Bamian where the world's 
largest statutes are, giant Buddhas, and then to 
Band -i-Amir, glacial lakes, then back to Kabul; 
and we drive to Ghanzi, the seat of an old 
empire where (my cousin) Betty Arnold writes 
me that it used to be a mark of honor to kill 
a Christian. The reason Betty knows so much 
about Afghan lore is that she and her family 
have an Afghan exchange student living with 
them this winter. I have his family's address in 
Kabul and will look them up, although I am 
advised to ask a Peace Corps member how to 
approach them." 
I am sending to Rhea the name and address 
of a member of the class of 1960 who has been 
living in Kabul so they can arrange an alumnae 
meeting there. 
Frances Rowlett Perkins and I attended the 
Alumnae Fund meeting at the college. You 
have received a letter in behalf of the Fund 
from one of us or from Mary Anne Guy Frank-
lin. Mary Pat Early Love, Jean Shafer, Lola 
Williams Pierce, or Sue Whittet Wilson; we 
hope you have responded generously. 
1936 Secretary 
MRS. R. WESTWOOD WINFREE 
(Lou White) 
4520 Riverside Drive 
Richmond, Virginia 
Our class 30th reunion dinner will be Fri-
day, June 3, 7:00 P.M . at Marjorie Pugh Tabb's 
home, 305 Old Oak Road in Westham, not far 
from the college. We have engaged a caterer 
for this gala occasion and hope many of you 
will be there. Please write either Margie or me 
for a reservation for the dinner as soon as 
possible, at least by May 20th. 
Quote from the News Leader, January 5: 
"Mary Ellen Stephenson, Assistant dean of stu-
dents and professor of modern foreign lan-
guages, has been named Mary Washington 
College's third participant in the faculty ex-
change program between women's colleges in 
the United States and India." Mary Ellen will 








WESTHAMPTON ALUMNA NAMED 
VIRGINIA MOTHER OF THE YEAR 
Mrs. Edward H . Bain (Katherine S. 
Kirk, '24) has been named Virginia Mother 
of the Year. 
The mother of 10 children, she resides 
in Crozet with her husband, a retired vice 
president and comptroller of Virginia Na-
tional Bank and now a private tax con-
sultant. 
Four of her children are 111 Catholic 
church work, two are businessmen, one is 
a resident physician, one in graduate school, 
one in college. Of the nine sons and one 
daughter, one, a son, is deceased. 
A native of Richmond, Mrs. Bain was 
a high school teacher and secretary prior to 
her marr iage. She has been a member of 
the Crozet Woman's Club for 38 years and 
is active in the Girl Scouts and the Amer-
ican Red Cross. 
She was sponsored in the contest by the 
Catholic Woman's Club of Charlottesville 
of which she is also a member. 
at Women's Christian College in Madraz. What 
an opportunity! Many best wishes to you, Mary 
Ellen! 
We have had two class occasions for those 
close by-a Christmas coffee given by Helen 
Denoon Hopson and Margaret Bowers and our 
Alumnae Dinner at the college in February. It 
was good to see Kay Conner Davidson, who 
is teaching at Laburnum Elementary School. 
She has a daughter and son-in-law, Ann and 
Jack Carwile, both teaching in Alexandria; a 
son Bobby, a V.P.I. senior, and Bill, a junior 
at John Marshall High School. Kay had heard 
from Margaret Watkins Weatherall from Perry, 
Georgia. Margaret has a son in the third grade. 
Rae Norford Griffith's son, Bill, and bis wife 
are now proud parents of a son, and the James 
Griffiths have joined the ranks of grandparents. 
Martha Riis Moore has bought a home at 
3213 Forest Hill Avenue in Richmond, and is 
pleased at having more bedroom space for her 
four children living at home while attending 
college and in various business pursuits. 
We have heard much about the January 
blizzard and we felt much of the onslaught 
here in Richmond. Kitty Ellis Fox writes about 
having been "snowed in" down at Aylett. Her 
oldest son, Noel, will work in Switzerland this 
summer and return to Parson's College in Sep-
tember . Kitty had a Florida vacation in Feb-
ruary. 
I am looking forward to seeing many of you 
at our reunion in June. 
1937 Secretary 
Mrss POLLYANNA SHEPHERD 
1053 Naval Avenue 
Portsmouth, Virginia 23704 
Virg inia Lee Priddy, alumnae fund chairman 
for our class, reports that she, Jean Hudson 
Miller, Jane Lawder Johnston, Marion Miller 
Peyronnet and Nancy Chappell Pettigrew at-
tended the dinner at Westhampton and enjoyed 
getting together. Jane Carroll Slusher, Alice 
Torbeck Bryant, Margaret Harris Bradner, 
Peggy Louthan Shepherd and Grace Elliott 
Olsen are also helping with the letter-writing. 
Let's all respnod to their letters and help that 
"pigtailed cover girl" get a college education. 
Our 37.7% of contributors last year was fairly 
good, but we should do much better this year. 
Marion Miller Peyronnet and Peggy Louthan 
Shepherd both have daughters who are fresh-
men at William and Mary College this year. 
Peggy is teaching the fifth grade and plans to 
stay on in Gloucester. She is looking forward 
to our 30th reunion next year. 
Jane Lawder Johnston's daughter is now 
attending RP.I. after having graduated from 
Richard Bland College. 
We extend our deep and sincere sympathy 
to Barbette Stephenson Cosby who lost her 
mother in March. Barbette still lives m Alex-
andria. 
Virginia Lee Priddy wrote that she is doing 
nothing exciting now, but she did manage to 
get to New York for three visits last summer 
and fall to take eight nieces and nephews to 
the Fair. Wasn ' t she brave? 
A note to Virginia Lee from Ruth Stephen-
son Edwards brings us news about her children. 
Johnny is at Hanscom Field, Boston; Beth's 
husband is at Camp Lejeune, N. C.; Dave is a 
dental student at M.C.V.; and Steve is at the 
Naval Academy. 
Our heartfelt sympathy is also extended to 
Nancy Lee Riley McFall in the death of her 
mother on January 31st. 
Alice Wrenn Watts, an active garden club 
member, lives on a high hill above the James 
River in Richmond. She is a past president of 
the Richmond Council of Garden Clubs and 
holds a Life Certificate as National Council 
Accredited Flower Show Judge. Her husband, 
Maury, is attorney and claims manager for 
the Richmond office of the Continental Insur-
ance Co. Their son graduated from the Uni-
versity of Virginia and is now a student at 
T. C. Williams Law School. Plans are being 
made for his wedding in June. 
Please send your contributions for the 
Alumnae Fund to Leslie Booker and send 
your news to me. 
1940 Secretary 
MRS. E. FRANKLIN MALLORY 
(Emma Lou Parsons) 
6406 Monument Ave. 
Richmond, Virginia 23226 
Very little to report-except for the sad 
news of bereavement suffered by two of our 
group. Helen Smith Moss' father and Jane 
Davenport Reid's mother died recently. 
You may recall that Annie Laurie Parker 
gave us a pleasant surprise by popping in on 
our Reunion last June, but I lost her address. 
Am glad to be able to give it to you now: 
Mrs. R. M. Cocker, 1060 N. Montana St., 
Arlington, Va. We have quite a settlement of 
'40's in the D.C. area. 
Pauline Cortopassi makes light of it, but it 
sounds impressive to me . She has a title now 
as assistant secretary-treasurer of the Gulf Co., 
Ind. (no relation to the oil company). 
Our children make news. Elsie Mattingly 
Dickinson's daughter, Polly, is a member of 
the relay swimming team of the James River 
Club, which won an award, ranking third 
nationally. 
Betty Carper Grigg has been playing Lady 
MacBeth in a Shakespeare company appearing 
before local high schools and other groups. 
According to newspaper reports the perform-
ances are quite professional and more than 
competent. 
1941 Secretary 
MRS. R. STUART GRIZZARD 
(Barbara Eckles) 
6501 Dryden Drive 
McLean, Va. 22101 
Looking over the 1964-65 Alumnae Fund 
Report again, I rejoice to see among Tower 
Club members (contributors of $100 or more) 
four of our number-did you notice?-Jean 
Neasmith Dickinson, Helen Hill, Charlotte 
Dudley Patteson and Mayme O'Flaherty Stone. 
Our class participation was 27.6%-not the 
best or the worst . 
It was excellent to hear from various ones 
of you at Christmas time. I' II be happy for 
this communication to continue even when 
I'm no longer secretary. Martha Beam deVos, 
husband Francis, and family sent a welcoming 
note and described a busy life involving some 
travel. Martha Lillian's dinner partner at a 
banquet in Georgia last October was Dr. 
Hand, formerly of the U. of R. faculty. 
Margaret Purcell Spindler and Jack, plus 
Lee and Ves, lead interesting lives, too. Mar-
garet wrote, "Memories often come of our 
wonderful days of 'food, fun and fellowship.' 
Our son Ves is now beginning such days as a 
freshman at Michigan State University. Lee is 
a senior in high school and will be entering 
University of Michigan School of Nursing in 
the fall. I've been back teaching since last 
March 1 and am feeling fine. Jack will be 
glad to see the first of the year and hopes 
business tapers off. We bought a bit of land 
in British West Indies and plan a trip this 
summer to look it over.'' 
The Cecil Smith Family (Cecile Gaddis) are 
in San Jose, Costa Rica, for two years. Their 
address is U. S. AID/U. Fla . Contract, United 
States Embassy, San Jose, Costa Rica. Part of 
Cecile's interesting letter, which included a 
lovely picture, follows: "Cecil has been as-
signed here as agricultural economist and chief 
of party of the University of Florida staff 
group working to improve the production and 
marketing of food products in Costa Rica . . .. 
Our furniture was delayed for two months 
in Gainesville (no foreign port!) and was in 
Miami when Hurricane Betsy hit; much of it 
sustained water damage. 
"The children's accents sound authentic. Our 
Spanish-speaking maid, Luz, is very intelligent 
and sometimes dresses better than we do. She 
has worked for Americans and understands 
our Spanish. . . . The school year here runs 
from March to November and vacations arc 
in the 'summer.' The children attended Colegio 
Lincoln. Patsy, who just finished the eleventh 
grade, was the recipient of the high school 
English award. David enters the seventh next 
March and just participated in elaborate cere-
monies on finishing the sixth. Nancy, promoted 
to the fifth grade, was on the honor roll. 
Kathy was advanced to the fourth grade." 
Ann Phillips Bonifant 's greeting reported a 
good year despite some sickness. She was 
preparing for a good holiday with both daugh-
ters home. 
Virginia Lee Ball Glover's family "had, en 
masse, a virus prior to Christmas and it put 
us behind for weeks!" She'd had a note from 
Dottie Hewes McGlincy, as well as a 'phone 
call during the summer while the McGlincys 
were on the way to Parris Island to visit their 
Marine son, Steve. Virginia Lee was "planning 
to teach a class at the Nature Museum on-
of all things-Shadow Puppetry !-about which 
I know nothing. The Director seems to think 
we can learn it by reading a book. We'll use 
a film and records on Rudyard Kipling's Jungle 
Boy." 
Kitty Crawford Lindsay and son Rob "spent 
8 weeks in Europe this summer, wandering all 
over. I could hardly believe I'd finally made 
it, and couldn't have had a better companion 
than this eager, intelligent, witty, 5' 10" 
gawky, wide-eyed boy of 14 with his pimples, 
his contact lenses, his steel-braced teeth-and 
a joy to be with! England, Scotland, Italy 
(which I adored), Austria, Switzerland, and 
finally, broke and weary, we ended with 9 
days in Paris-glorious summer.' ' 
My "Big Sister, " Garland Wilson Brookes 
of West Point, has a daughter Betty in the 
U. of R. Choir with our Bob. "Betty just loves 
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'Westhampton and is busy 1n many act1v1t1es, 
although she feels the work is very difficult." 
Said Bob has just been received into Phi Beta 
Kappa, being ninth in his class. He's applied 
to seven colleges for graduate work in clinical 
psychology and will soon know what to expect 
for next year. Patricia has been offered a post 
teaching French in Sussex County-has the 
true soul of a teacher-but rather prefers little 
people. Small Carol is agog at the prospect of 
spending the coming weekend on the campus. 
Evelyn Cosby went in October to the Amer-
ican Business Women 's Convention in San 
Francisco, and spent a week in Hawaii. She 
also visited her brother in Los Angeles, enjoy-
ing a three-week trip. The past president of 
the Colonial Chapter of the American Business 
Women's Association, she went in March to 
Tampa for the Regional Convention, and also 
visited friends in Pensacola. Evelyn works for 
Army Finance, being concerned with foreign 
and military aid. 
Carolyn Gary Hugo's picture arrived recently 
in some literature regarding the summer trips 
to Europe undertaken by the University. She 
still looks like herself! 
This will be a busy June for this family, 
with two college graduations and two twenty• 
fifth reunions-can it be? Perhaps you won't 
find yourself so much involved, but do plan 
to be with us. 'Twill be a meaningful time. 
1944 Secretary 
MRs. GLADSTONE HILL 
(Dorothy Monroe) 
124 Duke Drive 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
When I was in Richmond for Stonie's 20th 
class reunion at .MCV I enjoyed lunching at 
the Rotunda Club with Deedee, Ann Stansbury, 
B.J., Millie Cox Goode, Ann Thurston Filer, 
and Mary Alderson Graham. Here's a rundown 
on their activities as gleaned from all our 
chatter. 
Deedee has done a noble job as Chairman 
of Student Relations and secured 35 Richmond 
Alumnae as sponsors for the Freshman class 
dorm girls. Ann Filer, Betsy Rice, B.J ., and 
Mary Graham are helping from our class. 
Millie is on the W.C. Governing Board this 
year serving as co-chairman for the Alumnae 
Loan Fund. Mary Graham's oldest son, Brockie, 
is a freshman at W&L and Ann Stansbury 's 
Winn is playing with the Richmond Symphony. 
Ann Filer was heading for Florida for a trip 
with Bob. She picked the right time and left 
us all behind blanketed in snow. 
I also saw Ann Howard Suggs' husband. 
Their family includes three boys and one girl, 
the youngest now three years old. They are 
still in Ashboro, N. C., and Ann continues a 
limited practice of Pediatrics. 
Fran Kennard Wolf's Christmas card was 
a lovely woodblock she bought on a trip to 
Japan last spring. In February her family was 
scattered. She and Tricia headed to Washing-
313 W. Main St. 
ton, D . C. while Babs remained in Hawaii to 
finish High School and Bob assumed command 
of an ammunition ship in the West Pacific. 
Our other Hawaiian resident, Kay Hanley 
Wery has been taking courses in Educational 
Psychology at the University in Honolulu. 
May Gunter and Horace Kelly are busy with 
plans to build a new house in New Church, 
Va. They have three boys and three girls. We 
have another family which includes six chil-
dren. Margaret Lide Stanback and family of 6 
live on Long Island and husband Hom teaches 
at N .Y.U. 
Evermond's girls had an exciting trip across 
country with her parents last summer. Lindsay 
graduates this year and is anxiously waiting to 
make her college decision. She is President of 
the National Honor Society, editor of the annual, 
and President of the Mixed Chorus. Penny is 
absorbed with flute, piccolo, basketball, dancing, 
and being a majorette. 
Lois Kirkwood North's mother visited her in 
Illinois from Thanksgiving through New Year's. 
Lois was able to go to Washington with Walter 
in December and happened to see Ruth Cotton 
in a department store. Betsy is in the third 
grade and Lois is much involved in her Brownie 
activities. 
Ann McElroy MacKenzie and family are 
enjoying country living. They have acquired a 
horse and a tractor. Ann writes "Mac had a 
fabulous vegetable garden and we ate, froze, 
canned and gave away all summer long." 
The new, slim (she has shed 90 lbs. since 
Sept.) Gene Shepard Keever has really been 
in the news lately. Gene is very active in her 
Garden club and was awarded a plaque as the 
outstanding member of the year. Her achieve-
ments included the organization of a Jr. Garden 
club and a patriotic effort to get the American 
flag displayed on national holidays . Her 13 
year old Jeff is our morning paper boy and 
a mighty fine one. Her announcement was made 
today, March 15, as an independent candidate 
for election to the Chesapeake City Council. 
I will follow her campaign with much interest. 
Gloria Tyler Robertson spent much of the 
Christmas season in the hospital in traction for 
a neck ailment. She is much better and has 
resumed her school work. She is writing her 
thesis on "Personal Characteristics Related to 
Effective Counseling." I am very impressed! 
Here are two new addresses: Rita Muldowney 
Copley, Box 594, Wilton, Maine 04292, and 
Molly Warner Stephenson (Major J.R.), CMR 
#1 Box 1733, APO Seattle 98737. 
Molly writes "We left Illinois New Year's 
Day for a pleasant uneventful 9 day trip in-
cluding one day layover in Edmonton. My diary 
of Alaska Highway adventure was a flop. This 
four day portion of the trip was three and a 
half days of conventional driving through beau-
tiful variations of Christmas card scenes, punc-
tuated by snow-softened, fire-scarred forests, a 
few slow moose and fast foxes . 
"Once here we saw almost nothing of the 
base or the city of Fairbanks 27 miles away 
Richmond, Va. 
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for the first week. When it's -40° or worse 
ice fog envelops everything. And everything to 
be done is hard and takes twice as long under 
such conditions . We soon learned there would 
be no base housing till April or May. Now I 
don't even want it . We lucked into a lovely 
three bedroom house with fireplace, garage and 
dishwasher on a creek in the woods 7 miles 
off the base. 
"Bruce goes to public school kindergarten 
in the afternoons at North Pole, Alaska, 2 
miles away . He goes in a car pool and rides 
a bus home. The road in to our house is rather 
long through trees, so Susie, Larry and I have 
been sledding out to meet him each afternoon-
mainly becaus e it's been pretty dark by 3:30 
(6 hours of daylight today) . Last Friday we 
had two moose blocking our path . I pretended 
to be brave and they were fooled and lumbered 
off, but I still wonder what Bruce would have 
done alone. 
"The boys have loved to romp in the snow 
on warmer days, but have found out that winter 
sports in Alaska are largely for Spring and 
Fall." 
Lucy Garnett Lacy wrote that Bill is now 
at Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster, 
Pa. and they like their new environment very 
much. 
My most recent accomplishment is the endur-
ance of TWO Science projects. While Bob 
nursed frogs in his room Brooke grew crystals 
in hers . Woe is me! At least we are making 
progress along musical lines. Because the band 
needed a wind instrument Bob has graduated 
from electric guitar to tenor sax . Whatever 
the rea son I am thankful! 
All of you have had correspondence regarding 
the Alumnae Fund. Let 's see if our class can't 
make a better showing this year than ever be-
fore. Get that check in the mail right now 
while it's fresh on your mind. Then sit down 
and send me some news so we'll have a good 
letter next issue. My next letter will end my 
two year tenure as class secretary. I'm delighted 
to tell you Evermond has agreed to take the 
job for two years starting in September. More 
about this next issue . 
1945 Secretary 
MRS. EDWIN G. ADAIR, JR. 
(Betty Clement) 
Box 752 
Culpeper, Virginia 22701 
Thanks to Connie Sutton Richards, we've 
lo cated Lydia Crabtree Love. She and Bill are 
living in Paris. Please add to your address list: 
Mrs. William C. Love, 49 Blvd., du Com-
mandant Charcot, Neuilly Sur Seine, France. 
The Loves have visited Israel, Moscow, Sweden, 
and by now should have cruised the Mediter-
ranean. 
A note from Audrey Grubin Fixell at Christ-
mastime tells of her busy household. Douglas 
(15) plays the trombone and drums, Danny 
(13) is a track runner, Virginia (10) going 
on 21, plays the French horn, and Andrea 
(3½) attends nursery school. While Les com-
mutes to N . Y. every day as president of 
Revere Factors, Audrey has received her Mas-
ter's Degree and is now certified as a perma-
nent Chemistry and General Science teacher 
on the High School level. So substitute teach-
ing and summer camping are keeping the 
Fixells busy. 
After four years in Wiesbaden, Doris Mills 
Harrell and family expect to come home in 
July, by way of Spain! They have loved their 
tour of duty, especially visiting Italy, but do 
sound a little eager for a reunion at home. 
Ann Seay Jackson is attending a class at 
RP.I. with intentions of renewing her teaching 
certificate. She had heard from Natalie Heller 
Barnicle (Mrs. John) at Christmas. She reports 
that Wanda Walton Pace and Warren were in 
the Bahamas on vacation. 
While Eddy and I were vacationing in the 
Florida Keys, I received Ann Twombly Leland's 
account of the Blizzard of '66. Three days of 
60 m.p.h. winds and snow drifts as high as 
the roof sealed their doors. However, they 
seemed to manage very well. They were out 
in a week and the children were skiing. We 
are looking forward to a visit with them in 
May, when they come to Virginia for Deidre. 
Kathy Mumma Atkinson and Jack came 
through Culpeper one Sunday morning in Feb-
ruary and called Jen Lea and me . Missed us 
both, but talked to Eddy and Scott. They were 
doing a sightseeing tour of Charlottesville. 
My family enjoyed the Christmas cards from 
so many of you. The handsome Friddell boys 
almost became pin-ups for the Adair girls. 
Please let me hear from you before the May 
15th deadline. 
1946 Secretary 
MRS. DAVID 0. GOODE, JR. 
(.Frances Anne Beale) 
5430 Dorchester Road 
Richmond, Virginia 
Faye Clarke Randle and husband recently at-
tended a medical meeting in San Francisco 
and extended their trip to include Hawaii. 
Lois Bradley Baker and family are seasoned 
campers by now with the aid of an Apache 
trailer. They have even ventured as far as 
Quebec, Canada. 
Alta Ayers Howard and family are enjoying 
a newly purchased "neg lected farm 53 miles 
east of Cincinnati" where frequent weekends 
are enjoyed. Dowell, Alta's husband, has re-
cently been elected Fleet Captain of the Thistle 
Fleet, the larg est in the world. 
Virginia Lambeth Shotwell and Ralph ap-
pear to be enjoying the challenge of a new 
Connecticut church community and welcome the 
accessibility to New York City and Sturbridge. 
Cora Lynn Chaffee Goldsborough is now serv-
ing on the staff of Loudon County Guidance 
Clinic in Leesburg, Virginia. However, she was 
still able recently to manipulate a three week 
jaunt with her husband and two children to 
Texas with the aid of a newly purchased tent 
trailer. 
Pat Husbands Burton writes "I, believe it or 
not, am teaching Sunday School to 7th grade 
and Bible to a circle. Then the rest of the 
week I take classes so I can teach. But I am 
enjoying it so much." 
We extend our sympathy to Mary Frances 
Bethel Wood in the loss of her mother-in-law, 
Marie Peachee Wicker in the loss of her grand-
mother, and to Mary Tuck Echols in the loss 
of her father last fall. 
Marie Peachee Wicker recently won a $250 
first prize award for her essay on the topic, 
" How In The Next 15 Years Can Chapel Hill 
Finance An Adequate Public School System 
Which Will Be A Credit To The Community." 
Bev Ryland is now a member of a non-profit, 
pleasurable flying club in the Washington 
area called the Emerald Shellelah Chowder and 
Marching Society. The club plans weekend 
flying trips, the most recent one being to 
Bermuda. 
Jeanne Pebworth Gammon is now in Cam-
bridge, Maryland where her husband was pro-
moted to Division Engineer. 
By the time you receive this issue of the 
Bulletin, I'm hoping each of you will have 
completed your plans for attending our 20th 
reunion, June 3rd and 4th. It promises to be 
a memorable weekend but we need each per-
son of the class of '46 to make it complete. 
So come back to Westhampton and, in this 
our reunion year, let 's especially keep in mind 
this year's Alumnae Fund Drive which closes 
June 30th. 
1947 Secretary 
MRs. JoHN C. HORIGAN (Mildred Daffron) 
4636 Stuart Ave. 
Richmond, Va. 23226 
The traveling Yeats family (Betty O'Brien) 
is in Germany now. They arrived in August 
after a T.W.A. jet flight from New York. Betty 
writes that they saw Marie Walthall LeSieur 
and Claud before they left. Joe is a Lt. Col. 
with a N.A.T.O . group outside of Heidelberg. 
They live in a small town not far from Joe's 
work. She says the children are picking up 
German rather well . Her vocabulary is largely 
limited to "How much is that?" and "that is 
too expensive." Her brother, Bobby, is near 
Holland at a R.A .F. base. 
Betsy Slate Riley wrote that Frank's churches 
have gone full time now so he has only one 
congregation. They took their first camping 
trip to Big Meadows in August. The boys loved 
it but Betsy merely tolerated it. She spent part 
of September in the hospital, had an operation 
but is now "completely recovered." 
We wish to express the sympathy of the 
class co Bev Patton Browne on the loss of her 
father, Mr. James Patton in December . Our 
sympathy also to Betsy and Frank Riley on the 
death of his father, Dr. Frank Riley of South 
Boston and to Marion Collier Miller and John 
on the loss of John's father, Mr. Edward Miller. 
We have one new baby to welcome. Robert 
Decker Kimball was born on December 28th 
to Beth and Dr. Kimball. Beth took a three 
months leave of abse nce from her work to 
be at home and care for her son. She and Susie 
Guard Woody have made tentative plans for 
a beach reunion next summer. Susie 's girls are 
growing up. Beth is in the 8th grade and Kor-
rel in the 5th grade. 
Alice Mason Cralle wrote that her family 
saw this year in during a Florida vacation. 
They enjoyed the beach and sunshine. Her 
daughter, Alice Lou, will enter the Collegiate 
schools in the fall. 
Alice Landi Reed is busy with the various 
activities of a 13 year old (Rosalyn) and a 
9 year old (Tom). Alice says that they have a 
small alumnae group in Wilmington, Delaware . 
It meets twice a year and she looks forward 
to the get-together. 
Tina Clauter Stapleton moved to Pennsyl-
vania last July. Her address is 735 Hamilton 
Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. Her husband 
took a position as Chief of Cardiology at the 
"Women's Medical College of Pa." They have 
enjoyed the opera and theater that the city 
offers and taking the children to see all the 
historical sites. 
Dottie James Foster has moved again-but 
still in Florida. They are now at 205 Sixth 
Street, New Smyrna Beach, Florida 32069. They 
live in a large pastorium and boast of their 
beautiful Christmas poinsettas and of their 
orange and grapefruit trees in their own yard. 
Mr. Foster's church has a new sanctuary seat-
ing 1100 with a choir loft for 100. The building 
is equipped with a pipe organ, cushioned pews 
and carpet throughout. The front of the build-
ing is nearly all glass and facing the north 
causeway approach to the beach. 
They have four children; Darrell is 16 and 
a junior in high school. He is a top honor 
student. He plans a career in criminal law and 
will study at the University of Richmond. 
Richard is 14 and in junior high school. He 
would like nothing better than an athletic 
scholarship to the University of Miami and 
eventually to play for tl1e New York Yankees. 





Christmas present we ever received)." He is 
his father's fishing companion and an avid 
Beatie fan. Lynne, who is 5, completes their 
family. Her parents say she is happy all the 
time and delights in her dolls, swing set and 
bike. 
By now you have received a leter from an 
Alumnae Fund worker. Please answer it with 
a contribution as soon as possible . We want co 
see that Fine Arts Building well on the way 
by our reunion in 1967. 
1948 Secretary 
MRS. JOHN W. BISCOE, ]R. 
(Jean Brumsey) 
808 Keats Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Our biggest class news, as far as I'm con-
cerned, is the long awaited arrival of our 
adopted little girl, Julie Lee, born in Novem-
ber. We're surviving the initial adjustments, 
even at our ages, and are glad our family is 
at last complete. 
The Richmond girls have been busy getting 
your letters out to you. Betty Hickerson Butter-
worth, Mary Cross Marshall, Margaret Sabine 
Brizendine and I enjoyed a good dinner at 
school and the next week, Peggy Stone Cunning-
ham and Lois McClanahan Garrett joined the 
aforementioned for a work and talk session at 
my house. While together, we organized a '48 
bridge club and are looking forward to the 
monthly meetings. We did allow time for 
writing and preparing material for the other 
workers who were: Sara Bishop Wilbourne, 
Jane Belk Moncure, Mary Jane Spivey Snead, 
Alice Goodman, Russell Elliott Wiley, Maude 
Giles Mann, Lillie Brittle Hepler, and Arlene 
Reynolds Schaefer. Our thanks co chem and 
I hope you will respond accordingly, not only 
to help WC, but co raise our low class average, 
also . Perhaps all of you can't, but most could, 
send at least a little-or a lot. 
About 14 post cards were sent out and only 
l has come back with news. Please return PDQ. 
Seth Darrow Shannahan must have a won-
derful husband. He wrote for Seth, saying they 
and their 3 children were fine and added some 
mighty nice compliments about Seth, as a wife 
and mother. 
It was so good to have a nice note from 
Jackie Jeter Shock who had no news, but said 
she was still working in the Governor's office 
(West Va.) which must be exciting and in-
teresting. 
Dot Lloyd Stine brought us up co dace, celling 
of Les's consulting business and a new device 
which he developed and is manufacturing. Good 
luck on the new venture. Their children are 
9, 7, and 6 and they keep Mama on the go 
with choir, dancing, piano, etc. . . . Dot has 
outside activities connected with a hospital and 
school. 
Faye Hines Kilpatrick had a bout with a 
chicken bone immediately before Christmas and 
ended up in a hospital. Their good news was 
Bob's big promotion with Connecticut General, 
putting him in the Executive Wing. 
Pat Adams Woodhead wrote from the Poco-
nos. She is trying her skill at skiing while she 
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excels in bowling . . . also plays tennis and 
golfs. Goodness, what energy! Her children, 
coo; Robbie started skiing ac 5, Shawn is a 
horse lover like Pat and has won ribbons in 
shows. Bob stays busy too, and recently, was 
elected to the Board of C of C. 
Doris Moore Ennis continues with her activi-
ties in the education field . Lucky girl, she's 
still going to conventions. She sees Millicent 
Hutchison Taylor often. Millicent and Sim, 
who has been promoted to Assistant Director 
of Research at NEA, went to a convention in 
Chicago. 
Arlene Moore Moore (tricky, isn't it?) lives 
near Denver, awaiting available housing in 
Tokyo, so she can join her husband, who is 
a doctor . It seems army life keeps her in far-off 
places, and will find her in Tapan for our '68 
reunion. Her 4 children, 14, 11, 5, and 1, keep 
her busy, particularly the latter . 
Arlene goes to Japan and Betty Hengeveld 
Bradshaw came home. She returned last May 
and ·is enjoying the USA again with the family, 
which includes a 14 and 11 year old . She 's 
only about 90 minutes from her home in 
Wilmington. 
Marion Kuehl Korst lives in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan where Don is a doctor. Her address 
is 460 Hillspur . 
By now, you have received your mailing 
list-the gift of three of your classmates . Hope 
chis will answer several of the questions and 
will help you to keep in touch. Already there 
ar e some changes and / or corrections . Please 
note accordingly, and send any others as soon 
as possible. 
Thanks for the news and your nice comments. 
At our meeting, I thought you would have a 
new secretar y next year, but somehow, the · girls 
managed to evade the issue, so I' 11 be doing the 
job for another year. Keep coming through and 
get chose cards to m e .. . and your contribu-
tions to Mrs. Book er. 
Seth Darrow Shannahan-same except for 
Box 68. 
Faye Hines Kilpatrick-Robin Ridge Farm, 
New Hartford, Conn. 
Betty Hengeveld Bradshaw -7 67 Hickor y 
Circle, Myrtle Beach AFB , N . C. 29577. 
Mar y Jane Spivey Snead - 3454 Riverview 
Drive , Richmond. 
1949 Secreta ry 
MR S. RI CH ARD A. EL LIS 
(Rand y Mann) 
109 Clwyd Rd. 
Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. 19004 
Change of addr ess: 
Mrs. James Nolan (Peggy Re ynolds); 623 
Little Silver Point Road; Little Silver, New 
Jerse y. 
Mrs. Robert D. M cManigal, Jr. (Jane Dens) ; 
115 North Chestnut Str eet ; Westfield, New 
Jersey . 
It is with deep sorrow that I have to in-
form you of the passing of Mag Knapp Howe 
on January 10, 1966. Mag's warmth, cheerful-
ness and congeniality will always be remem-
bered by us all. The family is now living at 
3 Poindexter Place, Newport News, Virginia . 
Jane Gutfreund Schmidt writes that her hus-
band Warren is National Sales Manager of 
EMENEE musical toys. She has four children: 
Kathy 16, Arnold 14, Susie 9, and Nancy 7. 
Jane is working part time for a boutique gift 
manufacturer, and is on the school board. She 
spoke with Claire Cardozo Imburg during the 
Christmas vacation and reports that Claire and 
family are all well. 
Jane Dens McManigal sent a wonderfully new -
sy letter. The McManigals have moved and the 
new address is noted above . Jane is den mother 
for Jeff (#3 son), and an assistant chairman 
for the Junior Theater Group in Westfield. 
Peggy Reynolds Nolan and Jim have moved 
to Little Silver, N. J. Jane says that Rennie 
has done wonders decorating their big old new 
home . 
Joyce Roberson Goforth and Frosty were in 
New York in August to see the Fair, go to 
the theater, and do a bit of sightseeing. Joyce 
is vice-president of the County Teachers Asso-
ciation and active in her Bridge Club. Chris, 
her son, is now in the sixth grade. 
Lou Winn McCutcheon and Ben went skiing 
in February in Stowe, Vermont. 
Mimi Anderson Gill and Bill traveled in 
their boat, taking the ocean route, to the Fair 
in June. All was fine until they bit a North-
easter. They had to battle 20 foot waves for 
an hour and a half until they were able to 
put in at an inlet off the coast. After their tw o 
older boys returned from camp they all went 
to Virginia Beach for ten days. They also had 
some excitement when Bill ' s boat caught fire . 
Although the fire was extinguished the boat 's 
power and electrical system were destroyed 
and the boat had to be towed for nine hours. 
The fire broke out again during the towing 
but Bill was able to extinguish the flames. Dur-
ing the fire, the force of the turbulent bay 
caused Mimi to be thrown overboard. She was 
pulled onto the towing vessel uninjured. What 
an experience! All 's well that ends well. 
Beth Wilburn Hooker and Ray had a grand 
trip to Europe chis past summer. They went 
to Nassau for the winter holidays and to Can-
ada a little later in the winte .r for skiing. 
Sounds . wonderful. 
Bobbie Rodewald Forrest went to Mexico for 
three weeks with her mother, and "ever ything 
has been mafiana since. " Bobbie had her fourth 
child last summer. His name is Christopher . 
Congratulations! The other children are Chuck 
14, Deborah Ann 11, and Roger 5. 
Mary Burton Haskell Finlayson wrote to ask 
for Tower Club members. Do not forget to 
support the Alumnae Association. 
The Ellises are all getting over a winter of 
Flu but otherwise all is well. Marsha (daugh-
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ter #1) is goin g ,ro Paris for spring vacation 
with the French group from the local schools. 
Wish I couTd .tag aTong. Dick and I did have 
a wonderful trip '( to London in November. It 
was truly an experi ~ ce and we are ready to 
go again. · 
Please do try to let me know exciting and 
unexciting events in your lives so that there 
will be a '49 column in the next Bulletin. 
1950 Secr etary 
MRs. RoY M. MART IN 
(J ean Tin sley) 
2408 Chinook Trail 
Mait land , F1orida 32751 
From the above address you wiJl notice that 
I left the "Old Dominion" for the sunny South . 
Roy was transferred in January to Orlando, 
Florida with Reynolds Metals Company. The 
children and I arrived March lsr on such a 
windy, cold day that we thought we had gone 
North instead of South. We are far from set-
tled but "The Welcome Mat" is already out 
for all of you to pay us a visit . I will continue 
to write the letter for the Bull etin until we 
get a Richmond volunteer. 
The Alumnae Fund Dinner was held Feb -
ruary 10th at the · college. Our class had a large 
representation at the dinner and Virginia Sims 
deserves the credit for calling everyone and 
reminding the group of the date. Those from 
our class attending were Virginia, Libby Givens 
Pierce, Barbara Covington O'Flaherty, Janice 
Brandenburg Halloran, Barbara White Balder -
son, Doris Balderson Burbank, Audrey Lynn 
Moncure and Gene Hart Joyner. Audrey is 
chairman of the Alumnae Fund with Barbara 
O'Flaherty and Janice assisting her. 
There is one baby announcement to report 
this time . Scott Neal was born on December 
3 to Cathy Krause Keeney and Lind y. Their 
family now totals five boys and one girl. Lind y 
is working on his M .A. at the University of 
Maryland School of Social Work and doing 
supply preaching. 
It is so good to get some news of Mokey 
Rounds Holloway. She and Dick have two 
active and busy boys- Ricky, eleven years old 
and Johnny who is eight. Mokey doesn ' t hav e 
a dull moment with her work ar home, church, 
Heart Association and Junior Board Auxiliar y 
of their hospital in Salisbury . Dick is in busi-
ness with his father as a funeral director in 
Salisbury, Maryland. 
Dr . Joanna Maiden wrote a long and newsy 
letter to Lou Covington Randall and the best 
news of all was that Joanna, along with her 
mother, will be coming home in July. She is 
an inspiration to all of us and we will welcome 
her from Nigeria for a well deserved rest. Lou 
also reports that she is leading a busy life 
in California teaching Sunday School and work-
ing with a group of Blue Birds (younger age-
group of Camp Fire Girls) . With mixed emo-
tions, she has registered her youngest child 
for kindergarten. 
Lenore Greenberg Siegel and George have 
moved to Binghamton, New York where George 
has been transferred in bis work. They have 
two school age children, Arthur and Ellen Sue. 
Dot Warner Gardner is teaching school thi s 
year in Dunnsville, Virginia . Dot and Doc 
have three children: Billy, Dottie and Pearce , 
and live on a farm in Dunnsville. 
In the middle of January, Julie Wann Pitt -
man and Al moved to Kalamazoo, Michigan 
where Al became the pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church of Kalamazoo. They have taken up 
residence at 2408 Oakland Drive. Their "Big 
Event " for 1965 was becoming proud owners 
of a Nimrod Camper and spending three weeks 
in ir wandering the woods, backroads, and 
beaches of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 
During the Christmas holidays, Mary Sulli-
van Tinder and Cecil paid us a visit along with 
Lois Kreienbaum Moore and Charles. Lois wa s 
with us our first two years at Westhampton. 
Among the three couples, we bad "nine l ittle 
Injuns" running aro und so, needless to say, 
adult conversation was limited. 
The class extends our deepest sympathy to 
Lucia McClincock Barbo ur who lost her mother 
last spring in Princeton, New Jersey. 
A letter from Ellen Largent Perlman brings 
this news, "Our tour in India was cut short 
just about a year ago by a cablegram request-
ing Al's return co Washington for language 
training at the Foreign Service Institute. Un-
fortunately, the language was Vietnamese, which 
meant that, since American dependents are no 
longer allowed to live in Vietnam, I was to 
choose a 'safe haven' where my husband 
could visit from time to time. Bangkok, Thai-
land, was the closest, and therefore, the most 
logical place for me to be, so here I've been 
since August, 1965. Bangkok is truly a gem 
of the Far East-a lovely city filled with grand 
people, and I'm kept very busy teaching Eng-
lish to Thais at the bi-national center, studying 
French and the Thai language, swimming and 
playing tennis. In the tropical climes, one tends 
to become quite lazy with little effort, so the 
proximity of a pool and tennis courts to the 
apartment compound is a joy. 
Al 's job with USIS is termed a 'Field Rep-
resentative' and his posting is Hue, the ancient 
capital of Vietnam, which, from his photo-
graphs, is indeed lovely. He works with both 
the South Vietnamese Informative Service and 
our own military forces, and is, of course, also 
very busy in what we hope will someday be 
a productive, stabilized government. A tour of 
separation is difficult, indeed, and we both 
look forward eagerly to February, 1967, when 
we 'll be together again for a new, together-
ness posting. " 
Libby Givens Pierce and I have discussed 
compiling a list of names and up-to-dace ad-
dresses of our class to mail co each of you. 
If you are interested in this project, would you 
drop me a line and let me know your fee lings. 
Keep the information going to your group 
leader so we can put something about you in 
the next Bullet in . 
. A 
c::::=::-..:.:= :- -~ __,-
1951 Secretary 
MRS. CHANNING F. BASKERVILLE, JR. 
(Elizabeth Eanes) 
McKenney, Virginia 
Charlotte Houchins Decker finds things 
mighty quiet around the house this year since 
she sent her baby to the first grade. Jimmy is 
in the fourth grade. She thought she would 
have time on her hands but stays busy with 
the P .T.A., church and the usual things. She 
has managed to play some daytime bridge and 
golf. 
I would like to thank Charlote for the work 
she has done as chairman for our class in getting 
out the letters for the Alumnae Fund. I am 
sure all of you will want to support this effort . 
News from Eleanor Wright Weston finds 
she is enjoying her new home in Hampton. 
Billy was sent to Stewart A.F.B., Tennessee, 
for two months to learn to fly the C-130 air-
craft . While there he learned that his outfit 
was being transferred to a small island in the 
Philippines in February for 13 months. Eleanor 
and the girls will stay in Hampton since it is 
a hardship tour. 
We send our sincere and heartfelt sympathy 
to Mary Booth Watt in the loss of her hus-
band, John D., in December. 
Our sympathy also goes to Shirley Hall 
Murphy and Tom in the loss of her father in 
June and Tom's father in August. 
Ann Rogers Crittenden and her family en-
joyed the Christmas holiday in Switzerland. 
She writes, "Our first experience skiing and 
my first ice skating. We came back with no 
broken bones and hopefully full of clean, pure 
Swiss air. Since we took the train, we saw as 
much of Switzerland as there is to see. We 
were down near the Italian border in the 
highest part of the Swiss Alps. Two of the 
six ski lifts in the village were cable cars. We 
took them both up and down, since our skiing 
never would permit us to come down any other 
way than to ride. In the fall my parents visited 
us and we enjoyed having them as well as our 
trips co Luxembourg and Spain." 
Jane Lawson Willis and David are enjoying 
real "small town" living in Bon Air, and love 
it. In August, Jane and David went to Europe 
and had a lovely trip. They rented a car and 
toured all of Germany and Austria and took 
in the World's Fair on the way over . They 
were in Salzberg during the Music Festival and 
Jane says chat "it was really as beautiful as 
the Sound of Music portrayed it. " 
Paula Abernathy Keeton and John enjoyed 
a trip to Charleston, South Carolina for a Dan-
forth Conference in March. Paula's parents 
came to stay with the children . 
Belated congratulations to Jane Slaughter 
Hardenberg on the arrival of Firmon Stinson, 
on May 3, 1965. Firmon and Jane enjoyed their 
first vacation since moving to Colorado last fall. 
They went, without children , to Chicago to 
the Academy of Ophthalmology meeting and 
then visited with both of their families. 
Mary Lee Moore Vinson and T had a nice 
trip in March. They drove to Florida and from 
there they took a boat to Nassau. 
Ann Hardin Ba iley and her family came to 
Richmond on Homecoming weekend and at -
tended the festivities which were of particular 
interest to them since Ben was a Citadel gradu -
ate. Frances Tonacci and Ann Marie had a nice 
afternoon gab session during which they dis-
cussed Ann Marie's three year stay in England, 
numerous holidays to various parts of Europe, 
and a marvelous trip home on the liner the 
United States. Ann Marie's new address is Mrs. 
Ben Bailey, 11 Eastland Circle, Waynesboro, 
Pennsylvania. 
Jo Asbury Hopkins writes about her activi -
ties with the "Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund " 
of which she is chairman . The y take children 
from New York City with sub-standard living 
conditions and let them enjoy living and play -
ing in the country for two weeks. Jo, Hal and 
boys still enjoy camping and Jo did her first 
substitut~ teaching last spring. 
The Road to Freedom 
THE MARCH OF THE LONG KNIVES 
In the summer of 1778 the Long Knives, a small army 
commanded by George Rogers Clark, captured Forts 
Kaskaskia and Vincennes. These were two of a chain of 
Britain's forts with which she intended to hold the North-
west Territory. 
Their capture was a stunning American victory. But 
Clark, with pitifully few men, could leave only a small gar-
rison at Vincennes. In December, the powerful British re-
captured it. They planned to take Kaskaskia in the spring . 
Hearing of their plans, Clark did not wait for spring. 
The Long Knives marched. Marched in bitter winter, over 
the flooded Illinois prairies, often breast-deep in icy, swirl-
ing water. In February, they captured both fort and com-
mander. The Northwest was ours. 
ls this a road-180 miles of icy, flooded prairie? The 
march of the Long Knives made it so-a shining stretch in 
our Road to Freedom . 
~:::.,:;;:•:,",,'::=.: .. - -. 
The road to freedom is seldom a highroad, with bands 
playing and flags flying . It is more often a rough way, un-
mapped, through darkness and danger. It has not been the 
way of ease and expediency , but the way of individual 
initiative and determination, that has paved our long 
American Road to Freedom. 
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
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TRAINING FOR OPERA 
The ambition to be an op~ra singe r has 
always filled the thoughts of Anne-Martin 
Baker. 
"I cannot remembe r when I did not want 
to sing opera," she writes from Zurich , 
Switzerland , "and for many years my days 
have been filled with the conscious and un-
conscious study of music." 
Anne-Martin is in Zurich where she has 
taken the first step on the long road to be-
coming an opera singer. She has been 
enrolled in the Internationales Opernstudio 
(IOS) since late September. She will con-
tinue her studies there through this year. 
She writes that all of her work is done 
either in the Operahaus or in the Esplanade 
Building which is just across the street. All 
of the sessions are conducted in German, 
for Germany has more opera houses than 
any other country in the world and this is 
where most of the students will be working 
next season. 
'This exposure to the German school of 
opera is quite a change for all of us from 
the United States," she says. "We have been 
brought up in the Italian school of opera." 
Since February the students have been pre-
senting evenings of scenes from various 
operas to invited audiences. Other parts of 
their work include attending rehearsals and 
performances of the repertory company of 
Operahaus and auditioning for agents and 
opera houses constantly. 
"There is really no limit to what one 
can learn about opera here, " she writes 
further. "Each person we work with is a 
master in his field and is willing and 
anxious to impart as much knowledge as 
one is able to absorb and use. It is really 
quite a challenge." 
Congratu lati ons to Betty Baker Peachey and 
John on the arrival of their third child, Eliza-
beth Jean. She arrived last November 6 and 
the two boys are delighted with a sister. 
Jeanne Goulding Cheatham and Russ an-
nounce the arrival of a son, Chris . Jeanne and 
Russ are still doing a lot of sightseeing around 
California and in the west. 
Jane Ellis Babb spent the winter trying to 
keep up with the children's schoolwork. "The 
new math is bad enough but my fourth grader 
is now studying anthropo logy . I expect him to 
introduce a short course in nuclear physics most 
any time. " I am sorry to hear that Jane will not 
be with us at reunion time but she said that 
school would not be out. 
News from Natalie McKissick Husser finds 
that Rt. 87 is going to cut through three acres 
of land that they own on Byram Lake. She is 
distressed over this since the forest there is 
virgin timber-hemlocks, oaks, etc. All of this 
for New York City to have a fatser way to 
get our. She hopes they will be able to buy 
land in Vermont. 
I hope that all of you are making plans to 
come to the re union in June. Be sure to put it 
on your calendar as a "mus t event." Our many 
thanks to Betsy Bethune Langhorn and to all 
the Richmond girls who have made plans for 
the event. Our first gathering will be at the 
Willow Oaks Country Club on Friday night, 
so I hope to see all of you there! 
Do any of you know any news from the 
following girls-Joyce Gladding Thomas, Helen 
Blackwelder, Edith Hutzler Hopf, Jean Booth 
McKenney, Ernestine Allport Sasser, Rose Setien 
Blanchard, Laura Longarini Scully, Alma Rice, 
Irene Blackburn Pierce, and Nancy Taylor 
Johnson? If you have any information about 
them, please let me know. They seem to be 
the only ones that I have not reported on these 
past five years. Thank you for your help! 
1952 Secretary 
MRS . s. SCOTT HERBERT 
!Bettie Snead) 
Box 38 
Boydton, Va. 23917 
Harriet Stubbs Johnson writes of many in-
teresting trips taken by her family last year, 
ranging from a Michigan ski trip to a sight-
seeing one in Washington, D. C. 
Addie Eicks Comegys and Brock spent ten 
sunny days in Antigua, BWI in February, and 
carried many gorgeous shells home with them. 
Lou Tull Mashburn writes "We stay very 
busy with work and professional meetings. Our 
free time is usually used to take advantage 
of being in NYC, such as theater and the 
museums as well as concerts . Last fall I did 
take an Art History (French Art) course at 
the Metropolitan Museum which was a delight-
ful change of pace for me. Last summer we 
took a trip through New England. We loved 
Maine but both agreed that the Blue Ridge 
Mts. are more handsome than the Green or 
White Mts. Guess we are still loyal South-
erners." 
Nola Texley Breckenridge and family left 
for England last December 17th for a tour of 
duty there . 
Sue Easley Candler and her family have re-
turned from their six-months' stay in Florida 
and are again settled in Hopewell. 
Helen Want Miller is on sabbatical from 
her high school teaching job in Fairfax County, 
Va., and is involved in a graduate program 
in history at the Columbia School of Arts and 
Sciences at George Washington University in 
Washington. She is taking two courses in for-
eign affairs and a reading course in English 
cultural history, with plans to take further 
grad uate courses next year. Helen 's husband is 
a branch manager of the Interchemical Corpo-
ration, and they have two daughters, ages 11 
and 9. Helen ran into Betty Edmonds Dunn 
while on a shopping excursion in the suburbs, 
and they enjoyed a chat together and a short 
visit at Betty ' s home. 
Sarah Barlow Wright is the assistant prin-
cipal at John Yates High School in Nansemond 
County, Va. In July she visited in Blacksburg 
with Kathleen Cooke O'Bier and then attended 
the VEA Local Leaders Conference for three 
days . 
Katherine Cooke O'Bier and family have 
moved to 1207 Fair St., Newberry, South Ca-
rolina, 29108. 
Jane Camlin Miner writes that they had a 
"nice, but long trip East last summer; 9,000 
miles from Oregon to South Carolina, New 
York, Mass., and back." They visited the 
U. of R. campus but hardly recognized it with 
so many changes. At home she is busy with 
( 28] 
teaching Sund ay schoo l, helping in the co-op 
nursery school and trying tO learn to sew . 
When the N\'(f monsoons are over in a couple 
of months they hope to do some more camping. 
Her husband is a hydrologist (works on con-
servation of watersheds where itmber is cut, 
etc.) . 
It 's hard to believe that I have no news 
from such faithfuls as Mary Ann Coates Edel 
and Joyce Bell Body. At the same time, I'd 
probably fa int if I heard anyt hing from the 
groups of Sinclair and King. Maybe next 
time .... 
1953 Secretary 
MRS. HERVEY S . ]ONES 
(Gerrie Kantner) 
8309 Vernelle Lane 
Richmond, Virginia 23229 
Here is a wonderful letter from Janet 
Johnston Parsons, who was in the process of 
moving to Treloar, Missouri when she wrote, 
"t he children have been going to a school 
(Catholic) which has only 82 students in 8 
grades. There are three teachers, two nuns and 
a lay teacher. The teachers trade around classes, 
one teaches all music for instance, another a ll 
geography, the other all penmanship, etc. so 
the children get the benefit of having the 
best for one particular subject teaching that. 
On Monday they will begin going to a quite 
similar school of 76 (79 when we get there). 
"We are very much looking forward to mov-
ing into our new old home. It is a small farm 
of about 9 acres located in Holstein, Missouri, 
a village of about 100. The house is large and 
old and we are in the process of having it 
insulated, putting in central heating, digging a 
deep well and generally doing it over. One 
of the nic est features of our place is the 
lovely scenery about. We are located in the 
hills about 2 miles north of the Missouri River. 
"Along with being busy with the move I am 
trying to work in conjunction with the County 
Nurse of Warren County to get a Training 
Center begun here. This would be a class for 
trainable mentally retarded children. Perhaps 
you remember that one of our twins. Mark, 
has brain damage and does not now go to 
school. We need eight or more for the class 
to be set up and so far after two weeks work 
I have 6 signed up and must find time to 
see the four other people I've found out about 
the last few days. Our youngest is in kinder-
garten and anxious to begin first grade. He 
was six on December 26th. 
"It has been grand to be this near Betsy 
Williams Roberson. She is working on her 
Master's degree so stays busy with that . I am 
almost positive that it's Southern Illinois Uni-
versity extension at Alton, Illinois where she 
goes for class . She is trying to finish her thesis 
by the end of the summer and I believe the 
MA is in guidance. Joe's company (Standard 
Packaging), has been bought by Johnson Foil 
and he bas been doing a lot of traveling in 
conjunction with the new take over. With 
Standard Packaging be was general manager 
of his division. " 
Barbara Magyar is doing graduate work in 
rehabilitation in Phoenix, Arizona and will 
finish up this spring. 
Virginia Lee Hunt is a graduate student at 
Westhampton and is captain of the Tidewater 
Field Hockey Association team. 
Carla Waal was here for a visit at Christ-
mas. She expects to sail for Europe June 24th 
for her third trip to Norway, Denmark, Eng-
land, and perhaps other countries. She is 
presently teaching a graduate seminar in realism 
in literature, fundamentals of speech, and act-
ing at the University of Georgia. 
Mary Kathryn Manuel Clark is making plans 
to pursue her Master's degree in Reading from 
the University of Virginia . She is now taking 
an extension course and will be in summer 
school this summer. 
Emmalyne Myers Beardon (left after our 
sophomore year) is now living in La Jolla, 
California, has two children, a li trle girl Ka th-
ryn, 9 years, a little boy, Larry, 6 years old. 
Her address is 8019 Paseo Del Ocaso, La Jolla, 
California . 
Lynn Baugher Hooten (left after our sopho-
more year) is now living in Towson, Mary-
land. She has two sons-David 5, and Jeff, 11/z 
years. Her address is 1632 Jeffers Road, Tow-
son, Maryland. 
Betty O'Bannon Culp also is in the process 
of moving and writes, "the Culps have recently 
purchased a home and will move in a few 
weeks. Any of our classmates traveling through 
El Paso, please call." 
Connie Shuford Ambler and Chase, who re-
cently returned to their hometown of Ashe-
ville, have a new son, Arthur Chase Ambler, 
III, born in September . Congratulations . 
Janet Francis Midgett, whose newsy letters 
I've been missing lately, was home from the 
West Coast last summer. 
Patti Thompson Stoy is a West Coast resi-
dent, too. Her husband is a career army man. 
They have three daughters. 
According to the pamphlet sent out by the 
Alumnae Fund Drive, our class percentage con-
tributing was 33.4 last year . Keep up the 
good work. 
1954 Secretary 
MRS. ROBERT J. SYNOVITZ (Jane Lanier) 
1505 Riley Road 
Muncie, Indiana 
Congratulations to Polly 
Smith on the birth of Ann 
two big brothers, John and 
sister, Jane. 
and John Ran 
Zigler. Ann has 
Jim, and a big 
Our deepest sympathy is extended to Sue 
Simpson Cooper who lost her father last 
August. Sue and Bill have completed a stable 
on the hillside where they live. This is for 
the horses they are raising. Sue keeps busy 
with family, church, and duplicate bridge. Her 
children are Bill ( 11), Ashley ( 4), and Har-
iette (2). She writes, "We are just silly over 
that girl." 
The 1954 girls will be sorry to hear of 
Miss Lutz's illness, and I know they all will 
wish her a rapid recovery . 
Our love and heartfelt sympathy to Macon 
Day Banks and Tom who lost their new infant 
on January 3. 
Cos Washburn Barnes and Harry are both 
teachmg Sunday school. Cos teaches married 
women and Harry has 5 year olds . Their son 
Harrison had surgery in the fall to correct 
some tear duct trouble, and he seems to be 
getting along very well. Sue Anna is in the 
second grade and Mae Charles will be a year 
old in May . 
Ann Cardwell Saunders ' husband had major 
eye surgery in December and Ann has been 
busy helping him through his long recuperation 
and caring for their two children. Ann 's new 
address is 4402 Daffodil Circle North-Palm 
Beach Gardens, Lake Park, Florida 33403. 
Barbara Cronin Lovell, Bob, and children 
had a Florida vacation during January, which 
was a change from their usual ski vacations . 
Ann Hanbury Callis spent a recent Sunday on 
Bob's pilot boat. The beautiful scenry and the 
absence of cooking responsibilities were equal 
treats. The children, Bobby (7), Mary Paul 
(5), and Shirley (3) are fine. Bobby loves 
school. 
Betty Rosenberger Allen and Joe were ex-
cited over their plans to leave the day after 
Christmas for a week in Scandanavia . She'll 
tell us all about it soon, I hope . "Boog " is 
still teaching and manages to stay very busy. 
Edith Burnett Grimes and Whitey dropped 
by to see Jane Betts Schmitt in the fall. Whitey 
has gone into his own laminating business and 
his company laminated the material worn by 
one of the astronauts. 
Jane Schmitt and Marcella Bullock drove to 
Charlottesville last October to visit Jane Gill 
Tombes . 
Shirley Ward Wingfield's mother has been 
quite ill and bedridden since shortly after 
Christmas . Shirley spent a week with her and 
reports that she is improving slowly. The 
Wingfields are thrilled with their purchase of 
a new piano and with Shirley Anna's first 
piano lessons. Shirley has had fun working as 
assistant leader for Shirley Anna's Brownie 
troop. Mr. Wingfield is still with them. 
For this past year Carmen Wong Tang has 
been teaching at New Asia College, one of 
the colleges which compose the new Chinese 
University at Hong Kong, and at the extra-
mural classes of Hong Kong University. She 
teaches Spanish and English as foreign lan-
guages. Carmen's three children, Darryl (5), 
Desiree (7), and Camille (10), all go to 
Anglo-Chinese schools and are bilingual. Hus-
band Jimmy is assistant manager to Connell 
Bros. Ltd. (Hong Kong), a company with its 
main headquarters in San Francisco. 
Ola Hill Krueger was so thrilled to be back 
in Virginia this Christmas. John is pathologist 
at the new Virginia Beach Hospital. Ola's new 
address is 4601 Holly Road, Virginia Beach , 
Virginia 23451. 
Betty Mozingo Lucas writes that her boys 
are in the second and fourth grades and she 's 
very busy. She and Harold sold their house 
about a year ago and are living now in an 
old farm house. They love it. 
Ann Whitehurst Crawford lives in North 
Kansas City, about eight miles from Park Col-
lege where Rog is Chairman of the Physics 
Department. They like the area very much . 
Ann's boys, Jim (10) and Tom (7), are at-
tending an ungraded primary school just next 
door to them. The school's system has been 
quite successful. This year Ann is doing volun-
teer work with emotionally disturbed children 
at the Psychiatric Receiving Center in Kansas 
City. She is very interested in the field and 
plans to take further training in it when the 
boys are older . 
Last summer the Crawford family took a 
western camping trip which was enjoyed thor-
oughly by the whole family, especially the boys . 
Ann reports that the camping facilities are 
very good and that Disneyland was definitely 
the main attraction . 
Lola Varney Williams, husband Jim, and son 
Riis (3) have been in Atlanta, Georgia for 
a little more than a year. Jim is going to 
graduate school at Georgia Tech and Lola is 
working in a lab at Emory University. Lola 
writes, "We're studying a type of avian leu-
kemia, so I'm becoming an expert at raising 
chickens ." Lola also has been taking a course 
in biochemistry. 
Nancy Stouch Fox has a son Stephen (11) 
and identical twin sons (9). Nancy has been 
teaching the third grade at North Springfield 
Elementary School, North Springfield, Virginia , 
for four years. Denton works for the govern-
ment in Washington, D . C. and they all love 
North Springfield. 
The Synovitz family had a cozy and sparkling 
happy Christmas due largely to the presence 
of our new baby girl, Catherine, who is adored 
by brothers and parents alike. Steve (5) broke 
his leg riding on the end of a grocery push-
basket, and has had his leg in a cast for four 
weeks. He is getting along fine now and has 
somewhat enjoyed the extra attention, I think. 
Our Virginia grandmother visited us in Jan-
uary . It seems that one must come to the 
North these days to avoid those southern 
blizzards. Ha! 
Keep those card and letters coming in! That 's 
the old '54 spirit . 
1955 Secretary 
MRS. C. EUGENE WHITE 
(Nancy Johnson) 
6413 S. Mayfield Lane 
Mechanicsville , Va. 23111 
Mariah Chisholm Hasker and Bill became 
the pr'oud parents of Martha Emes on Febru-
ary 16th and Mariah writes that the two boys 
( 10 and 8) are happy · with their sister most of 
the time. Hope Guaraldi Omohundro writes 
that their big news is the adoption of a baby 
girl, Heather Marie, on Valentine's Day . She 
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ALUMNA GOES TO INDIA WITH 
PEACE CORPS 
Miss Louise DeCosta , '61, has been named 
a Peace Corps volunteer in India , having 
completed 12 weeks of training at the Col-
lumbia University School of Social Work . 
She will be engaged in urban social wel-
fare in Bombay where she will live and 
work in Indian welfare organizations such 
as the YMCA. 
During training she studied Hindi , the 
language she will need for her work in 
India. She also had the opportunity to gain . 
community organization experience in neigh -
borhoods throughout New York City unde r 
the supervision of the Columbia University 
School of Social work where she trained. 
Courses in the history and culture of Indi a, 
United States history , world affairs and 
health rounded out the training program. 
was born on N ovember 16, 1965 and is adored 
by her brother, Stephen M alvern, who is six 
now and in the first grade . Hope's husband , 
Stuart, keeps busy with two businesses; re al 
estate investment and Cal-Ever Engineering, a 
direct sales organization of which he is one -
third owner . Pat Kantner Knick and Raymond 
report the birth of a baby boy on March 2-
Pat taught school on Tuesday, went to the 
hospital at 11:30 that night and the baby ar -
rived bright and early the next morning . 
Ruth Owen Batt and her family are back 
in the Richmond area for a year. They are liv -
ing at 10 Dogwood Drive, Manakin Farms, 
Manakin-Sabot, Virginia . The Batts recentl y 
visited Beulah Boston Thorson and Al and tell 
us that the Thorsons have a mighty fine bab y 
boy . 
Carole Straus Morrison writes that she is 
busy with two boys (6 and 8) and a little girl 
(3), plus the constant job of decorating thei r 
home near Ocean View in Norfolk. Her hus -
band, Melvin, is an oral surgeon and has been 
practicing in Norfolk for almost six years. 
Alice Creath McCullough and Piggy have a 
ski slope only an hour away and survived their 
first winter of skiing with only a few mino r 
bruises. 
Our congratulations to Myra Embrey Wor-
mald and Bob whose two boys have a baby 
sister as of February 28th . We also extend our 
sympathy to Myra whose father died in Janu -
ary . Bev Drake Shull has been keeping busy 
as President of the Woman 's Club of Herndon 
as well as with civic and church affairs . 
Ginny Thomas Phillip 's husband, Earle, ha s 
recently been promoted from Assistant Principal 
of his high school to Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools in the city of Falls Church. Peggy 
Armstrong Clark writes that her husband , 
Jim, has been made Administrative Assistant 
in his high school and he now deals primarily 
with discipline cases. 
Our congratulations to Betty Jean Parrish 
Knott who has just recently been made Presi-
dent of the Westhampton Junior Woman's Club 
here in Richmond. How she does this aside 
from keeping house and teaching school is 
beyond me. We had a nice little reunion out 
at school at the Fund Drive Dinner. Those of 
us who en jo yed the meal were Shirlee Garrett 
Maxson, Jackie Kilby Brooks, Betty Jean Par-
rish Knott, Marty Glenn Tinsley, Beryl Wil-
liams Stultz, Barbara Turner Willis, and I. 
I hope you have all responded to our plea -
if you could have heard the statistics Dr. 
Modlin quoted in relation to college entrance 
you would be aware of the need for alumnae 
contributions. 
1956 Secretary 
MRS. PHILIP FREDERICK, JR. 
(Ann P eery) 
4106 Kensington Ave. 
Richmond, Va. 
Twelve Richmond classmates met on March 
8 at Ann Peery Frederick's home to make 
plans for our tenth reunion. On Friday, June 3, 
we will have a pot luck picnic supper for the 
"ladies" at 7 o'clock at the home of Ann Jen-
nings Vaughan (Mrs. Judson T., Jr.) on 3925 
Stratford Road. This is in the Stratford Hills 
sect ion across the Huguenot Bridge. The Rich-
mond g irls will take care of the food for this 
informal affair. 
On Saturda y, June 4, there will be the reg-
?lar Alumnae meeting, lecture, and luncheon 
m Keller Hall. Saturday night dinner plans 
are open for you to make your own arrange • 
ments. At 8:30 p.m. Saturday there will be a 
party to which husbands and dates are invited 
at Ann Peery Frederick's home, 4106 Kensing-
ton Avenue, just west of Malvern Avenue. 
When you get the letter about the reunion, 
please send in your reservation right away so 
that we will know how many to expect. If 
you do not get this notice, write or call. 
We've heard from quite a few out-of-towners 
who are planning to come; we should have a 
lot of fun seeing everyone. 
C~rol Brooks Jennings (Mrs . H. L., Jr.) is 
makrng plans to visit Norfolk in time to be in 
Richmond for the reunion. All the way from 
Arizona, too ! 
Gwen Haley Gregory (Mrs. Donlad) moved 
to Richmond in October. Her new address is 
8636 Trabue Road. The Gregory's first child 
Donald Ray, Jr. was born on December 6, 1965'. 
Betty Lou Kendall was married this year 
to Dr. Harvey W. West, and their address is 
810 Naiad Drive, Denver, Colorado 80234 . 
She writes: "T hought you might want to in-
clude my very happiest news to date in my 
life. I'm married to a marvelous man-dentist 
exce llent skier, and wonderful enough to pu; 
up with me!" 
Winkey Grav Stettinius (Mrs. Wallace), has 
a new baby, their third child, Gordon Taylor 
Stettinius, born o n February 7. Their new 
home is " unde r-roof" now, and shoul d be com-
pleted in the fall. 
Susan Quinn Wagner (Mrs. Al), who trans-
ferred to U.N.C. her junior year, came to our 
reunion meeting. The Wagners live at 1935 
N. Junaluska Drive, Richmond, Va. They have 
two children, Vick) ' (9-21-60) and Mark 
(7-7-62). Susan does free-lance writing and pub-
licity work, and Al is in Public Relati ons at 
Reynolds Metals. 
Talk or write to your friends, and let's have 
a big crowd for our tenth reunion, June 3 
and 4. 
1957 Secretary 
MRS. JAMES W. ROBERTSON 
(Carolyn Nauma nn) 
36 Lucia Drive 
Pittsfield, Mass. 01202 
News from my classmates 1s always so good 
-n ews of new degrees, marriages, babies, trav-
eling, new homes, etc.-that this "job" of mine 
is fun to do! 
Angie Pettit and Ed Willingham gave me a 
ca ll before we left Detroit. After 8 years of 
marriage they are very proud to announce the 
birth of a daughter, Katherine Angeline, on 
October 1, 1965. Yes, she is a redhead! Ed is 
very happy in his work as Director of Radio 
and TV for Metropolitan Detroit Council of 
Churches which includes 23 protestant churches. 
Angie was a first grade teacher until their 
daughter was born. 
Marcie Slaven Moss and Burton have a lovel y 
new home in Norfolk where Burton started a 
practice of Pediatric Allergy last July. They 
have 4 young children, 2 girls and 2 boys . 
Mary Pratt Glennon was married on April 24, 
1965 to Joseph A. Glennon, M.D ., formerly of 
Hartford, Connecticut. They are living in Madi-
son, Wisconsin where he is an instructor in 
Medicine at the University Hospitals. Mary 
finished her residency on September 30 in 
oph thalmol ogy and began practicing at the Mon-
roe Clinic in Monroe, Wisconsin on October 
11th. She commutes 40 miles each way but 
likes her work very much. Their address is 
2329 Chalet Gardens Road, Madison, Wisconsin 
53 711. 
Nancy Archbell spent last summer at Boston 
Universi ty where she began work on a master 's 
degree in piano. She said it was an exhilarating 
exper ience because the teachers were excellent 
and she had the luxury of time to practice. 
While in that area, Nancy did some traveling 
to Rockport, Cape Cod, and Rhode Island. This 
year is her ninth year on the faculty of the 
Collegiate Schools. 
Jackie Randlette Tucker and Walter had a 
baby boy, Bruce Edwin, born January 7, 1966. 
He joins two year old Andrew. Congratula-
tions! 
Anne McRee Godley writes that she'd lik e 
to hear from any alumnae in her area in order 
to start a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania or Main 
Line Alumnae Club. Her address is 1329 Brad-
ford Road, Oreland, Pa. 19075. Anne's husband 
works at Strawbridge Clothier's Department 
Store. She keeps busy with household duties, 
church women association, PTA, bowling, a 
sewing course in tailoring and three children ; 
James, age 9, "J iggs, " is a Cub Scout and 
junior bowler; Gail, age 7, takes ballet lesson s, 
and Andy, age 4, goes to nursery school three 
mornings a week. 
Brandon McDaniel spent ten weeks in Europe 
last summer traveling with a seminary friend 
and had a marvelous time ; would like to go 
back. She is now working as a House Counselor 
at Duke University. This involves working in 
a girl 's dorm, working closely with house com-
mittees, etc. and doing individual counseling 
with students as the need arises. Brandy finds 
the staff of counselors an interesting and ex-
citing group with whom to work. She is taking 
advantage of the opportunity for further study. 
A very nice letter from Kitty Clark Kersey 
tells of Wilbur 's and her work in their "down -
town city church." Kitty is the director of their 
new week-day kindergarten and really loves 
the work. She is also studying voice and taking 
piano lessons and starting to teach piano, too. 
As if that weren't enough, she works with the 
you ng people and the church choir. Wilbur 
and Kitty have three children; Barbara Leigh, 
6½ in the first grade; David, 4½ in the 
church kindergarten, and Jonathan Marc, 1 
year, born January 29, 1965. 
Rosalind Allen Barker and John report that 
they are learning much from their son, Randal, 
who was one last November. Rosie is still teach -
ing at the University of Toronto, plus giving 
an evening course at the Extension Branch of 
the University in literary criticism. She is also 
taking a course in elementary Italian. Rosie and 
John spent a wonderful and worthwhile two 
weeks in Russia (Moscow, Kein and Lenin-
grad) last summer while Randal visited his 
grandparents in England. They are still bene-
fiting from it in being able to assess much 
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better all chat they read and hear about hap -
penings in Russia. 
Susie Stutts Hicks and Dave have moved to 
9800 Vinson Court, Little Rock, Arkansas 72205. 
They have four children now-three girls and 
one boy. 
Joyce Garrett Tidey and George had thei r 
third son on June 11, 1965, Craig Garrett . 
Scott is now twenty-one months and Jeff is 7½. 
Joyce fills her leisure time with art lessons, Ju-
nior Woman 's Club, and church work. She wish-
es to remind everyone of our 10th reunion a 
year from June. 
Pat Moore Ewe ll is taking art lessons also . 
She is teaching algebra at Tuckahoe Junio r 
High. Her son, Page, will be three in May. 
Barbara Burton writes that life is far from 
dull with five children (ages 9, 8, 6, 5 and 
2½ years) an aquarium of fish, four mice and 
a dog! Al is still with VEPCO and also teaches 
at night. They have just added two rooms to 
their house, den and recreation. Barbara enjoys 
playing duplicate bridge. 
Our Alumnae Fund chairman, Lovey Jane 
Long Walker, has done a very commendable 
job. She even wrote the poem, "Dear Oass-
ma te" chat was typed on the brochure each of 
you received. She wishes to acknowled ge the 
fine help she had from Mary Garland Cox 
Johnston, Kaki Parr Jenkins, Phyllis Lewis 
Nea l, Nancy Archbell, Joyce Garrett Tidey, Pat 
Moore Ewell, and Jackie Randlette Tucker. If 
you haven't a lready sent in your tax deductible 
donation, do it right away and let's raise that 
23.2% class standing. 
Bev Ambler Richardson and Charlie are still 
in Memphis, Tenn. where Charlie is taking his 
residency in Internal Medicine. Their son, John , 
is now a year old. 
Mary Garland Cox Johnston and Miles are 
livin g at 221 Ross Road in Richmond, Mary 
Garland is enjoying furnishing their new house. 
Phyllis Lewis Neal keeps busy working one 
day a week at the Senior Center, doing other 
vo lunteer work, playing duplicate bridge and 
sewing . She and Randy have a town house at 
302 N. Allen in Richmond. 
Carolyn Wood Aldredge and Bo are official 
"do-it-yourself-ers," having just adde d a family 
roo m to their house. Carolyn holds the office 
of secretary in both the Junior Woman 's club 
and the D.A.R. Bo is secretary of the Jaycees . 
Now they 're go ing to try their luck in real 
estate by buying a second house for rental 
property. 
Nancy Day Anderson is teaching one half a 
day at Prince Edward Academy in Farmville; 
public speaking and three classes of Latin II. 
Last year she was named "Teacher of the Year" 
in Buckingham and received a very nice trophy . 
We always enjoy visiting the Andersons on our 
trips to Virginia. 
Well, from the address above you see we 
have moved back east! Jim had a promotion 
with General Electric Company to Market De-
velopment Specialist. We lived in Pittsfield 
when we were first married for not quite two 
years. It is quite a different life from the Big 
City of Detroit, but I know we 'll love it. The 
country is beautiful and our red Cape Cod 
house affords a view of the mountains on three 
sides. 
Wonderful to hear from so many of you! 
Keep the letters coming in! 
1958 Secretary 
MRS. GENE L. HoLDER (Sarah Ashburn) 
45 Holiday Hill 
Endicott, New York 
There have been two weddings in our class. 
Cecily DeLoache married Dick Berg in Quito, 
Equador last March. Dick is a Foreign Service 
officer, and they have been in Indonesia since 
last May. Their address is American Embassy, 
Quito, Equador. 
Annette Masters married Eugene W. Scheel 
on February 12, 1966, at the First Baptist 
Church in Winchester, Virginia. They took a 
honeymoon trip to Mexico. The Scheels will 
live in Waterford, Virginia, ar.d Annette will 
commute to her job with the Winchester Wel-
fare Department, and Gene to his job with Na-
tional Geographic Magazine in Washington. Gail 
Carper Russell, Nancy Jane Cyrus, Marriett 
Ayers Eggleston and Jim, and Beverly Coker 
Hobbs all attended the wedding. 
Congratulations to Jackie Ryerson Cockrell 
and Grafton on the birth of their second son, 
Geoffrey James, born December 10, 1965; to 
Becky Branch Faulconer and Harold on the birth 
of their daughter, Rebecca Lee, born Januar y 
30, 1966; and to Carolyn Moss Hartz and Ran-
sone on the birth of a son, Alec Ransone, Jr. 
Anne-Martin Baker, who is studying at the 
Internationales Opera Studio of the Operahaus 
Zurich, writes that there is a fantastic collec-
tion of students from all over the world and a 
wonderful group of coaches and conductors. 
The language for conversation and performance 
is German, although almost everyone speaks a 
second or third language as well. Anne-Martin 
is living with a Swiss family and hoped to do 
some sight seeing during the Christmas 
holidays. 
Phebe Goode Holladay writes that the win-
ter storms hit Front Royal quite heavily. The 
schools were closed for two weeks . Pete is now 
Co-ordinator of Services for Randolph-Macon 
Academy. He is still head of the Mach Depart-
ment and coaches J. V . football and track. 
Phebe is again planning to teach the Adult Art 
class in March. 
Nancy Jane Cyrus visited with Nancy Good-
wyn Hill and Carolyn Smith Yarbrough one 
Saturday in January. Carolyn and Nancy have 
been taking a course in Home Decor at the Y. 
Suzie Prillaman Wiltshire writes that she, 
Emily Damerel King, Reb Steckman and Genie 
Borum are all planning to sing in a chorus of 
alumni and friends of the University of Rich -
mond, with Professor James Erb as director. 
They will perform with the Richmond Sym-
phony in April. 
Suzanne Kidd gave an organ recital in Feb-
ruary . The review in the Richmond Times-Dis-
patch was excellent and called it the "best of 
the year". Suzanne received a standing ovation 
from her audience. She and a friend have been 
constructing a harpsicord from a do-it-yourself 
kit. I understand Dottie Goodman Lewis and 
David have been constructing a harpsicord also. 
Suzanne saw Nancy Archbell, Suzie Wiltshire , 
Joan Marshall Rupp, Dottie Goodman Lewis, 
and Emily Damerel King at the University's 
presentation of St. Matthew at Cannon Mem o-
rial Chapel. Dottie and David are living in 
Churchland at 4045 Summerset Drive, Church-
land , Chesapeake, Virginia. Emily Damerel King 
is back in Richmond, where her husband is 
working at M. C. V . Joan Marshall Rupp has 
a four year old son, who is attending Nursery 
School, while Joan is studying at the Univer-
sity of Maryland. 
Anne Hite Owen Huband and Otis are set-
tled in Houston, Texas. Their address is 2244 
W. Alabama, Houston, 77006. Anne Hite is 
teaching algebra and geometry in a high school 
where there are about 2200 students enrolled. 
Otis has signed with a gallery in Houston. Anne 
Hite lost her father in January. 
Nancy Brooks Flowers and Joe have moved 
to Waycross, Georgia, (308 Scruggs Street) 
where Joe will serve as Minister of Education 
and Youth at the First Baptist Church. Carol 
Brie Griffiths is doing a residency in Pedia -
trics in San Joaquin, California, while her hus -
band does residency in Plastic Surgery. 
Mary Jean Simpson Garrett and Harry are 
still enjoying Bedford. Harry is practicing law 
alone now and works quite hard. The Garretts 
go to Lynchburg and Roanoke for plays and 
concerts. Mary Jean recently visited Marilyn 
Yates Burkholder who is busy remodeling an 
old home in South Boston. Beth Smith Steele 
and Bob, who are in Altavista, also go to Lynch-
burg for concerts. Beth mentioned seeing Mar-
riett and Jim Eggleston there . Beth and Bob 
visited Kay Crawford Trimble and Bob in Feb-
ruary. Kay and Bob went for a week's vacation 
on Grand Bahama Island in February. 
Karen Dietrick Gardner and Jim are living at 
443 Clover Drive, Lebanon, Illinois. Jim was 
drafted and had to give up his practice in Vir-
ginia Beach. 
Jean Anderson Farmer and Peyton spent a 
week in Las Vegas, in February. Jean and Pey-
ton are enjoying their new home in Bowling 
Green . Dresden will soon be two and to com-
plete their family they have three miniature 
Schnauzers. Jean stays busy with her work in 
the Jr. Woman's Club, Church Circle, Sunday 
School, and Caroline Music Club. 
Betty Blair Rhodes continues her active work 
as Minister of Education at Ginter Park Baptist 
Church. Her address in 1623 Nottoway Avenue, 
Richmond. Mary Ellen Thomas is still in Char-
lottesville, working at Alderman Library as Ca-
talogue Consultant . 
Sue Lacy Dickinson and Roger moved to 9308 
Westmoor Drive, Richmond, after the tragic loss 
of their six year old son this past summer. 
Don ' t forget the May 10, deadline for news 
and the June deadline for Alumnae Fund con-
tributions. 
1959 Secretary 
MRS. RALPH L. HAGA, JR. 
(Carolyn Nash) 
3609 Chamberlayne Ave. 
Richmond, Virginia 23227 
Jan. 31, 1966 saw the arrival of Robert Bruce 
MacGowan at Bruce and Frankie Richeson Ma c-
Gowan's home . "Laurie, 5, is thrilled with her 
new baby brother ." "The children and I may be 
back in Richmond tl1is fall for a year as Bruce 
is due to leave for Viet Nam in August. Bridge, 
anyone?" 
Last July 27 (1965) Janie Lynn was born to 
Pat Anderson Warren and Kenneth . And April 
15, 1965, was the birthday of Dan Franklin, Jr . 
at Dan and Caroline Massey Shreve's house. 
Caroline's current address is 8336 Cherokee Rd., 
Bon Air, Va. 
In the new job category is Bev Wine Bowers. 
On March 7 she became a member of the Bris-
tol, Va. school system, "in charge of remedial 
reading, part of an enrichment program for 
children of low income families. This plan is 
sponsored by the federal gov't so there will 
probably be lots of red tape. However, it is just 
beginning here so I'm going to be able to set 
it up pretty much to suit myself . That has ad-
vantages. " She and Al are very pleased with 
their house at 1329 Valley Drive, Bristol, 
Tenn., 37620. Al has his workshop in the knot-
ty pine recreation room and is adding to the 
woodworking tools by buying tools for metal 
work. 
Sue Riley Lambiotte has "started work with 
a pilot project (government appropriations un-
der Title 3 of the new Education Act). It is a 
laboratory center for reading which will serve 
all 8, 9, and 10-yr. olds who have serious read-
ing problems. We are involved in testing and 
diagnosing now. " 
Pat MacDonald Allen loves Portland and is 
working in a "darling little specialty shop" do-
ing special events and promotionals mostly with 
teens. She and Dick did a lot of skiing in N. Y. 
and have found a ski area an hour from Port -
land, "but different from N. Y." Dick has de-
cided to take his residency in 0. B. and Gyn. 
there at Emanuel. 
Peggy Powell Daniels is back "down south", 
living in Apt. # 1, Stonegate Drive, Salem, Va. 
"Wimpy" (W. L.) is working with Peg's dad. 
Lin is in nursery school and Nancy leaves the 
"Terrible Two's" on April 15. 
Julia Jett Sheperd's Bob is going into part-
nership with a friend, effective April 1st. They 
are both excited at the prospect . Julia and Bob 
became co-chairmen of the College Committee 
of River Road Baptist Church in Sept., '65, and 
have gotten together a wonderful class "just for 
W. C. and R. C. students" which Bob teaches 
every Sunday morning. Miss Betty Jean Sey-
mour conducts their Sunday night programs. 
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HELEN FALLS WINS PROMOTION 
Dr . Helen Falls , '36, a member of the 
faculty of the New Orleans Baptist The-
ological Seminary for 21 years, has been 
promoted from associate to professor of 
missions. 
Dr. Falls, the only woman to hold such 
a position in a Southern Baptist seminary 
theology schools, was promoted at the re-
cent annual meeting of the seminary board 
of trustees. 
Upon graduation from Westhampton , Dr. 
Falls attended the Woman 's Missionary 
Union Training School in Louisville , Ken-
tucky, and received her master's degree at 
Columbia University. She attended Union 
Theological Seminary and , in 1964, received 
the Doctor of Education degree from Co-
lumbia University in New York. 
After being associated with the Woman's 
Missionary Union of Maryland and Ken-
tucky, Dr. Falls joined the seminary staff 
in 1945, at which time she was Dean of 
Women and taught missions. She continues 
to serve in the latter capacity. 
Dr. Falls, present chairman of the Mis-
sionary Education Council, is a member of 
Mortar Board, Who's Who Among Amer-
ican Women, Who's Who Among American 
Educators, and Who's Who in the Southwest. 
Everyone is very ple ased with the success of the 
class . Bob also gets together a " newspaper " for 
chem. Julia spends hours working on her yard-
"we have plenty of trees, but no topsoil". 
Shirley Gordon Highfill and Jerry have 
bought a house "in suburbia", at 1282 Kenwood 
Lane, Charlottesville, Va., 22901, and started in 
on a treeplanting and landscaping job "to cover 
the bareness ." Last semester Shirley took a cou-
ple of courses but now is concentrating on tutor-
ing, reading, sewing and needlework. 
Others in the new house classification include 
Cary Hancock Gilmer and Don. The contractor 
planned to begin work early in March. 
Jackie Connell Atkinson says, "Most of my 
time right now is spent wondering when they 're 
going to get beyond the basement in building 
our new house, and fussin' at the kids". Mark's 
burned bands formed keloid scars and on March 
3rd., U.Va. doctors performed skin grafts on 
one hand. If successful, they ' ll work on the other 
hand in a couple of months. Jackie transferred 
her Junoir Woman's Club membership to 
Waynesboro "a nd am enjoying meeting all the 
girls". 
Mary Mac Thomas has transferred to the 
Westhampton Jr . Woman's Club (where Bev 
Eubank Evans and Mary Trew Biddlecomb Lind-
quist are members) and enjoys it although she 
is kept busy teaching 3rd grade at Dumbarton 
School and keeping up with 3-yr . old Mary 
Carolyn . 
Mar y Frances Coleman is no longer going to 
law school at night and says her life is much 
more relaxed as a result. She and Susan Payne 
had lunch with Anita Knipling Scott the first of 
March when Anita was in town. 
Jo Edwards Mierke and Eddie are both work-
ing and takiing a class at American U. Very 
busy people. 
Dorothy Deering writes that "after 3 work-
filled years at Carson-Newman I plan to spend 
the next 15 months-beginning in June-work -
ing on my Ph .D . at Indiana University. This 
will be a continuation of work of the last two 
summers . Through the college I will receive a 
small Danforth Foundation Grant and perhaps 
will teach some undergraduates at Indiana. I am 
looking forward to a hard but stimulating year, 
however I am already beginning to think I will 
miss Carson-Newman, the lovely people here, 
and the majestic hills of East Tennessee . 
Eileen Cordle says, "My life is supremely in-
teresting to me but it provides nothing that 
would make copy ." She saw Martha Jordan 
Chukinas once last fall and is still promising to 
"get over soon, but I still haven't made it ." 
Incidentally, I understand that Nancy Craig 
Williams Eaton is back in Danville but I have 
no address or details. 
Gar y Moore Barnes and children spent ten 
days in Danville around March 1st while Bill 
did some traveling in N. Y. and Ohio for 
Brown Engineering Co. 
Barbara Dulin Polis was very pleased to have 
her folks visit them in February. All of them 
enjoyed San Antonio 's annual rodeo. "Bowling, 
knitting, and my 3-yr. old son keep me busy. 
Tex as has been good to us but we miss Virgin-
ia." By July Charlie will have finished the se-
cond year of urology-two more to go! 
Harriet Stone Anderson says her daughter, 
Betty, had mumps during their 35½-inch snow, 
and tha t having such a quiet and obedient child 
did nothing to prepare them for George, who'll 
be 2 this spring. George climbs everywhere, even 
climbs the piano, redecorates whole rooms with 
bubblebath, perfume, milk, you name it. Harriet 
is doing some sewing before planting time on 
their farm near Gretna. 
During the snow (and snow drifts) Margaret 
Tabor Small took her two children sledding-
"almost lost Mikie", and everytime Tracey'd try 
to follow him "she'd fall flat on her face". 
B. B. Harvey Strum and Betsy joined Bonnie 
Lewis Haynie and Scott for a session of ice skat-
ing on The Lake during February. Earlier, Bon-
nie and Scott joined her parents and brother, 
Emory, on a boat trip to Moorehead, N. C. on 
Mr . Lewis ' boat. They docked at various marinas 
on the wa y for occasional "nights out " and had 
a thoroughly enjoyable trip through the inland 
waterway. For Scott, the best and most exciting 
part of the trip was "a wreck with the boat" 
when a floating tree root bent their propellor. 
"Scott loved that!" Jerry was agent of the 
month " in Richmond for All-State for both No-
vember and January. 
Bonnie and Jerry, B. B. and Sherwood, Bev 
Eubank Evans and Tom, and Elizabeth Ramos 
Dunkum and Ellis bought season tickets to the 
four Light Opera Company productions at the 
Mosque this spring and enjoyed going together 
and then going out afterwards. 
Nancy Hopkins Phillips ' whole family must 
be energetic! Eileen Cordle writes, "The Phil-
lip s' go a t a pace that leaves me breathless just 
thinking about it. " Keith, 7, and David, 5½, 
signed the family Christmas letter, but Susan and 
Linda, at 4 and 2, are still a little young for 
that sort of thing . Bill has been promoted to 
captain in the reserves. 
Capt. Art Thomas has been drafted as Mar-
garet (Griffin) 's cheif handyman. "Art and I 
have been building and painting (he 's done the 
building and I the painting) a tool-shed addi-
tion to the carport. " They have also bought a 
basset hound and "hope to show her in the pup-
py class this spring in Jacksonville . Margaret is 
making layettes for the Navy Relief Agency. 
Margaret had completed 42 baby gowns by the 
end of March, and an hours' credit is given for 
each article completed. 
Lilalee Guerrant Dollard is also involved with 
sewing and dogs, having acquired a blonde 
cocker spaniel, and having made some wool 
dresses for herself and some for Ho lly. She's 
finished decorating Holly's room and making 
curtains. 
Peggy Dulin Crews is a seamstress now too. 
She started sewing lessons in March. She is also 
G. A. Counselor for the 15-yr. olds at church. 
Carol McAnally Tooly is working for VEPCO · 
Just in the nick of time came a note from 
Nancy Kipps Hughey. "We are now the proud 
parents of a baby girl born March 9, 1966, at 
7:03 a.m. At present we are trying desperately 
to think of a name we both like, but so far we 
haven ' t made that decision." The New One came 
just 5 days before Mike's 4th birthday. 
As for us, Ralph has bought another farm and 
is debating the pros and cons of moving to 
Prince Edward County. I am up to my ears in 
church work, and am beginning to figure on 
Bible School. 
We Richmond 59'ers were extremely pleased 
to read in the March 9th Times-Dispatch that 
Miss Josephine Tucker had been tapped into 
Mortar Board . Dr. Louise Gehring, our new 
dean, in a delightful lady. Alumnae and students 
are equally pleased . Effervescent Dean Gehring's 
first aim was to learn every girl by name. She 
has been friendly, approachable, smiling, and 
"just the right spark at the right time". She has 
worked quite hard and is very appreciative of 
alumnae interest, and as an eager participant 
in community activities, she is a great asset 
for W . C. 
Plan to come to Alumnae College, June 3rd, 
and the events on June 4th! It's really worth 
the effort . 
Thaw out some news by May 3rd and suprise 
us! 
1960 Secretar y 
MRS. ROBERT H. LEMMO N 
(Linda Ann Morgan) 
651 Andrews Road 
Aberdeen, Maryland 
A big thanks again to our area secretaries 
for their faithful reporting of news. We have 
a secretary for the Florida-Louisiana area! 
Jeanne Kosko Light has offered to scout up 
the news from our classmates in this area. 
Let's catch up with some of our girls who 
have been "on the move." Two have moved 
into brand new homes . Wanda Faulkner Carter 
and David have moved to 114 Traverse Road 
in Newport News. Wanda is no longer teach-
ing school but is teaching music at home. The 
Carters enjoyed a trip to the West coast last 
summer and visited Los Angeles, Disneyland, 
San Francisco and Seattle, Washington. Kay 
Lacy Brinkley and her husband have moved to 
their new home at 85 Hopkins Street, also 
in Newport News. 
Elizabeth Thompson Zimmerman and Chuck 
take top honors for long distance moves . They 
are living in Frankfort, Germany, where Chuck 
is doing his residency and serving for Uncle 
Sam. Their mailing address is Hdq. 53rd 
Aviation Bt., A.P.O. 191(55, New York, New 
York. .. 
Sally Evans Hayes and Jim have left Illinois 
and are now residing in a lovely New England 
town called Marblehead, Mass. Sally writes 
that the countryside is beautiful and their 
apartment at 24 Lee Street is overlooking the 
water. 
Ethel Burton Lee and David are finally 
settled in Richmond at 6816 Lawrence Ave. 
David arrived home from Iceland the last of 
July and received his discharge from the Air 
Force. Ethel reports that the children, Douglas, 
two, and Mary Margaret, 9 months, are de-
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lighted to have their daddy home at last. Mary 
Margaret is already walking and is "into 
everything. " Douglas has become quite a 
self -sufficient two year old and is Mother's 
little helper. (Well, almost!) Ethel is anxiously 
looking forward to attending some Westhamp -
ton basketball games and swimming meets and 
also renewing WC acquaintances. 
Another classmate has joined the ranks of 
the rapidly increasing WC Californians. Jean 
Chou Lee and her husband are living near 
Santa Monica where he is employed by Douglas 
Aircraft. Jean reports that they like California 
and are especially delighted that almost any 
grocery store carries a full line of Chinese 
foods. Jean's son Brian is one year old and 
keeps his mom very busy. Jean would like 
very much to get together with old friends 
who are living in her area. You can contact 
Jean at 12624 Pacific Ave., Apt 6, Los Angeles, 
California. 
Juanita Ainsley is working as an occupational 
therapist in Florida. Another career woman 
is Martha Dvorak Ourednik who is teaching 
ninth grade English at Warwick High School. 
Shirley Smith is contemplating a move to 
the Nava l Ordnance Laboratory in Silver 
Springs, Maryland. She also plans to attend 
school part time to secure her Ph.D . 
Olivia Ames deserves headlines for her 
news! She was the lucky girl wh o toured 
France and Germany this past September and 
visited her European relatives . 
A birth to announce! Mary Jou Walden 
Wagner and husband are the proud parents 
of a son, born August 19. Congratulations to 
you. 
Martha Jane Pugh Woods continues to pursue 
her teaching career and is serving as sponsor 
of the Keyettes, a girls service organization . 
Martha Jane also enjoys working with the 
Junior Woman 's Club. 
Kitty Whitby Freige has that oft sought 
after "spare time " since leaving school teach-
ing . She is putting this time to good use by 
reading high school English papers as part of 
a local writing experiment. She and hubby 
spent a fun New Year's weekend with Glor!a 
Viegner Price and Ruthi Greenfield Zrnn m 
New York. 
Dodie Tyrell has accomplished something 
quite unique. She completed a pilgrimage co all 
twenty -one of the California Miss ions which 
stretch for more than 600 miles from the 
Mexican border to above San Francisco. Dodie 
admits it took "great planning, much gasoline, 
accurate map reading and saintly patience," 
plus about five months time wise . Dodie con-
tinues to perfect her skiing by visiting such 
ski resorts as Yosemite Park, June Mountain in 
the Sierras and Lake Tahoe . She also spent 
a week's vacation in Sun Valley, Idaho, where 
she became a "very proficient skier," so stated 
the brochures! 
Jeanne Kosko Light was especially anxious 
for Easter time to arrive, since she, Robley 
and George Evans made a combined business-
pleasure trip home to Virginia at that time. 
Robley attended Chemistry meetings in Atlantic 
City while Jeanne and George Evans stayed 
behind to enjoy visiting with the family. On 
the return trip, the Lights made a stop in 
Atlanta for a get-together with Jane Horton 
Blackwell and Buddy. Jeanne is once again a 
busy writer, this time as editor of the monthly 
church newsletter. She says she is one of those 
people who hasen ' t learned how to say "no ." 
Jeanne also has other ambitious projects to 
keep her occupied, such as refinishing furniture 
and entertaining little George Evans' friends 
at a delightful Valentine party. 
Nancy Rae Taylor Baker has joined the 
faculty of King George High School for the 
second semester. She is teaching math. 
Word is out that Evalene Green is sporting 
a very lovely engagement ring! Evalene is 
engaged to Bill Slaughter and a late summer 
wedding is planned . 
For those of you who live in Richmond 
and listen to WRY A you may hear some of 
COLLEGE DEAN WILL TEACH 
IN INDIA 
Miss Mary Ellen Stephenson, '36, assistant 
dean of students and professor of modern 
foreign languages, has been named Mary 
Washington College's third participant in 
the faculty exchange program between wom-
en's colleges in the United States and India. 
. A member of the faculty at Mary Wash-
mgton since 1948, Miss Stephenson will 
leave around June 1 for a year of teaching 
in India, with possible assignment as teacher 
of French at the Women's Christian College 
in Madras. 
Helen Gutberidge 's "material." Helen writes 
commercials and does the "Bulletin Board," 
a program of public service information. To 
prepare for this type of work, Helen spent 
over a year doing graduate work in Radio 
and TV at the University of North Carolina. 
In her spare time, Helen is keeping agile by 
taking modern dance lessons from Mrs. Wessels. 
Another couple on the move is Nancy Rosen-
berger Weems and Eddie. Nancy writes that 
Eddie bas accepted a job with the Rust En-
gineer\ng Company in Birmingham, Alabama. 
He will serve as Personnel Director. By the 
time the Bulletin reaches you, the Weems will 
have moved into their new home and we'll 
be waiting for notification of their address. 
! have a new address for Marjorie Donald 
Miller and Loury. They are living in the Diesel 
Housing Unit, Building 6, Apt. 12 in Rich-
mond. _The. Miller_s baye two daughters. 
Joanie Stlverstern Zimmerman's husband is 
the man to see if you're in need of some new 
luggage. Marvin's place of business in Baltimore 
is known as Howard Luggage. Joanie and 
Marvin enjoyed a trip home to Richmond in 
J~nuary to visit with Joanie's family. Debbie 
Zimmerman, a delightful three year old, com-
pletely charmed her grandparents. Joanie re-
ports that she and Rozy Weinstein Rottenberg 
met for lunch and enjoyed talking about col-
lege days. 
I received a nice letter from Miss Gotaas 
and I know you will be happy to hear that 
~he is back on the road to good health and 
1s busy as ever. She related that her chief 
concern at this time is making plans for Miss 
Wright's retirement which will take place 
next year. Finding a qualified young woman 
to fill this position is a "first rate problem" 
reports Miss Gotaas. She expressed a desire 
that the Class or 1960 be well represented at 
the reunion in June at which time she is 
planning to entertain at a breakfast or tea. 
Let's not disappoint her! Before entering the 
hospital last September, Miss Gotaas spent 
ai:i interesting summer touring in France, Bel-
gmm, and Holland. 
Eva Frances Rue Mapp is a busy housewife 
and mother who thoroughly enjoys a "very 
normal life" tending her nine month old daugh-
ter. Another happy housewife is Judy Cyrus 
Walker who writes that there is "nothing 
like motherhood." 
Bob and I spent a weekend in February 
visiting with Phyllis Jenkins Polhemus and 
Bob at their their home on Long Island. The 
Polhemuses were a fine host and hoste ss, show-
ing us such lovely spots on the island as Cold 
Spring Harbor, where we returned that evening 
for a delicious dinner. Afterward we enjoyed 
the fun at a genuine discoteque and "watched" 
the dancing! In March we made another trip 
to New York, this time to the City, where 
Bob attended Goodyear meetings and I shopped 
and toured . At Easter time, we traveled south 
to Chesapeake to visit with Bob's family. 
The next deadline is May 15th, which is 
just around the corner! Please report promptly 
to your secretaries and be specific with your 
news. Hope many of you will plan to attend 
the Alumnae Weekend activities in June . 
1961 Secretary 
MRS- JERRY H. ]ONES 
(Betty Wade Blanton) 
1104 Johnson Avenue 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Classmates! Be sure you are making plans 
to attend the reunion June 3rd and 4th. Re-
member there won't be another reunion until 
1971. 
Betty Miller Morris sent me a clipping from 
a Tidewater newspaper all about Carol Eastman 
Gray . Carol's mother, Mrs. Joy Eastman, is 
planning to visit Carol in Brisbane, Australia 
late this winer. Carol has been abroad for a 
year and a half . She and her husband went first 
to Dunedin, New Zealand, then to Indonesia, 
and then to Brisbane. When Carol went to 
Dunedin in September she carried with her 
from the Portsmouth Council of Garden Clubs 
a bronze plaque for the Friendship Garden of 
Dunedin, Portsmouth 's sister city. As official 
representative from Portsmouth, Carol was en-
tertained at public functions and on tours of 
Dunedin. She relayed her impressions to Ports-
mouth garden dubbers and to her mother by 
tape recordings. When Mrs. Eastman visits 
Carol in 1966 she will take a resolution of 
friendship to Brisbane, Australia. 
News comes from Huntsville, Alabama about 
the arrival of Jennifer Elizabeth Merrifield 
on October 25, 1965. Parents Don and Gloria 
Holland Merrifield are doing just fine. 
Betty Miller Morris writes that last spring 
Dennis was sent to Chicago for a month and 
she worked up enough nerve to fly out and 
join him. Dennis had driven out so they took 
two weeks and had a delightful trip as they 
returned home. They camped throughout the 
lovely state parks in Michigan and then crossed 
into Canada and crossed to Niagara Falls and 
lived lavishly and extravagantly for three 
wonderful days. Betty said the true mark of 
parenthood proved itself when they cut out 
the World's Fair and returned home to see 
daughter, Robyn. October 1st Betty resigned 
as Director of Music at Monument Heights 
for bigger and better things. She and Dennis 
are both still singing irt the choir and enjoying 
our church's television ministry. By bigger and 
better things Betty meant that Dwight Dennis 
was born on July 16th and became Robyn's 
little brother on September 17th. Betty writes 
that he is a little love and so good she hardly 
knows she has a second baby until she starts 
looking at the dirty clothes. Betty sends news 
that Nancy Edwards became Mrs. Brantley 
Keen Batterman on November 13th. 
Georgia Lingle Waldrop writes that the 
Waldrops are once again packing their bags 
and moving from Atlanta to New Orleans. 
Tom has already left Atlanta and Georgia and 
Tommy will join him and go home hunting 
shortly. Georgia has been doing substitute 
teaching and working with her son's reading 
and proudly observes that at 2 years 1 month 
he was reading 70 words. She still rides and 
jumps whenever she can and has just recently 
had the most vigorous and exha usting yet ex-
hilarating jumping lesson ever-from a young 
English riding instructor. Young Tom loves 
riding too. Georgia says that they have been 
most pleased with Lever Brothers choice of 
cities for them and New Orleans should be 
interesting for the year they will be there. 
Doralee Forsythe Richardson sends word of 
another move-for the Richardsons from Denver 
to Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Lee has accepted 
a position as assistant professor of marketing 
at Louisiana State University beginning in 
September. They will be moving sometime this 
summer. Doralee will not be with us at the 
reunion because she will be here in August 
for her brother's wedding. 
Jennis Stokes Howe is living in Richmond 
now. Bob is stationed near Saigon and Jennie 
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is working for the Red Cross in service to 
military families. Evelyn Spivey Drum spent 
five days in New York while John was on 
leave from the Data school he was attending. 
They toured New York City. Jane Gochenour 
Archer and Arch are still in Wisconsin but 
are making plans to go to France while Arch 
writes his dissertation. 
Martha Kessler Goodman writes that she is 
still trying to combine the duties of matron 
to Durham County's juvenile delinquents and 
meeting the demands of her Richard (5) and 
Jessica (2). Bill is a graduate student at Duke 
and teaching an Old Testament course this 
semester. Martha somehow finds time to take 
organ lessons, too. 
Sally Spiller Settle has just gotten over a 
strange virus infection of her eyes. It is very 
painful and also infectious so she couldn't 
take care of Elizabeth durinn the worst of it. 
Sally says Beth is a very active 20 month old 
currently enjoying a grass skirt her grand-
parents brought her from Hawaii-something 
about the hula must be instructive! 
Barbara Spiers Causey writes from Virginia 
Beach that she has just returned from a lovely 
trip to Canada . Maridell Bugg lives here in 
Richmond and is now employed as a research 
chemist at the V . A. hospital. Dixi H argrave 
Whitehead and Claude have been getting ready 
for a move to Fort Benning, Georgia. Claude 
bas been drafted and they will set up house-
keeping in Georgia in April. · 
Gwynn Barefoot Raper and Jarrell visited 
Suzanne DuPuy Black and Don in February 
and Gwynn said everyone was fine, especially 
young Matthew with red hair and brown eyes. 
Mary Catherine Sellers Dunn, besides her 
teaching and home duties looking after Jim 
and son, Maurie, bas found time to win three 
blue ribbons and two red ones in the Thomas 
Jefferson Woman 's Club Fine Arts Exhibit 
and will display her winning exhibits in the 
District judging. 
Suzanne Foster Thomas and Bill spent several 
days in Puerto Rico during February. Jane 
Pitts McAllister and Jack in Germany have 
joined a class at a ski school at Hitler 's old 
villa at Berchtesgarden . 
Classmates, when you get your letter from 
your reunion committee please answer it as 
quickly as possible . Make your plans to be 
at your reunion . 
1962 Secretary 
MRS. W. s. DAVIDSON 
(Joan Bishop) 
623 H. Hampshire Place 
Westover Hills Blvd . 
Richmond, Virginia 
Libby (Wampler) Jarrett and Harry ·are 
now the proud parents of Lori Elizabeth who 
arrived November 18. Althou gh Harry Jr . is 
blond and blue-eyed like his mother, little 
Lori has the dark hair and eyes of her dad. 
In June the Jarrett family will move to Rich-
mond where Harry will begin his three years' 
residency in Obstetrics-Gynecology at M.C.V. 
Libby says she will look forward to Richmond 
Alumnae Club and hopes to start taking voice 
again from Mr . Erb and, additionally, take on 
a few jobs. After residency there will be a 
stretch in the service and they hope to be 
abroad somewhere and take advantage of the 
travel. Enjoying the Norfolk area very much, 
Libby says that she went to a barbeque which 
Jane (Thompson) Kemper gave. Among former 
62ers there, were Gail (Glover) Chamlee and 
Sharon Alderson, who is now married to Thom-
as L. O 'Co nnor. Libby has been able to see 
Harry much more than she had hoped because 
their apartment is directly across the street from 
the hospital. Harry is enjoying his internship 
and feels he has gained much from it. A for-
mer classmate, Sandra (Swain) W ar den and 
husband Bill, who is also an intern live in 
the same apartments with Libby. They will stay 
in Norfolk for residency and they have a 
"little Bill" who is one year old. 
MISS LANETTA WARE PROMOTED 
Miss Lanetta Ware, '60, has been pro-
moted to assistant professor of physical 
education at Hollins College where she has 
been a member of the faculty since 1962. 
A noted golfer, Miss Ware has won such 
hono rs as Hermitage Country Club cham-
pionship medalist , medalist in Virgini a 
W omen's State Golf Team. 
Julie (Perkinson) Crews is still teaching in 
Portsmouth. She says her apartment is slowly 
getting very small, as she and Bill add more 
furniture. According to Julie, Judy (Acree) 
Hans en is teaching three Latin and three Eng-
lish classes. Dick is finishing up his thesis 
for his master's degree and hopes to teach 
next year also. Also she quotes a letter from 
Judy Trunzo that " life in France is always an 
interesting endeavor ." Judy enjoys filling up 
her apartment with objects d 'art from her 
travels in and around Lyon and finds French 
food a delight. Tuckie (Smart) Paxton is the 
proud mother of a little girl, Sarah Tucker . 
Sandra (Britton) Saunders also has a little 
girl, Angie. 
Pete and Nancy (Vaughn) Downey moved 
inco a new home, 9400 Huron Avenue last 
August. Nancy teaches English and History at 
John Randolph Tucker High School. She is 
taking the same education course as I at RP.I. 
evening school. Marsha (Sullivan) Wallner is 
a counselor with the Virginia Employment 
Commission. She administers aptitude tests 
co high school students in the Richmond area. 
Pam (Koch) Fay and John will take a three-
week trip to Europe in July . 
Scott and I had a nice visit with Shern • 
(Ratcliffe) Crawford and her two daughters, on~ 
recent evening . Sherry and Don are livin g 
near the University and Don is working to-
wards his master 's degree in the Humanities, at 
Richmond Evening School. Sherr y is as much 
fun as ever and her two daughte rs are ado rable. 
Please send in your news for che next issue. 
The column is very brief this time and I am in 
dire need of your news . 
1963 Secretary 
MRs. DENNIS M. Rozu M 
(Margie Burkett) 
2010 Redman Rd. , Apt. 15 
Richmond, Virginia 
Our class sponsored the meeting of the 
Richmond Club on April 2nd and the guest 
speaker was our own Betsy Broaddus Zimmer-
man who talked on being a "Bride in Viet 
Nam." Archer Randlette was in charge of the 
lunc heon which was held at the Willow Oaks 
Country Club . 
Barb ara Cook Darling writes that she is 
busy being mother to Melanie almost two, 
fixing up the house, and substituting occasion-
all~ in Avon. She said she tried to coax Susie 
McAffee to come up there over Christmas 
but that Susie went home . Susie's reluctance 
can easily be explained since back in Roanoke 
she was delightfully receiving a diamond for 
Christmas. Congratulations Susie and how about 
a little note to fill me in on the wedding 
plans? Also receiving a diamond for Christmas 
was Pat Long who hasn't yet set a definite 
date. 
Pat Brumble Gracie and husband Jim are 
living in Baltimore while Jim attends the 
University of Maryland. Pat is working as a 
claims authoriser for the Social Security Ad-
ministration and is the doting mother of little 
David born last September. Pac also said that 
Joan Lee Wright Myrick was in town around 
Christmas for a training course offered by the 
Internal Revenue Service. The two managed 
to get together for a nice leisurely luncheon. 
Carol Wingfield and Gail Lush went to 
Europe last May and spent their summer camp-
ing out and touring. In September Carol studied 
at the Ruschlikon Seminary in Zurich while 
Gail toured Spain and the British Isles . Our 
travelers returned in December and Carol is 
now working on her B.D. at Southeastern 
Seminary with hopes of graduating in May . 
Bobbie Wilkie sent a newsy letter about her 
activities since she left Tucker High School 
and Richmond last June. She and Miss Chap-
man spent two weeks traveling through New 
England. Highlights included touring harbors 
on the east coast up to Bar Harbor, Maine, 
visiting at Camp Wawenock for three days with 
Marionette Parker and Jennie Neeley, and 
climbing Mt. Washington (a brisk 47 ° on 
top in July!) She then spent 6 weeks at UNC 
taking graduate courses in Physical Education. 
She is now a teaching fellow there and plans 
to complete degree requirements by June. 
Sally Clark (a "yankee " now) is still living 
in White Plains and working for AT & T. 
in the electronic data processing group. Sally 
is active in the Oratio Society of New York, 
a choral group which has given two concerts 
so far this year at Carnegie Hall . Even with 
this she has managed to take up skiing and 
ha s been spending her weekends skiing in 
New York and New England. She also writes 
that Val Bryant is now a programmer for 
American Airlines in Briarcliff, New York. 
Congratulations to new homeowners Pat Rich 
Pastor and Alan, moving into their new home 
in Springfield (northern Va.) in April. 
I do hope all of you will give serious thought 
to your alumnae pledge this year. We all 
surely want the class to make a better showing 
than lase year. Please send your check, large 
or small, NOW! I might also thank all those 
who helped to write and send out the fund 
letters . In doing these letters we noticed how 
terribly inadequate our class roll is. Please 
write and catch us up on those new name s 
and addresses! 
1964 Secretary 
Miss CYNTHIA MoncAN 
Box 1473 
Bowman Hall 
University of Kentu cky 
Lexin gton, Kentucky 
Judy Barnhart and Mr. Arthur Jerrell Pa rr, 
Jr . were married on March 12 in Covington , 
Va. They are now living at Fort Carson, Colo-
rado where Jerry is stationed. Gloria Lebe r 
wrote of seeing a number of our class at a 
shower give n for Judy the end of February . 
Letty Mallory, Jane Medlin, Helen Flynn, Pat 
Dabney, Emily Gray and Kathy White are a 
few who attended. 
Roberta Blevins became Mrs. Robert B. 
Jones, III the end of February. 
Joan Hoch is engaged to be married this 
spring to Mr. Jesse M . Yowell, Jr. He is an 
engineer with Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone 
Co. 
Julia Martin will marry Mr. Charles Scott 
Frazier in June . 
Somewhat belated is the news of the arrival 
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of a son on December 17, David Wayne 
Andrews, Jr. to Lee Hill Andrews and her 
husband Dave. 
Jo Anne Barco Daughterty also gave birth 
to a son, Daniel Theodore, Jr. 
Recently, I heard from Linda Bradley Rae 
who continues to enjoy teaching English in 
Sussex County. 
Joanna Longest Rouzie is teaching second 
grade at Battlefield Park Elementary in Hanover 
County. Her husband, Jack received his BS 
in Chemistry from RP.I. last June and is now 
working as a research chemist for Virginia 
Carolina Chemical Co. 
Pat Ryan is still teaching at Saint Catherine's. 
She plans to sail for London on June 9 to 
stay the year. She may study at the London 
Academy of Dramatic Arts. 
Joyce Sanford Brittingham is teaching fifth 
gr ade in Selma, Alabama where Jim is in 
Aight school. 
Louisa Pastors is now teaching freshman 
English at R.P.I. She is an advisor and has 
her own student assistant . 
Mary Bruce Ford Wood is teaching the 6th 
grade at Ridge Elementary School and her 
husband is in his second year at T. C. Williams 
Law School. 
Fran Mayer is teaching at the Fred D . 
Thompson Intermediate School in Chesterfield 
County . 
Hale Everett is teaching 5th grade at Card -
well Elementary School in Goochland County. 
Betsy Uhl seems very excited about her 
cha nge in jobs. She is now working as an 
administrative assistant in a research and de-
velopment corporation which specializes in 
offering testing services to government and 
industry for air pollution control tests. 
Ann Hardwick continues to fill her Jife with 
such exciting activities as fencing, ice skating, 
the theater etc. plus her most interesting job 
as secretary for four economist lectur ers. 
Donna Lee Rowe Steele is working at Union 
Theological Seminary as a secretary while her 
husband, Hoy is doing graduate work. Hoy 
will be engaged in an intern program next 
year in Los Angeles and Donnalee seems pleased 
with prospects of California life . 
Sally Abel enjoyed a quick trip to Europe for 
a few weeks in February . I really do not have 
all the facts and details as yet but will include 
them next time . 
I was quite surprised not long ago when 
Harriyet Hubbard Wallace knocked on my door 
one night here in my secluded "ivory tower." 
It was so good to see someone out of my "dis-
tant past " and we had an enjoyable time 
catch ing up on each other 's lives since grad-
uation . While Harriyct ' s husband is in Viet 
Nam she is working as a Social Worker for 
the Sta te of Kentucky. 
Carolyn Powell Kelly and her husband, 
Vince are working on their Master's degrees . 
Susan Pepper and Joyce Stevens are at the 
University of Virginia working on their Masters 
in Eng lish. 
Be sure to keep in mind our first class re-
union in June. I wi ll include more details 
about it next time . It will be good to see you 
then and really catch up on the news in person. 
Please continue to send any news to me. 
The next deadline will be May 9. At that time 
I will have finished my work for the year and 
will be at home so send mail to me ac: 1011 
Robroy Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland. Up 
until Ma y 5 I wi ll be here at the Un iversity. 
1965 Secretary 
Miss BARBARA C. VAUGHAN 
403 Westov er Hills Boulevard, Apt. # 203 
Richmond, Virginia 
It has been almost a year since graduation , 
and what a year it has been, filled with the 
excitement of weddings, new jobs, and some 
travel. 
Wedding bells have been ringing for some 
of the class in recent months . Linda Webb be-
came Mrs. William Lloyd Taliaferro on Jan -
uary 29 . Linda is still in Richmond teaching 
at Douglas Freeman High School and Bill 
is in Viet Nam with the Un ited States Army. 
On February 6 Bettie Lee Currell became 
Mrs. Frederick Anderson Gaskins. She and 
Fred are living in Alexandria and Bettie Lee 
is still teaching in Woodbridge. 
Carolyn Parks was down from Philadelphia 
for Bettie Lee's wedding and spent some time 
with Mary T. Smith Watson in Petersburg. 
Sandra Tarves became Mrs. Harry Beadell 
on April 1. They are making their home in 
Richmond, and Sandra teaches in Chesterfield 
County. 
Irene McDaniel became Mrs. Thomas Quentin 
Reynolds on Apr il 2. They, too, are in Rich-
mond where Irene teaches in the Richmond City 
Schoo ls . 
Judy Widener became Mrs. Clifton R. O 'Bier 
on April 30. They are now living in Rich-
mond. 
Several others in the class are busy with wed-
ding plans. Jane Lasley has become engaged 
to Kevin Quinn and is planning a July wed-
ding . 
The engagement of Susan Grable and David 
Ryan has been announced. They are planning 
a June wedding. 
Janet Wooden became engaged to Bill Murl -
less in December. She writes that wedding 
plans are underway with apartment hunting 
added. Too, she's taking an education course 
in night school at a Penn State Extension 
Center . 
Susan Shirk is teaching first grade in Nor-
ristown, Pennsylvania and enjoying it a great 
deal. 
Harriet Clay Naismith writes that she has 
enjoyed living in the west but is looking for-
ward to returning to Virginia in the spring 
when Doug will be transferred to the East 
Coast. 
Rosemary Jones is working with Eastern 
Advertising, Inc . in Richmond . Her job-a 
little of everything . 
Barbara Gardner Cook is being kept quite 
busy in Panama with the Peace Corps. She 
has started a woman's dub where she teaches 
sewing, cooking, and first aid while Richard is 
busy with a recreational group. 
Diane Byers Badkin is working as a per-
sonnel manager at Klann, Inc. in Waynesboro. 
She says it is a small compa ny but just the 
right size to have a fascinating personnel of-
fice. It's new so she's getting to start from 
scratc h. 
Susan Darden has moved into a new apart-
ment. Recently she issued her first patent and 
has been skiing in Pennsylvania. 
Elizabeth Harrison is a seed analyst with 
the state department of agriculture in Rich -
mond. 
Peggy Saunders has been keeping quite bus y 
with her job with The Norfolk-Virginian Pilot . 
Cheryl Kerr has been having a grand time 
skiing in Vermont and the Catskills. She and 
Mary Ellen Kyle made a trip to Richmond in 
February. 
Vicki Batts has been provisionally accepted 
into the library science school at the Univer-
sity of Denver after successfully completing her 
Master 's degree in history in August. 
Cindy Shellhorse is back in the newspaper 
field. She sponsors the World Student Coop-
erative Association at Tuckahoe Junior High 
School. This group is now printing a news-
letter. 
Kay Ramsay Parrish reports that Vince and 
her third graders keep her pretty busy but she 
enjoys every minute of it. They will be going 
to Texas in June when Vince is stationed at 
Ft. Bliss and are both looking forward to it. 
Bonnie Ray is still seeing celebrities in New 
York. At a performance of "On A Clear 
Day . . ." she saw Mrs. Johnson and Lynda 
Bird. 
Brenda Matlock is pinned to a Phi Garn 
graduate of Bucknell, Gordon Richard Mc-
Bean. Her spring vacation was spent in the 
Bahamas. 
Rita Davis Mahanes has a daughter, Jennifer 
Lee, born December 15th . Both mother and 
daughter are doing fine. 
Jo Ellen Ripley will do graduate work in 
French at McGill University, Montreal, Can-
ada during the ·summer. 
Anne Grant Williams is doing graduate work 
in psychology in night school at RP.I. Mary 
Easterly and Virginia Davis are both studyin g 
at RP.I., too. Mary is practice teaching in 
art at Tucker Junior High School. 
Susan Gunn is studying some IBM courses. 
Linda Holt Lilly is taking an education course 
in a Virginia Extension Course . 
Mary Beth is now working as a bank teiler 
at American Security and Trust in Washing-
ton, D . C. Fay Wynn has chaperoned some 
students from her school to the SCA convention. 
Sandra Horner Thompson has been to New 
York City on a shopping spree while Mike 
attended a medical seminar there. 
I'm sure many of you remember Mary Mar-
garet Beasley who began her college years with 
us at Westhampton . She received her degree 
in psychology from Florida State in June and 
has since been married . She and her husband 
are now making their home in Tallahassee, Fla. 
Ann Carter has spent several weeks at the 
Chamberlin in Hampton attending a training 
course with the C&P Telepho ne Company. 
Please continue to let us hear from you 
by keeping in touch with your group leader 
or with me directly. 
WESTHAMPTON ALUMNAE 
LOCAL CLUBS 
Eastern Shore Alumnae Club 
President: l\1:Rs. COLBURN L. DrzE 
(Polly Bundick) 
Onancock , Virginia 
Since Accomack County had been the scene 
of our meetings for the past few years, we 
decided to hold our latest luncheon in North-
ampton, near the tip of our peninsula, in fact 
almost at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel. 
None of the Maryland members made the 140-
mile round trip but a Northampton alumna 
of the Woman's College, who had long been 
on our list of prospects, attended for the first 
time. 
We were privileged to have Westhampton 's 
new Dean, Dr. Mary Louise Gehring, as our 
guest of honor . In her talk she gave us a 
view of the Fine Arts Building plans, the 
renovation of the Deanery, and the composition 
of the present student body. Mrs . R. E. Booker, 
Alumnae Secretary, sketched some other details 
of campus activities, with emphasis on alum-
nae-student relations, including the arrange-
ment which gives each dormitory girl an alumna 
in Richmond as her sponsor. 
During the business session a nominating 
committee was appointed, and a tentative date 
set for the next meeting. 
Peninsula Alumnae Club 
Co-chairmen : MRS. STUART ATKINSON 
(Betty Marlow) 
121 Keith Road 
Newport News, Va. 
MRS. JAMES B. THOMAS, JR. 
(Jacque line Thomas) 
Brandon Road 
Newport News, Va. 
On February 22 we had a joint dinner meet-
ing with the Richmond College alumni at the 
King James Motel. It was a very enjoyable 
meeting with Professor J . J. Taylor of the 
Physics Department as guest speaker. He 
brought us up to date on the happenings at 
both the University of Richmond and West-
hampton College, also told of future plans . 
Mrs. Madison Price was general chairman, 
assisted by Mrs. M. G . Lambiotte and Mrs . 
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James M. Mackey, Jr . John B. Odell was mas-
ter of ceremonies. 
Rappahannock Club 




The Rappahannock Alumnae Club had a 
luncheon meeting at the Indian Creek Yacht 
and Country Club on April 12. 
Special guests from the college were Dr. 
Jean Wright and Leslie Booker. Miss Wright 
brought interesting news of events at the col-
lege and answered many questions. 
Election of offi cers was held and Dimple 
Lathem Gravatt '40 was elected pr esident and 
Nancy Tingle Griffin '61 was elected secretary. 
A plan was made to have another meeting in 
the early fall. 
Richm ond Alumnae Club 
President: MRS. ELLIS M. DuNKUM 
(Elizabeth Rames '59) 
4604 Bromley Lane 
Richmond, Virginia 
The Richmo nd Club greeted spring and ended 
its year of activ-ities on April 2 at the Willow 
Oaks Countr y Club with a lovely and very 
successful luncheon. The Class of 1963, under 
the chairmanship of Miss Arche r Randlette, 
sponsored the event. A classmate, Mrs. Bets y 
Broaddus Zimmerman, gave an illustrated talk 
on Viet Nam, where she lived from 1964-65. 
The 120 ladies present found this program very 
interesting and enjoya ble. Our special guests 
included Dr. Mary Louise Gehring, Dean of 
Westhampton, Miss Clara Keith , Dean of Stu-
dents, and Mrs. Lillian Belk Youell, President 
of the Westhampton College Alumnae Asso-
ciation, as well as many membe rs of the college 
faculty. Archer and her classmates deserve 
our greatest thanks for making this one of our 
most successf ul spri ng luncheons in some time. 
At our spring meeting the following officers 
were elected for two-year terms: J ean Hudgins 
Frederick (Mrs. Arnold) '58, President; Anne 
Smith Palazz o (Mrs. Edward) '42, First Vice 
President; and Marion Lawton Kinzey (Mrs. 
John S.) '46, Corresponding Secretary. We 
wish for them a very successful a.nd pleasant 
term. 
Special thanks go to the members of the 
Board for the year 1965-66. They have worked 
hard and faithfully. They are: Meurial Webb 
'60, First Vice President; Charlotte Houchins 
Decker '51, Second Vice Presiden t; Becky Gris-
som Van Ausdall '60, Recording Secretary; 
Kitty Rosenb erger Garber '50, Corresponding 
Secretary; Barb ara Moore Flann agan '54, Treas-
urer; Ann Peery Frederick '56, and Anne Smith 
Palazzo '42, Members-at-Large; Mary Catherine 
Sellers Dunn '6 1, Publicity Chairman; Betty 
Wade Blanton Jones '61, and Doris Balderson 
Burbank '50, Membership Co-Chairman; and 
Kay Crawford Trimble '58, Studen t Relations 
Chairman. 
The Richmond Club held four activities and 
three money-making projects this year. On 
October 2, 1965, a fall luncheon and fashion 
show was held at Schrafft's Virginia Inn. Betty 
Harvey Strum '59 was chairman and moderator 
of a show of fashions made and knitted by 
our members. On November 8, 1965, our tra-
ditional Covered Dish Supper was held at the 
Seventh Street Christian Church, under the 
sponsorship of the Class of 1960, Emelyn St. 
Clair Key, chairman. Our speakers were Dr. 
Mary Louise Gehrin~ and ~iss Dottie !5parks, 
'59, who related their experiences and impres-
sions in Japan twenty years apart. The Alumna e 
Children's Christmas Party was enjoyed again 
this year by all the children on December 12. 
The chairman, Pat Eanes Jackson and Helen 
Melton Lukhard, Class of 1956, provided a 
Christmas movie, singing, Santa Claus, and 
refreshments. The last activity of the year was 
the annual spring luncheon and business meet-
ing on April 2. 
The money-making projects brought a total 
of $367.49 to the treasury. The calendar sales, 
conducted by the Board this year, made a 
profit of $130.85. The pecan sales, under the 
chairmanship of Jean Hudgins Frederick and 
Marci Hammock Bullock, '54, had a profit of 
$212.64. The theatre party, which was held 
February 24 at the Barn Dinner Theatre, 
brought in $24.00. 
To these successes we proudly add that we 
have a total paid membership of 186. We hope 
that next year many more Richmond alumnae 
will support the activities of their local club 
by paying their dues and by participating in the 
activities. 
Tidewater Alumnae Club 
President: MRS. Rov DUDLEY 
(E lizab eth McRae) 
1435 Monterey Ave. 
Norfolk, Virginia 
The February meeting of the Tidewater 
Westhampton Alumnae Club was held on the 
twenty-sixth in Larchmont Baptist Church in 
Norfolk. The flu kept many faithful members 
away but those attending the covered dish 
luncheon were delighted with the variety of 
delicious dishes. 
Our program was given by Peggy Saunders , 
class of 1965. She entertained us telling of her 
trip abroad with two girls immediately follow-
ing her graduation. The girls planned their own 
itinerary and saw Europe as they wanted to 
on "$ 5.00 a Day." We know the people Peggy 
came in contact with in Europe were as charmed 
by our alumna as we were by her enjoyable 
talk. 
The Tidewater group will have a luncheon 
meeting on April 16 with Miss Rivenburg and 
Mrs. Booker as guests. 
Washington Alumnae Club 
President: MRS. HENRY GOLDSBOROUGH 
(Cora Lynn Chaffee) 
7724 Lisle Avenue 
Pimmit Hills 
Falls Church, Virginia 
We opened our year with a red circle day 
on November 13th when we were able to have 
Dean Mary Louise Gehring as our guest for 
a luncheon at the Old Club Restaurant in 
Alexandria. In the setting of two hundred 
years ago we were impressed with the vitality 
of Dean Gehring, with great promise for the 
future of Westhampton. Mrs. Booker had 
brought Dean Gehring. 
We have continued to widen our activities 
beyond just college oriented ones and have 
participated in functions of the Washington 
International Center where foreign visitors are 
welcomed and oriented into life in the United 
States. We were the host group for their 
Saturday evening program on November 6th. 
This is an activity that our husbands join 
us in and one that has led individuals to then 
have some of the visitors in their homes. We 
will be doing this again in the late spring. 
Our major fund raising project for the year 
was a performance of THE HOMEMAKER'S 
PROGRAM at the Electric Playhouse in Wash-
ington at Potomac Electric Power Company. 
This was a demonstration of total electric 
living with not only a cooking demonstration 
but of ways to decorate with lights. A luncheon 
was a part of the program and we were able to 
raise about $50.00 from this. 
We will be ending our year with a tea in 
April at which time new officers will be elected 
for the next two years. 
I Necrology I 
1903-
William P. Powell of Spotsylvania, a re-
tired college professor and tree farmer, died 
February 9. 
Mr. Powell taught at Alderson Academy in 
West Virginia, Fork Union Military Academy, 
and served as principal of a high school in 
Norrisville, Va., before earning his master's 
degree at the University of Virginia in 1910. 
He taught English at Texas A & M, Baylor 
University, Southwestern State Teachers College 
Oklahoma A&M, and Drake University, and 
headed the English departments at Oklahoma 
Baptist University, Union University, Lime-
stone College, and the University of Tennessee 
Junior College. 
He went into the insurance business in West 
Virginia and Ohio in 1943. Since 1953 he has 
been a tree farmer at Belmont, Spotsylvania 
County, where he had planted 150,000 loblolly 
pines and other varieties of trees. He was a 
member of the Sons of the American Revolu-
tion and other historic and patriotic organi-
zations. He held membership in the Virginia 
Forest Association and the Masonic Lodge. 
Dr. John W. Kincheloe, 94, a retired Bap-
tist pastor and patriarch of one of the Uni-
versity of Richmond's most distinguished fam-
ilies, died March 12 in Rocky Mount, N. C. 
Dr. Kincheloe was born on a Fairfax County 
farm in 1871, and took over the management 
of the family farm at age 15. At 24 he turned 
the management over to the next son and went 
to Washington as a conductor for the Capital 
Traction Company. He was baptised in the 
Second Baptist Church in Washington, and from 
then on determined to become a minister. 
He was ordained in September of 1896 and 
was pastor of Columbia Baptist Church. 
Determined to educate himself, he entered 
the University of Richmond, after convincing 
the University officials that he should be given 
a try although he had little preparation grad-
uated with an A.B. in 1903. He accepted a 
call to the Baptist Church in Crewe, Va., and 
moved in 1909 to Princeton, W. Va. as a pastor 
there. In 1913 he returned to Richmond to 
Bainbridge Street Church and moved in 1917 
to the First Baptist Church in Rocky Mount, 
N. C., where he served for 35 years. 
He was awarded the Doctor of Divinity de-
gree by the University of Richmond in 1928. 
He sent four sons to the University of Rich-
mond, all of whom survive him . They are 
Dr. John William, Jr., '28, pastor of Branch's 
Baptist Church in Richmond; Dr . Henderson 
Grady, '31, a faculty member of N. C. State 
College; and Garland Broaddus, '36 and Hatcher 
Byrd, '32, Ro cky Mount businessmen. 
1905-
William Annon Daugherty, 87, a retired at-
torney in Pikeville, Va., died January 5. 
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Judge Daugherty has been a member of the 
local bar association for more than 50 years 
and had served as special judge in various 
counties by appointment of the Court of Ap-
peals. A noted trial lawyer, he won renown 
as a defense counsel in more than 600 murder 
cases. None of his clients was ever executed. 
He went to Pikeville in 1922 to practice 
law there. He served in cases in various states 
but primarily confined his practice to Virginia, 
Kentucky and West Virginia. 
He was honored on his 86th birthday, Sept. 
25, 1964, when the members of the bar asso-
ciation and local judges named him "Judge 
of the day." 
Survivors include his wife, a daughter, broth-
er, two sisters and six grandchildren . 
1911-
Herman Bailey, a farmer of Brookneal, Va., 
passed away during Christmas of 1965. 
1916-
Percy Scott Smith, 77, a Richmond attorney 
for 50 years, died January 31. 
He was a member of the bar associations 
and of St. James Episcopal Church. At the 
University, he was vice president of his class 
and senior counsel in the moot case debate. 
He is survived by his wife, a daughter and 
two sons. 
1918-
Word has been received of the death of 
Harvey Lee Milbourne, a former member of 
the State Departmnt, Washington, D. C., at the 
W. Va., on March 16. He was a resident of 
Veterans Administration Center at Martinsburg, 
Charlestown, W. Va. 
1922-
Dr. George Dewey Stevens, Sr., 67, a re-
tired Baptist minister, died April 8 at Roanoke, 
Va. 
Dr. Stevens was a native of Botetourt County 
and a graduate of Southern Baptist Seminary. 
He served Melrose Baptist Church, Roanoke; 
Vinton Baptist Church, Moffett Memorial 
Church, Danville; Pocahontas Baptist Church at 
Bassett, and organized and was the first pastor 
of Daleville Baptist Church. 
At the time of his death he was interim pas-
tor of Beulah Baptist Church in Franklin Coun-
ty. He also served pastorates in Ohio and Ken-
tucky . 
1923-
Curtis V. Bishop, 71, president of Averett 
College in Danville, and a nationally cele-
brated leader in education, died February 19. 
Dr . Bishop came to Averett as vice presi-
dent in 1930 and became its president in 1936. 
He held a master's degree from the University 
of Texas and a Ph.D. from Furman University. 
He taught English at Spartan Academy in 
South Carolina and at Furman before coming 
to Averett. 
Dr. Bishop served as mayor of Danville 
from 1950 to 1957. He was a former president 
of the Southern Association of Junior Colleges 
and the American Association of Junior Col-
leges. 
Survivors include a wife and two sons. 
1925-
Robert Goodwyn Harris of Richmond died 
on March 7. He had been an employee of the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
for 3 7 years. 
Mr. Harris was a member of the Old Do-
minion Chapter of Telephone Pioneers, and the 
Richmond First Club. He was a member of the 
First Unitarian Church. 
1926-
Gordon A. Wilkins, 60, former Assistant 
General Counsel, Patent Department, of Al-
lied Chemical Corporation, died January 9. 
Mr. Wilkins joined Allied Chemical as a 
patent attorney in 1934 following six years 
of service with the U. S. Patent Office as a 
patent examiner. Prior to that, he had been 
principal of the Westmoreland County High 
School. 
Mr. Wilkins was named assistant head of 
the patent department in 1945, Director of 
Patents in 1948 and Assistant General Counsel 
in 1965. 
Survivors include his wife, a son and two 
daughters. 
1930-
Henry Eugene Redford, 57, a Richmond busi-
nessman, died February 18 in Richmond. 
Mr. Redford was secretary-treasurer of Park 
Accessory Supply Company. He had served in 
the U. S. Army Air Corps during World War 
II, and prior to that, was employed with the 
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company and 
the Mechanics and Merchants Bank. 
He was a member of the Sherwood Park 
Civic Association. 
Survivors include his wife, brother and two 
sisters. 
1931-
John Winfield Lewis, an executive for a 
Richmond-based insurance company, died Jan-
uary 1 7 in Richmond. 
"Winnie" Lewis, as he was called, was ad-
ministrator of sales of the group division 
of the Life Insurance Company of Virginia. 
He was a veteran of World War II and the 
great-grandson of Richmond Addison Lewis, 
surgeon general of the Confederate Army. 
He was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fra-
ternity at the University. 
Survivors include his wife, brother and 
daughter. 
1939-
Harold L. Ronick, 50, a Richmond insurance 
official and a founder of the University's Red 
and Blue Club, died at his home in Richmond 
January 31. 
Mr. Ronick, an independent insurance agent, 
was a member of the University of Richmond 
Captain Club and a director of the Quarterback 
Club. He was one of the most loyal support-
ers of the sports programs as well as other 
aspects of the University of Richmond. 
Active in city affairs, Mr. Ronick was a 
former vice president of the Press Club of 
Virginia and a member of the board of di-
rectors of the Thanksgiving Festival, the 
Saints and Sinners and the West End Catholic 
Men's Club. 
In 1941 and 1942 he was commissioner of 
the Virginia Amateur Softball Association. 
Survivors include his wife, a son and two 
daughters. 
WESTHAMPTON NECROLOGY 
ELIZABETH EMELINE DuVAL 
Eliza beth Emeline DuVal, ' 18, died in Rich-
mond on Janu ary 5, 1966. 
Following graduation, she taught for several 
years, after which she entered the business 
world, returning to the University of Richmond 
a few years later, as a secretary and clerical 
worker in the Treasurer's Office. She remained 
there until her retirement in 1962. 
She was deeply interested in geneological 
work and was an active member of the Gooch-
land chapter of the Daughters of the Con-
federacy. Her devotion to the Dover Baptist 
Church of Goochland County began when she 
entered the "Infant Class" of the Sunday School 
at the age of three. It continued until her death, 
when she was still the teacher of the Ladies ' 
Bible Class. She served as a deaconess in the 
church and was for many years president of the 
Woman's Missionary Society. In recognition of 
her selfish work, when the Business Woman's 
circle was founded it was called The Elizabeth 
Du Val circle, while the Ladies Bible Class has 
now been renamed the Elizabeth DuVal Class. 
. MARGARET KNAPP HOWE 
"Mag's" many friends will be saddened to 
learn of her death on January 10, 1966 in Johns 
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. 
She was living in Newport News but formerly 
had lived in West Point, Norfolk, Richmond 
and Charlottesville, Virginia. 
She was a devoted wife and mother to her 
husband, Joe, and their children, Joe, III, age 
13, Joan, age 9 and William, age 6. 
Her warm personality, sunny disposition and 
optimistic outlook on life made friends easily 
wherever she went. She loved life and people 
and everyone loved her. 
At the time of her death she was President 
of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Virginia Branch 
of Associated General Contractors, a member 
of the A. A. U. W. and was active in St. 
Stephens Episcopal church in Newport News. 
ELIZABETH BROADHURST MILES 
Elizabeth Broadhurst Miles, R. N., slipped 
away so quietly. No one suspected her illness 
last spring, but a few days after college closed, 
almost suddenly, she was gone. 
When students and faculty who knew her 
best considered how the college could pay 
tribute to her memory they thought of her 
small sitting room with its choice little col-
lection of owls, its vases of flowers or leave s, 
and the corner shelves with the bright new 
jackets. She loved flowers, and she loved books, 
and she loved to share her newest discoveries 
with discerning readers. Thus in warm appreci-
ation of Miss Miles' fourteen years of service 
to Westhampton, College Government set aside 
a sum for the purchase of such books and 
magazines as would delight her, and per-
manently to preserve them the Alumnae As-
sociation has purchased a bookcase to be 
placed in the Infirmary hall in easy access to 
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convalescents . A memorial plaque will speak to 
coming cycles of students of the warmth of one 
in whom the sick found ready understanding 
and gentle ministration. 
Not everyone knows that Miss Lutz's beau-
tiful, white Purr-Sing was the torn, crying 
little kitt en which Miss Miles rescued one 
snowy night from high in a tree in the court. 
Thus Miss Lutz has given to the bookcase her 
fine collection of cat books. Of the two hand-
some magnolias planted last fall at the entrance 
to North Court, the one by the Infirmary 
window was given by Hannah Coker in loving 
memory of Miss Miles. 
In his Aequanimitas Sir William Oster pays 
beautiful tribute "to the kindly heads, tender 
hearts, and lovin g hands" of dedicated nurses. 
He could have had, Elizabeth Miles in mind. 
1921-
Anita Story Gilman died in November, 1965. 
She had been working in Decatur, Georgia, 
for a number of years, but had retired in De-
cember, 1964 and moved back to Waynesboro, 
Georgia, in order to be near her sister and 
other members of her family. 
1935-
Mrs. Stephen Graham White (Mildred Epes) 
of Blackstone, Virginia, died in January, 1966. 
She had been active in community affairs and 
particularly in musical circles, and had served 
as church organist and as a teacher of music. 
She had one daughter who was a Phi Beta 
Kappa graduate of Randolph-Macon Woman's 
College in 1962. 
Besides her daughter, her other survivors in-
clude her husband and her sister, Gladys Epes 
Hardy who graduated at Westhampton in 1941. 
MERCER BOARD ELEVATES 
DR. J. MAURICE TRIMMER 
Dr. J. Maurice Trimmer, '27, pastor of 
the Highland Hills Baptist Church of Ma-
con, Ga., has been named chairman of the 
executive committee of the Board of Trustees 
of Mercer University. He has been a member 
of the Mercer board for four years and re-
ceived an honorary degree from the uni-
versity in 1941. 
Dr. Trimmer has been pastor of church 
in Virginia, West Virginia, and Georgia, 
having served as pastor of the First Baptist 
Church of Macon from 1939 until · 1945 
and pastor of the Highland Hills Baptist 
Church since 1960. 
He has been active in denominational 
work as a member of the executive com-
mittee of the Georgia Baptist Convention, 
president of the West Virginia Baptist Con-
vention and as a member of numerous 
committees. He has written extensively for 
religious journals and has been on more 
than 30 college and university campuses 
for Religious Emphasis Week programs. 
In 1956, he received an honorary degree 
at the University of Richmond . 
ASHLEY DeSHAZOR NAMED 
MONTGOMERY WARD VEEP 
Ashley D. DeShazor, '44, has been named 
a vice president of Montgomery Ward after 
holding key management positions within 
the merchandising division since joining the 
company in 1963. He also has the respon-
sibilitie s of corporate credi t division man-
ager. 
DeShazor joined Wards as national mer-
chandi se manager of men 's furnishings in 
the company's New York office in 1963 
and later was appointed procurement as-
sistant to the vice president and general 
merchandise manager in Chicago's home of-
fice. Last year he was name d national mer-
chand ise man ager of sporti ng goods. Prior 
to joining Wards , DeSha zor served 21 
years with Sears, Roebuck and Co., includ -
ing five years in Bogota , Colombia as head 
of the buying office there, and later as 
president of the Sears Colombian Corpora -
tion. 
He served in the Nav y in World W ar 
II in both the Atlantic and Pacific theater s. 
He is a retired Lt. Comm ander. 
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE HEAD, 
CHARLES MELSON, RETIRES 
Vice Admiral Charles L. Melson , '26, has 
retired as president of the N aval War Col-
lege at Newport , R. I. He is a former super-
intendent of the Naval Academy and also 
commanded the First Fleet. 
During World War II, Admiral Melson 
performed convey escort duty in the Atlanti c 
and participated in the amphibi ous invasion 
of Sicily. 
FACULTY-ALUMNI FORUM 
(C o11li11ued fr om page 5) 
tendan ce at some student forums on topical 
issues, such as a recent one about whether 
the University shou ld seek federal aid, has 
been low. He said the prevailing attitude 
seems to be to get a " C' or better, attain a 
diploma and go on "to better th ings." 
University of Richmond students, he said. 
are relatively isolated, "bot h phyiscally and 
communicative ly, from groups having dif-
ferent attitudes. There are several other col-
lege campuses in Richmond, and to my 
knowledge few of our students associate with 
students from them." (For more about this 
program, see page 3.) 
The final Forum program of 1966 was 
presented on March 15, when alumni packed 
the Quonset Hut Theater to see the Uni-
versity Players production of "Stop The 
World - I Want To Get Off." It is the 
story of Littlechap in a big and sometimes 
bad world. The performance was widely ac-
claimed by the alumni, who lauded the 
student performances and the direction of 
William H. Lockey, Jr. , '44. 
The play is a hit musical of the early 
1960's with the distinctive trademark of 
Anthony Newly. 
"Stop the World - I Want to Get Off" 
played long runs both in London and on 
Broadway, and left such popular songs as 
"What Kind of Fool Am I?," "Gonna Build 
a Mountain" and "Once in a Lifetime. " 
The story is a play within a play. A group 
of circus entertainers decide on a new act 
to interest the public: The act is "Life." 
Littlechap is chosen the protagonist , and 
the action portrays his life from birth to 
death. Most of the dialogue consists of 
Littlechap's soliloquies to the audience , all 
beginning with the phrase , "Stop the 
World .. . . " 
The show musically satrizes the foible s 
of man. A chorus, used throughout the play, 
makes occasional comments and sometimes 
becomes a character. Alumni enthusiastically 
applauded Jim Jontz, a freshman from Men-i-
phis , Tenn., and Ellen Sanderson of Birds-
nest, a senior, who had the lead roles in 
the show . 
URBAN CENTER IS ESTABLISHED 
TO SERVE RICHMOND 
COMMUNITY 
The University of Richmond has estab-
lished an Urban Center which will aid 
busine ss and government in the solution of 
economic, political and social problems in 
the Richmond metropolitan area. 
The center will be part of the new In-
stitute of Business and Community De -
velopment, which will be headed by Dr. 
Richard S. Underhill, formerly director of 
the University 's Management Development 
Center. The third arm of the Institute wi ll 
be the Organ ization Research Center. 
The Urban Center will devote itself to 
the metropolitan Richmond area problems, 
includi ng transportation, finance, planning, 
recreation, and the relationships among var-
ious segments of the community. 
The Organization Research Center will be 
concerned with pro blems of the relationships 
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among business, government and labor or-
ganizatio ns. 
The Management Development Center 
will continue and increase assistance now 
given to the business community. 
The Institute, said President Modlin, will 
ident ify the needs of business and the com-
munity, und ertake research into opportun-
ities for growt h and development, and make 
availab le information for the development 
of effective leadership , and for the general 
publi c. 
"Business, government and labor, " said 
Dr. Modlin , "are facing new challenges and 
must seek new means of working together 
constructively." 
Headquarter s of the Institute will be on 
the campus of Un iversity College, at Lom-
bardy and Grace Sts. 
ROBERT ALLEN ACCEPTS 
ALBERMARLE APPOINTMENT 
Dr. Robert W. Allen , '34, principal of 
Woodrow Wilson High School in Ports-
mouth since 1958, has resigned to become 
director of two private schools in Charlottes-
ville: Rock Hill Academy, a four-year ac-
credited high school and Robert E. Lee 
Elementary. 
Th e schools are operated by the Char-
lottes ville Educational Foundation. 
His var ied career in the field of edu-
cation has included classroom teaching , di-
versified occupat ions coord inator , elementary 
and high school principal. 
He is a past pre sident of the Virginia 
Education Association and has served dili-
gent ly the Un iversity of Richmond from 
which he holds, in addi r;on to his bachelor 's 
degree, the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Science. He was prominent in the formation 
of the Parents Organization of the University 
of Richmond which he served as its first 
president. 
Allen went to Por tsmouth in 1947 from 
McIntire High School in Albemarl e. After 
serving as principal of the Briggs and Green 
Street schools, he became assistant principal 
of Woo::lrow Wilson in 1950 and principal 
in 1958. 
Baseball 
(Colllinued from pc,ge 9) 
ended a budding Bucknell rally in the open-
er with a spectacular rnnning catch and he 
came to Balderson's aid in the nightcap 
with a perfect throw to the plate to nip a 
Bucknell runner and end the inning after 
the Bisons had loaded the bases. Green and 
Sharif paced the Spiders' 10-hit attack in 
the nightcap. 
The Spiders swept a pair of twin bills 
from Marietta College at Fort Eustis during 
the Spring vacation. Dickinson and Blenck-
stone were the victors the first day as the 
Spiders triumphed, 5-2 and 10-4. Richmond 
won, 10-0 and 16-8, the second day with 
Balderson hurling a one-hitter in the opener 
in which Green hit a home run . 
Richmond dropped a doubleheader to East 
Carolina, 4-1 and 5-0, as the Pirates Jim 
Raynor and Dennis Burke hurled a two-
hitter and a three-hitter at the Spiders. All 
four runs off Balderson in the opener were 
unearned. Green collected two of the Spiders 
five hits for the day. 
Richmond bounced back to sweep double-
headers from Furman, 3-0 and 2-0, and 
Davidson, 3-1 and 8-4. Blenckstone stopped 
the Paladins on seven hits and Dickinson 
came back with a three-hitter. Balderson gave 
up only four safeties in the opener against 
the W ildcats. Duane Wood was the win-
ner in relief in the nightcap. 
William and Mary knocked Balderson 
out of the box in the fourth inning with 
a four-run outburst and defeated the Spiders , 
5-2, at Wil liamsburg . Hash collected three 
hits for Richmond. 
Grid Coach 
(Continu ed from pcrge 9) 
Macon, lettering in football, baseball, bas-
ketball and tennis. 
He is married to the former Jean Butts 
of Athens, Ga. They are the parents of four 
child ren. They are Page 10, Brad 8, Frank 
7 and Jean 5. 
Dale Haupt, 36-year-old former Iowa 
State defensive line coach, is in charge of 
the defense and coaching the defensive line. 
Dale was twice an All-Skyline Conference 
guard at the University of Wyoming where 
he played under Bowden Wyatt and Phil 
Dickens. He was head freshman coach at 
the University of Tennessee four years be-
fore joining the Iowa State staff two years 
ago . 
Jim Tait, 30-year-old former Mississippi 
State halfback, is working with the Spider 
backs. Tait was head coach at Meridian 
(Miss.) High for the past two seasons. He 
played under Darrell Royall and Wade 
Walker at Mississippi State. 
Dick Lage, assistant coach at Frederick 
College the past two years, is the Spiders ' 
new encl coach. Lage, 26, won Little All-
America honors while playing at Lenoir-
Rhyne under Clarence Stasavich, now coach 
at East Carolina . 
Basketball 
( Continued from /Jage 9) 
over Virginia Tech . Welsh was the Spiders' 
No. 2 scorer with a 19.5 aveage. He fin-
ished his three -year varsity career with 
1,033 points. 
Tom Green, 6-6 junior forward, averaged 
15.8 points and was the team's leading re-
bounder with an average of 10 a game . Bus-
ter Batts, 6-8 center, had an 11.3 average 
and picked off nine rebounds a game . H ar-
vey Roberts, the fifth starter , was a defen-
sive standout. Billy McCann, Dick Balder-
son, Terry Burgess and Butch Renal cli did 
well in reserve roles . 
Coach Gale Catlett's Spider fresh men 
completed their season with a 7-8 record . 
Picot Frazier, 6-2 guard from Salem, aver-
aged 17 points in 11 games. Larry Patte r-
son, 6-3 forward from Piedmont, W . Va., 
played the final four games of the season 
and averaged 24 points. Other double figur e 
performers on the freshman eleven were 
Larry Weddington of Bristol, Tenn . (10 .8) 
and Richmonclers Bobby Ukrop ( 12. 5), 
Buddy Jones (12.3) an d Wilton Ford 
(11.1). 
Law School Alumni Elect Judge Smith 
Judge Frank W. Smith, ' 22, of Grundy, 
Va ., was elected president of the University 
of Richmond Law School Association on 
April 30, when an enthusiastic turnout of 
law alumni returned for Law Day activities. 
Serving with Judge Grundy, will be Rus-
sell E. Booker, '29, vice president, a Rich-
mond attorney. Mrs. Virginia Ivey Klingel, 
'48, was re-elected secretary, and Carle E. 
Davis, '54, was re-elected treasurer. 
Judge Smith began his practice of law 
in Grundy immediately after graduation. He 
was elected commonwea lth 's attorney of 
Buchanan County and served for more than 
20 years in that position . He is the father 
of Frank W. Smith, Jr., '62, now a mem-
ber of the law school faculty . 
The main speaker of the day was Edward 
A. Wayne, president of the Federal Reserve 
Bank in Richmond, who told the alumni 
that business was booming but warned that 
inflati~.nary pressures "are much in evi-
dence. 
On the national scene, Wayne pointed 
out, the rise in the Gross National Product 
is "close to the highest in recent years." He 
added that such a rate of growth would be 
most encouraging except for one aspect 
"which is quite disquieting - about 40 per 
cent of the rise in the GNP was caused 
by higher prices and approximately 60 per 
cent by larger output." 
About President Johnson 's request that 
business cut back capital investment and 
expansion, Wayne commented : "We have 
found very little evidence thus far of any 
significant reduction or postponement of 
plans for capital spending." 
Several respondents to a survey of a 
five-state area including Virginia, did indi-
cate, Wayne added, "they were reviewing 
their long-range plans and we would antici-
pate some postponement as a result of such 
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reviews ." 
The banker said that there are "a few 
minor developments whi ch may or may not 
portend some easing. " Automobile sales in 
the first two-thirds of April were nearly 
nine percent below those of a year ago and 
"there are reports that automobile manu -
facturers are cutting their steel orders for 
June by 25 or 30 per cent. " 
Wayne's address foll owed a noon panel 
discussion of the accomplishm ents of the 
1966 General Assembly. The panel ists were 
State Senator Leslie D. Campbell, Jr., '51, 
of Hanover, and Deleg ates Fred erick T. 
Gray , '49, of Petersbur g, and Edward E. 
Lane, '48, of Richmon d. 
Campbell said the local option of the state 
sales tax in which fun ds are reh1rned to 
the counties and town s on the basis of the 
point of collection , is "a glaring example 
of taxation without repr esentati on." It was, 
he said, "a measure to appease the cities 
who had pre-empt ed the field of the sales 
tax." 
Lane discussed the bill s which received 
the most debate, includin g the driver 's age 
bill, the right to vote bill and oth ers. Gray 
asserted that the 1966 General Assembly 
"gave education the greatest shot in the 
arm that was ever recei\·ed in any one ses-
sion." 
Sandwiched between the pa nel discussion 
and Wayne's address was a lunch eon, which 
was moved to the refectory because of the 
inclement weather. 
Following Wayne 's address, many of the 
alumni crossed the campus to Millhiser 
Field, where the Spiders spl it a baseball 
doubleheader with We st Virg inia Univer ity, 
winni ng 1-0, and losing 7-1. 
A reception, a banqu et business session 
and dance at the Hot el fohn Marshall ended 
the day's activities . · 
During Graduation Week 
Make your home at 
Holiday Inn-west 
Many of your Alumni friends will be there! 
From the luxurious lobby to the 200 attractively decorated individual 
rooms, everything is designed for your comfort. 
FREE-TV in every room, baby beds, ice, kennels and Ken-L-Ration. 
Children under twelve admitted free when occupying same 
accommodations as parents. For your convenience, we also have 
transportation and U-Drive arrangements. 
We welcome you-our guest. Making you happy and 
comfortable is our business. 
Rates from $12.00 single-$18.00 double 
Executive Suite-$30.00. 
3200 West Broad Street 
Richmond, Virginia 
Phone 359-4061 
